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With the publication of the Commission's White paper "An energy policy for the European
Union", the policy debate moves on with stakeholders, the European Parliament and the
Council of Ministers addressing, in the coming months, the challenge of developing a
framework which will guide energy into the new century.

Accompanying the policy document we are publishing an analysis of energy futures to
2020. The analysis has helped in the preparation of the White paper and we believe it can
contribute to and facilitate the developing policy debate.

A key message resulting from the detailed research is the potential for a technologically
based, innovative energy sector contributing to sustainable development. Reflecting a
radically changing and increasingly competitive world, the analysis explores, using the
scenario approach, the options and ranges of actions which could contribute to a robust
policy framework addressing a number of central policy objectives.

Primary among these is the role energy plays as a factor of production. The analysis points
to substantial productivity potentials in the production and use of energy. Given the
growing global economic challenge this is a major asset as Europe looks to employment
and to its competitive position in the global market.

A dynamic energy sector has important implications for two other major policy concerns:
that of achieving substantial and indeed radical improvements in local, regional and global
environmental conditions and, through trade, to foster prosperity and stability in the
Mediterranean basin, the Middle East and in the Commonwealth of Independent States.

The strategic requirements for achieving these objectives are within our reach. The
resource base, both fossil and non-fossil, is larger than we previously thought. The science
and technological skills necessary to recover and use these resources efficiently are known.
There is a growing demand for clean and efficient energy services with the capital and
organisational skills available to service this demand. Creating a favourable climate for
investment should be the focus of public policy.

I should like to take this opportunity to express my own appreciation and that of the
Directorate General for Energy in respect of the cooperation and contributions from experts
in the Member States, international organisations, industry and others, including the
world of scholarship. For our part we remain committed to open dialogue in preparing
future analyses.

PART I
REPORT: EUROPEAN ENERGY TO 2020:
A Scenario Approach
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Headlines

European Energy to 2020 takes a scenario-based approach, reflecting the uncertainty and
sense of transition that pervades the energy sector today. Four different scenarios are
developed to produce a range of energy futures that could apply in the European
Community over the next 25 years. Early manifestations of the more fundamental changes
in prospect are indicated by findings of:

· a continued steady growth in energy demand of 1% p.a. on average;

· a growing trend in dependence on third countries by 2020 this could reach 70% of
total consumption;

· the emergence of gas as a leading element of the fuel mix;

· uncertainty as to the final shape of the fuel mix, where the impact of new
technologies and concerns about environment will be decisive; and

· a sensitivity to assumptions about the rate of improvement in energy intensity.

Each of the scenarios produces different results in terms of the three energy policy 'pillars'
of competitiveness, environment  and security of supply.

· Significant variation exists at the level of energy prices, energy intensity gains and
fuel mix. This results in differing costs, prices and quality of energy services.

· Only one scenario presents a path towards reduced CO2 emissions while
maintaining sustainable levels of economic growth. Other scenarios increase emissions as
a consequence of economic growth.

· All scenarios show increased dependency, but to different degrees, and with different
fuel and regional dependencies.
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Introduction

The development of energy policy is a priority for the European Community. To support
this, work commenced some two years ago on a new energy study with 2020 as its horizon.
As the work progressed, the political process moved forward in parallel. Intermediate
findings from the study provided the economic foundations of a Green Paper on Energy
Policy  (1) published in January 1995, which introduced for public debate the key energy
policy issues for the Community.



Following the Council resolution on the Green Paper in June of 1995, the Commission
finalized the preparation of a White Paper on Energy Policy (2). This study, by providing
insights into the driving forces and shaping factors of the energy economies of four
different future worlds, is intended as an active contribution to this process. It addresses
issues and concerns of common interest to producers and consumers of energy in the
developing and developed worlds. Results and key findings are presented together with
details of the scenarios adopted. The publication is intended to serve as a tool for policy
makers throughout Europe, helping them focus on the key issues for energy and its place
in society over the next 25 years.
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A changing world

A scenario-type analysis is particularly suitable at a time of change and uncertainty. It
allows the analysis to range over a variety of possible future changes in an objective way.
There is no doubt that not only in relation to energy, but on the larger stage also,
fundamental changes are taking place in the world today, the final direction and
destination of which remain unclear.

Geopolitical structures inherited from the post-war settlements were fundamentally
changed in the early 1990s. The early fruits of the globalisation of the world economy are
now being felt, setting in motion revolutionary changes. Technology is advancing at an
extraordinary rate, world trade is accelerating reflecting greater emphasis on market
policies. The art of governance is responding to these events with public policy adopting to
changing needs.

The energy industry has been the subject of major events with important consequences for
different sectors;  the oil price collapse of 1986 and the accident at Chernobyl; the growing
concern for the environment and sustainable development leading to the World Conference
in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 and the subsequent implications for energy. Technological
changes in the sector have led to a 'dash for gas' and to substantial improvements in costs
and efficiencies of exploration and production. Changes in energy demand levels and
market structures reflect the evolving economic structures of the global economy.

As energy is a derived demand of economic activity, we need an insight into those policies
and shaping factors which drive energy demand. Firstly we need a forward view of
economic growth and related macroeconomic issues. Other strong driving forces are the
future direction of environmental protection, and  of policies on transport and on fiscal
structures. Other policies which can also influence the context within which the energy
policy response is formulated include, for example, Research and Development policy in
relation to new energy technology,  Agriculture policy in relation to biomass and Social
policy in relation to employment.

To better reflect this complex set of shaping factors it is considered preferable to take the
scenario route rather than using a single point forecast in developing the forward view of
Europe's energy sector. Scenarios give the analyst the opportunity to highlight different
combinations of the various policy influences, so that alternative future contexts can be
sketched out, and the energy implications examined.

As is confirmed by this exercise, there are  indeed different energy futures open. The four
different scenarios provide insights into the effect over time of taking different policy
directions, not only in energy policy but in the related policy areas that impinge on energy.

However, it is also clear from this exercise that  a set of policy options which can
accommodate a range of possible energy futures is required. A key conclusion of this
analysis is that an energy policy is necessary to ensure that energy investments and
choices made today remain coherent and rational into the future.
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Emerging trends

While energy supply conditions are stable and robust at present, the underlying changes
are bringing new alignments in to the energy equation. Oil is cheaper than previously
predicted and the discovery of additional reserves appears technically feasible. The growth
in nuclear power has lost its momentum in Europe. Renewable energy technologies are
moving towards mainstream acceptance. New organisational structures are being tried for
gas and electricity utilities. These are some of the emerging trends.

The demand for energy continues to grow while market structures evolve. The energy
intensity of many products has fallen, yet energy consumption is increasing because
consumers look to new needs: increased travel and leisure activities; greater competition in
industrial markets. Developing countries are seeking similar economic and social
achievements.

Energy trade is growing rapidly. But in place of 'old certainties' that oil must rise in price
and that we are running out of energy, new concerns focus on global competitiveness of
energy and technology.

The growing recognition of the environmental impacts of energy use is adding a new
dimension to energy policy, a dimension which is unfolding and has substantial
importance in how the energy sector develops. These concerns address both global and
local issues.

The challenge therefore is to understand the implications of these substantial shifts in
geopolitical, social, economic and energy structures. To gain an understanding of the policy
choices that will prove robust in the face of this uncertainty, policy makers require a broad
analysis of the factors at work in the energy economy.

The greatest need is for common understanding of the driving forces and shaping factors
that determine evolving geopolitical relations,  competitiveness and environment. This
analysis seeks to contribute to this process.
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The analysis

The European Commission has benefited from work produced by organisations such as the
International Energy Agency, the World Energy Council, and other private and public
institutions. An extensive programme of analysis and dialogue was undertaken. Utilising
the expertise of scholarship and specialised consultants, the work was progressed in close
co-operation with European Community Member States, the energy industry, consumers
and others with special interests.

5.1

The Scenarios

The Study looks out to 2020, exploring different socio-political scenarios to define and
explain the workings of energy economies. Four contrasting scenarios were developed to
reflect different global societal and economic trends; European Community macro-
economic prospects; and energy policy agendas. Given its importance in the current
environmental debate, three scenarios assume that global warming is proven by the middle
of the next decade. A fourth, the conventional wisdom scenario, is designed to evaluate the
energy consequences of the pursuit of current policies.

· The Conventional Wisdom (CW) scenario



denotes the 'business as usual' world, representing a conventional wisdom view of events.
Economic growth gradually weakens as demographic changes mean slower growth in the
labour force. Although some progress is made, many of the world's structural social and
economic problems remain.

· In the Battlefield (BF) scenario the world reverts to isolationism, power blocks, and
protectionism. Contradictions and instabilities in the global system make economic
integration very difficult. Globalisation is seen as too ambitious. The geopolitical system
fragments into blocs, with tensions and friction between and also within blocs.

· Under Hypermarket (HM) the predominant themes are market forces, liberalism and
free trade; there is a minimum of intervention from government and public administrators.
Global economic integration is self-reinforcing and continues. The force driving this
scenario is continued application of the market mechanism which is seen as the best way
to produce wealth and handle complexity and uncertainty. Liberalisation and privatisation
deliver results and produce new market entrants who demand more of the same.

· In Forum (FO) the world moves more to consensus and co-operative international
structures with a strong role for public administration and intervention. The process of
global integration produces new imperatives for collective public action. National, European
and international institutions are gradually restructured so as to be able more effectively to
deal with broader, more complex shared problems and interests.

These broad scenarios were subsequently translated into detailed macro-economic
indicators which reflected the world described in the initial definitions. These provided
contrasting industrial and macro-economic contexts for investigating future calls on
energy.

The impact of technological innovation on the energy sector is crucial over the long term
and technology scenarios were developed which explored the implications for fossil fuels,
nuclear and renewables.

For Europe, detailed econometric and simulation modeling by country, sector and fuel was
undertaken.

To put the scenarios in a global context, more simple analysis of the other parts of the
world was commissioned. Emphasis was placed on those regions that are near neighbors to
Europe in energy terms, namely the former Soviet Union and the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe, the US and the non-European countries of the Mediterranean and the
Middle East.
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Energy futures

The quantitative results were found to confirm the qualitative character of the scenarios
and illustrated the potential for very different energy futures. In particular, the
consequences for competitiveness, the environment and security of supply varied widely
according to scenario. Indeed, one clear result is that radical measures will be needed if
Europe's target of CO2 stabilisation is to be achieved. But, important though the
environment is, it is not the only item for debate. Balancing the environmental challenge
with concern about employment and energy security is the essence of energy policy.

6.1

World Energy



In a Conventional Wisdom world, global energy supply is likely to grow from an estimated
8.4 btoe in 1995 to near to 12.6 btoe by 2020, an average annual increase of 1.6%. This is
a little less than the growth seen over the past twenty years. In the Battlefield scenario,
global discord and an oil price shock stifle economic growth with the result that energy
growth would be lower - around 1.3% p.a.. Energy grows at an average rate of 1.6% p.a. in
the Forum scenario constrained by the limitation placed on consumption in order to
achieve a demanding environmental agenda. On the other hand, the free-trade
Hypermarket scenario is expected to result in the highst rate of average energy growth of
almost 1.8% p.a. to 2020.

Total renewable energy supplies (both commercial and non-commercial) are forecast to
grow at 2.0% p.a., more so in a Forum world. The supply of solid fuels will grow, mainly in
the developing world, at around 1.5% p.a., albeit with its share of world energy falling.
Nuclear energy grows the least, at 0.5% p.a. in the Conventional Wisdom world, as the
developed world's nuclear industry matures and declines - only in the Forum scenario,
where nuclear could be seen as a way of halting rising CO2 emissions, could nuclear
continue to grow in the long term.

Natural gas is forecast to be the fastest growing fuel, its share of world energy increasing
strongly in all scenarios. It could grow at around 2.7% p.a. depending on scenario.

In particular, gas would gain share in the environmental Forum scenario, because of its
advantage in producing lower CO2 emissions than competing fossil fuels. It would also do
well in the market-driven
Hypermarket scenario, where it has exceptional commercial advantages. The world share of
natural gas could increase from 21% today to 29%.

Oil is expected to grow at between 0.5% p.a. (the consequence of the oil shock in Battlefield
and environmental pressures in Forum) through to a little under 1% in Hypermarket.
Conventional Wisdom growth could be around 0.75% p.a.. In all scenarios, oil would retain
the lion's share of global energy, albeit falling from 37% today to around 30% by 2020. The
increase in annual world oil consumption by 2020 predicted in the Conventional Wisdom is
around 0.8 btoe. The developing world is key to this growth accounting for three quarters
of the increment.

There are shifts in the global supply of oil. By 2020, US and West European oil production
are significantly below today's levels. However, there are increases in production in most of
the main oil-producing regions. Oil production in the former Soviet Union is anticipated to
show strong recovery in the new millennium in order to meet growing domestic demand.
There will be increases too from Africa, Asia (mainly China) and Latin America. However,
the region which dominates world oil reserves, the Middle East, will remain the world's
largest oil producing region by far.

6.2

Europe's Energy Neighbours

The Mediterranean and The Middle East
The southern and eastern countries of the Mediterranean and the Middle Eastern region
will be of particular significance to the economic and energy futures of the European
Community, not only as providers of energy from domestic resources and as important
energy transit routes, but also because of their increasing importance as consumers of
energy. The Arabian Gulf region will continue to be the largest of Europe's suppliers of oil
and could potentially be a supplier of gas too. Gas production will increase dramatically in
North Africa, although much of this will be used to meet rising domestic energy demand
resulting from the burgeoning population growth. Nonetheless, the region will become
increasingly important as a supplier of gas to Southern Europe through the development of
new export capacity.



The Former Soviet Union and Central and Eastern Europe Gas is of growing importance to
the countries of the former Soviet Union and Central and Eastern Europe, both as a
domestic fuel and as a vital export to Western Europe. Exports of gas from the former
Soviet Union to Europe grow strongly, particularly in the Hypermarket scenario, which is
the most favourable for energy trade. However, even under this scenario, the present
problems in the energy sector are such that it takes until almost 2005 for oil exports to
return to the levels of the late 1980's, something that is not even expected to be achieved
by 2020 in the Battlefield scenario.

The United States of America
Oil is likely to continue to dominate the energy scene in the United States of America.
Declining indigenous production will increase dependence on oil imports, increasing
sensitivity to issues of international competitiveness and trade.

Regulatory reform and increasing competition will further change power market structures
while conflicting regional economic interests between the energy producing and consuming
states may be difficult to settle. Increasing energy demand, particularly for coal, could
mean unresolved environment and security concerns.

Gross inland consumption

· Gross inland consumption increases in each scenario within a range of 0.6% to 0.9%
p.a. _

· but within scenarios significant differences exist in terms of:

- Structure by fuels (competition between solids and nuclear, emergence of
renewables in Forum, _);

- Energy intensity gains (from 1.1% per annum to 1.8% p.a.)

- End user energy prices

- Import dependency (from 53% in Forum to 69% in Hypermarket but reflecting
conservative forecasts related to indigenous production).

6.3

European Community

The analysis revealed that the energy future of the European Community will be
determined by a number of key long-term trends. Energy growth will be modest. There will
be a growing consumer dependence on network-delivered energy. Import dependency rises
in all scenarios. There is the possibility of strong renewables penetration and yet, despite
improved technology and increased energy efficiency, energy demand growth remains a
strong function of overall economic growth.

Energy Consumption
Primary energy consumption grows slowly:
There will be a steady if unspectacular growth in energy demand. Gross inland
consumption increases in all scenarios within a relatively narrow range of 0.6 to 0.9% p.a..
However, there will be important changes in the structure of final demand. That energy
demand growth is not greater is largely due to the accompanying improvements in energy
intensity, in the range 1.1% to 1.8% p.a..



Energy Products
Renewables grow fast, particularly in the Forum scenario,....

The Conventional Wisdom scenario has renewable energies more than doubling, exceeding
the contribution of nuclear energy by 2020. In a world in which significant societal shifts
are seen as the solution to environmental problems, as typified by the Forum scenario,
renewable energies progress particularly well and could grow at almost 5% p.a. to achieve
three times present day levels.

...and unless current attitudes change, nuclear growth will fade and decline in the long-
term...

Over the next decade, the future contribution of nuclear energy is more or less fixed.
Nuclear electricity increases  by about 1% p. a. between 1990 and 2005 with the
finalisation of new plants currently under construction. However, with doubts about
further nuclear investment and the ageing of the existing nuclear power station population,
the future of nuclear supply beyond 2005 is open to much greater uncertainty. If no
further investment takes place, as in Conventional Wisdom, then closures will accelerate
and supply decline rapidly. Only in the environmental Forum scenario is long-term growth
in nuclear energy foreseen. Here, society accepts the imperatives of resolving the problem
of CO2 emissions by investment in new nuclear technologies.

Natural gas grows the most,....

Natural gas consumption shows the greatest volume increase. Demand will at least double,
mainly for power generation. In the Hypermarket scenario, where free markets
predominate, the increase would be even higher, with annual growth averaging almost 3%.

...oil consumption grows very slowly...

There is likely to be a limited increase in demand for oil products, with a rate of increase of
between 0.3% and 0.5% p.a.. This narrow range is a reflection of the fact that the growth is
principally in the transport sector where demand is relatively unresponsive to changes in
economic growth and price.

...while coal consumption declines:

The environmental disadvantages of solid fuels are largely responsible for the anticipated
decline in their use in the European Community. Conventional Wisdom has consumption
falling by one third, although it remains an important fuel for power generation. In the free-
market Hypermarket scenario, the attractions of gas mean that solid fuel uses could halve.
And in the environmental Forum scenario, solid fuels fare even worse with 2020 demand
declining by almost 5% p.a. to one quarter of present day levels.

Oil Demand Trends
Oil grows more strongly in the south...

Oil demand growth will be concentrated in the non-substitutable transport and non-energy
uses.
Regionally, most of the growth is in Southern Europe, where the economies are somewhat
less developed than in the north and therefore where there is more scope for increases in
oil use as a result of economic growth.

...while light products increase their share of the barrel:

Overall, the delivered demand barrel is expected to continue to lighten, with growth
expected in the middle of the barrel. Gasoline demand may increase slightly in the medium
term, mainly in Southern Europe, but the trend towards diesel-fueled passenger cars is



expected to limit growth, unless there are taxation changes to equalise excises on the two
fuels on an energy basis. Rising demand for kerosene for aviation uses, and particularly
diesel for transport, will more than offset continuing decline in space heating uses of
middle distillates.

Heavy fuel oil faces environmental regulation and competition from natural gas and is thus
displaced in power generation in the medium term (notably Italy) and also where gas is
being introduced as a new fuel (Greece, Portugal and parts of Spain). However, decline in
the bottom of the barrel tends to be mitigated by increasing demand for marine bunkers
and static demand for non-energy residual products (bitumen, coke, etc.). It is of note that
the lightening of the refined barrel is limited by the increasing proportion of biofuels in
delivered transport fuels.

Electricity Demand by sector

In all scenarios:

· Sustained growth in industry (1.2% to 1.7% p.a.);

· Slower growth in tertiary-domestic (0.7% to 1.2% p.a.) due to improvements of
appliances and lower competitiveness of electrical heating;

· Bullish demand growth in transportation sector (+4.5% to 5.5% p.a.) due to the
development of electric cars.

Electricity
Increasingly generated by gas, electricity demand continues to grow :

In final energy demand, the prevailing trend is the growing penetration of electricity; in
Conventional Wisdom up to a 21% share of final demand from 18% now. On the supply
side, gas-fired combined-cycle plant is forecast to rise to over 30% of thermal capacity.

Indigenous Production
Excepting renewables, European Community energy production will peak and ultimately
decline,...

Indigenous energy production seems set to decline, perhaps by one fifth by 2020. However,
although eventual decline is inevitable, its onset would be delayed in a scenario of global
instability such as Battlefield, where considerable effort would be made to minimise
imports. The pace of technological progress in the Forum scenario could well put back any
decline in hydrocarbon production until beyond 2020.

Domestic production of solid fuels will fall substantially to 2020 - at best to 40% of current
levels and at worse to a mere seventh. Oil production is unlikely to show any appreciable
decline before 2000 but will fall thereafter. Gas production is expected to peak at the same
time or perhaps a little later, although the rate of decline to 2020 is forecast to be slower.

Trade
...so import dependency rises,...

The combination of increasing energy demand and an eventual decline in indigenous
production results in a growing trend in dependence on third countries. Import
dependency, currently 48% of gross consumption, could range from perhaps 53 to 69% by
2020.
...especially for gas...

Amongst the fuels, dependency on imported natural gas increases the most, a consequence
of the rapid increase in demand forecast. Imports currently account for 40% of
consumption and this figure could reach 75% by 2020. Incremental supplies will come



substantially from the former Soviet Union and North Africa, although by 2020, it is
possible that additional supplies may be available from Nigeria, Iran or elsewhere in the
Middle East, either by pipeline or in the form of LNG. It should not be forgotten that
substantial European Community supplies will come from within Europe, as Norway will
continue to be an important source of gas for many years to come.

...and coal,_

Dependency on coal imports will also increase rapidly as a result of plummeting domestic
production. From 29% in 1990, dependency is already 37% today and is anticipated to
reach nearer 80% by 2020.

_although the increase in oil import dependency is more gradual:

The European Community is already dependent on imports for 85% of total supplies of oil.
The forecast is for a gradual increase to 90%.

Power Generation: investments

·  The power capacity in 1992 is 526 GWe

· Expansion & replacement requirements are:

- Conventional Wisdom: 456 GWe (543 Billions ECU 93)

- Battlefield: 419 GWe (542 Billions ECU 93)

- Forum: 502 GWe (660 Billions ECU 93)

- Hypermarket: 492 GWe  (526 Billions ECU 93)

· Combined cycle represents between 30 and 45% of investment in thermal units

Investment
Energy investment requirements are large:

Over the longer term, the investment decisions made by economic operators will determine
the quality and structure of new technology. In electricity supply alone, the 2020 Study
estimates total European Community power plant investment requirements to be 543
billion ECU or 18 billion ECU per year in a Conventional Wisdom world. A degree of
decentralisation emerges in power generation. The marginal cost of electricity production is
slightly lower, due mainly to efficiency gains.

To serve the power stations, a doubling of gas pipeline and LNG capacity will be required.
R&D policy will be a major determinant of the choices available.

Environment
The Community is a party to agreements on acidification emissions, such as SO2 and NOx.
The Community legislation on curbing these emissions is under review and is being
developed. Energy use is at the origin of such emissions and their abatement has
repercussions on energy policy.

Sulphur dioxide



SO2 emissions are expected to continue to decline over the coming decades owing to
changes in fuel mix and new combustion techniques including end- of-pipe measures.
Energy-related sulphur dioxide emissions in 2020 will be substantially below the 1990 level
in all scenarios, ranging from - 64% in  Hypermarket to -77% in Forum.

Nitrogen oxides

Energy related NOx emissions are expected to
decrease more than 30% by 2020 . This decline could reach more than 40% in Forum and
Battlefield. These two scenarios show also the greatest reduction in NOx emissions from
power generation. In fact, power station emissions are reduced by nearly twice as much in
Forum as against Hypermarket.

Meeting CO2 targets will be challenging:

In all but the Forum scenario, rising energy consumption results in increased emissions of
CO2 by 2020, in spite of the growing proportion of natural gas in the energy mix.

CO2 Emission Comparison 2020/1990
European Community

· CO2 below 1990 only in Forum (down 11% by 2020);

· Up 3% in Battlefield; 14% CW; 17% Hypermarket;

· Lower energy & carbon intensity partly offset GDP rise

- the contribution of each differs among scenarios;

· In Forum, carbon intensity accounts for almost half of decrease in CO2 ;

· In the other scenarios, carbon intensity plays a minor role

- energy intensity contribution ranges from 2/3 to 3/4 of gains

By 2020, European Community CO2 emissions could be between 3% and 17% above 1990
levels. However, in Forum, in concert with demand-side actions to keep energy
consumption in check, there is an increasing share of nuclear energy supply. In these
circumstances, CO2 could fall by 11% from 1990.

In those scenarios where CO2 emissions increase, it is the result of electricity demand and
transport growth. In Conventional Wisdom, power generation accounts for half of the rise
in CO2 while transport accounts for the bulk of the increase in the sectors of final energy
consumption, almost matching the volume increase of power generation.
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Key messages

From the scenario analysis key messages are emerging and are highlighted below

Energy  Resource Availability



In terms of world-wide energy supplies, adequacy of the resource base does not appear to
be a problem for the period under review. Increasing European dependence on imports is
however inevitable. Future policy structures need to account for this trend.

Past concerns regarding available oil reserves have been eased by the pace of technological
developments which have allowed lower cost exploration and production, higher recovery
rates, and the economic exploitation of ever smaller deposits. It is therefore expected that
oil prices, and consequently all energy supply prices, will remain affordable, even if
occasionally volatile.

Much of the world's vast reserves of solid fuel can be brought to market at considerably
lower cost than the other main sources of primary energy. Therefore coal can be expected
to maintain its share of global energy supply due to its inherent price advantage. Supply of
renewable energies will grow quickly as problems of economics and market acceptability
are overcome. Starting from a small base, the renewables share of world energy is likely to
exceed 10% by 2020. Gas is expected to be the fastest growing fuel in the medium term. In
the developed world, its environmental advantages combined with the lower capital costs
associated with its use will make it the first choice in non-transport sectors, particularly
electricity generation.

Energy Intensity
Energy intensity gains will continue. But there is debate as to the rate of improvement. One
argument sees higher energy prices as the primary driving force. Given the current view of
a low world price regime slower gains in intensity are expected. A contrasting view argues
the energy intensity is strongly influenced by the level and quality of the capital equipment.
As industry invests in new modern technology, energy intensity gains result. The gains
therefore can reflect either the high levels experienced in the 1980's, about 2% per year,  or
the lower trend of 1% p.a. that prevailed in the 50's and 60's and indeed also over the last
few years. The analysis reflects the more optimistic premise that energy intensity gains will
continue at closer to the 2% rate. This result is a consequence of rapid technological
progress and a high turnover of capital stock.

The actual trend in energy intensity will need to be monitored closely as it is the major
source of the net energy savings predicted by the analysis. If the gains in energy intensity
fail to materialize, a radically different energy future could emerge.

Technology
New technology can decisively influence the future shape of the fuel mix. Conventional
energy will see improved technical efficiencies, with smaller distribution units leading to a
smoother energy supply and demand match in terms of installed capacity and technology
fit. Externalities can be engineered away to a considerable extent. Resource depletion can
be pushed back. Energy economics can be reworked to reflect the higher efficiencies and
lower costs. New technologies will become available, but low prices for conventional fuel
will limit its penetration in the medium term.

Innovation is the key to harnessing this technology potential. Innovation is part of the
market process, it is a dynamic of the economy. The energy sector has been characterised
in the past by large, long term projects which limit the opportunities for innovation.
Present trends in power generation are away from the giant power station, towards smaller
units. The availability of ever smaller, less expensive power generation and energy
conversion units facilitate faster turnover of the capital stock, which in turn facilitates
innovation.

While some benefits result in the medium term, the major technological changes occur
towards the end of the period analyzed. These illustrate the potential for radical changes in
the energy system. While these innovations take considerable time to materialize, they
deliver tangible results over time and more substantial results relevant to climate change
can be expected beyond 2020.

Transport



The transport sector will be critical to energy developments in the EU to 2020. While there
is a continuing increase in transport demand, the rate of growth in this demand appears to
slow and, in terms of intensity, to reverse historic experience. Increasing fuel efficiency is
being engineered into the transport fleet, but these gains have been tempered by a move
towards buying heavier and bigger vehicles. These effects demonstrate that energy
consumption in the transport sector is a complex function of material intensity, of the
mode of transport and of quality of transport required.

The transport sector is the major single contributor to incremental growth in EU final
energy demand and CO2 emissions over the period to 2020. Depending on scenario,
transport accounts for between 42% and 55% of incremental final energy demand and
between 48% and (effectively) 100% of CO2 emissions in the Forum scenario. While it may
be true that lower transport growth is now being envisaged than in earlier studies, the
policy significance of transport remains substantial and needs to be addressed with
urgency. Key areas are urban air quality, health effects and huge local pressure for
draconian limits on car use when pollution danger levels are reached.

Fuel mix
One of the significant findings of the analysis is the increasing part that network energies
will play in future European supply. In final energy demand, not only will electricity take a
greater share, but distributed heat will also become more important as a source of energy.
In primary energy, gas is expected to grow considerably in all scenarios, notably in the
power generation market.

Overall, gas is the fuel gaining most market share and it appears likely to continue to do
so. Different fuels have, at different times, dominated the fuel mix. The 1950's saw coal
capture the bulk of electricity generation and industrial energy investment. From the mid
1960's to the mid 1970's  oil occupied the high ground. Following the first oil crisis, urgent
efforts to diversify away from oil saw massive investment in nuclear and some resurgence
of coal. Today it is the turn of gas to lead the energy investment league table. Paradoxically,
as a result of these successive waves of investment in different fuels, the current era
provides a wider fuel choice than ever before and possibly than in the future. The challenge
for policy makers is to maintain and extend that choice into the new millennium.

Energy-related Climate Change
High economic growth is compatible with CO2
reduction without compromising security of supply. The Forum scenario illustrates the
compatibility of doubling GDP between 1990 and 2020 while lowering CO2 emission by
11% and maintaining the lowest import dependency across the scenarios (55% which is
only slightly more than current levels of about 50%). In the Hypermarket scenario
economic wealth would be as high as in Forum by 2020, but CO2 emissions are estimated
to be 17% higher than in 1990.

But in a Forum world, the energy economy remains carbon-based with only about one
third covered by renewables and nuclear, estimates which today are regarded for different
but contradictory reasons as excessive. Vigorous energy efficiency policies, taxation and a
climate conducive to energy investment (e.g. low discount rate) are not sufficient to achieve
radical CO2 emission change over 25 years.

Longer lead times need to be taken into account when designing climate change strategies.
Fortunately, current scientific findings support the view that the necessary transition to
sustainable development can be undertaken in a co-ordinated way over an appropriate
time horizon.

In addition to the ongoing decrease of energy intensity, strategies for CO2 abatement
require carbon intensity to be reduced. Reducing carbon intensity is particularly
challenging given the acceptability problems of present nuclear technology. A compromise
solution points to continued operation of current reactors for as long as possible. The CO2
challenge requires a debate to take place. Sooner or later a large block of this zero carbon



electricity generation needs to be replaced with either new nuclear or some other form of
zero carbon technology; the latter option seems today to lie well into the new century.

While renewables can be expected to make major inroads, these technologies pose
challenges  both technically as well as in terms of local acceptability. New energy
technology paradigms evolve over decades. Renewables will contribute significantly in
meeting the increase in energy demand, but their potential to replace the present use of
more traditional forms of energy supply has still to develop. In the short to medium term,
local environmental concerns related to the deployment of renewable energy technologies
need to be addressed. These issues are closely related to the acceptability of such
technologies on a large scale.

Biomass appears to be promising. The 2020 scenarios show a considerable biomass
penetration. However, this might require preferential fiscal treatment over some time.
Moreover biomass related problems e.g. in the domain of agriculture and the environment
have to be effectively addressed; requiring cooperation and coordination of energy and
agricultural policy.

The global development of CO2 emissions clearly shows that even strong European
Community action can at best only marginally modify global trends. Cooperation with other
parts of the world is essential.

The Internalisation of External Costs
Internalization of external costs (in environmental, security, congestion, etc..., terms) is
central to policies, in the widest sense, for energy, the environment and transport. Various
instruments aiming at this are being developed including voluntary agreements, civil
liability, standards, emission limits, fiscal systems, Research, Technology and
Development, tradable permits, and so on.

While the choice of instrument depends on economic efficiency and the concrete
circumstances, a broad categorization can be considered distinguishing short to medium
term retrofitting and longer term redesign type actions. In this respect it might be
concluded that voluntary agreements and regulations (to deal with urgently emerging new
problems) might be used by preference as medium term instruments, while Research,
Technology and Development and a reform of the fiscal system are particularly suited for
the longer term.

Fiscal Structures
As a result of substantial taxation, delivered energy prices are high in Forum; compared
with the other scenarios they are considerably higher for industry and the domestic sector.
This is particularly relevant for the industrial sector facing international competition.

But final energy costs are more relevant than nominal prices. When comparing these
energy costs instead of prices with e.g. Hypermarket configurations, the competitive
disadvantage in the Forum scenario is significantly reduced owing to the more energy
efficient operations in a Forum world. Expenditure on energy for transport purposes is even
higher in Hypermarket than in Forum; this is one of the paradoxes of this analysis.

Relating the index of industrial energy costs to the index of industrial production shows
that these specific energy costs in 2020 lie below the 1992 level in all scenarios except
Forum where they exceed the 1992 level by 11%.

Innovation in favour of greater efficiency in Forum is a reaction seeking to decrease the
fiscal burden. A Forum world requires more government involvement and spending. Part of
the additional tax revenue would be needed for this. Nevertheless, the large additional tax
revenue generated should allow for significant cost alleviation in crucial sectors. Given
likely resistance to Forum-type tax increases, considerable attention to an efficient fiscal
system could reduce the size of the tax increases required to achieve the CO2 abatement
objectives.



Tax structures are probably more important than tax levels. The tax system should be
capable of releasing the large potential for efficiency improvements and low (zero) carbon
energy provision, through encouraging demand and supply of pertinent equipment
including appropriate Research and Technological Development. For example, offsetting
cuts in environmental taxes in return for investment significantly reducing environmental
externalities seems to be efficient in bringing about such change. This option merits closer
investigation.

Fiscal measures can encourage the penetration of biomass by off-setting certain cost
disadvantages emanating from new technological processes. Long term predictability of
fiscal systems is important for reducing uncertainties in the markets - biomass
development is a case in point.

In a paradigm of low world market-prices for energy, it is easier to implement Forum-type
energy taxation. Such taxation, in turn, along with other Forum-type policies is conducive
to moderate calls on world market energy, to technological innovation and to orderly
functioning of markets in which the potential for efficient production can materialize.
Energy producers could however have a somewhat different view. High taxes are perceived
as taking away large parts of the economic rent on their commodities. Bridging the gap in
understanding about why such policies are undertaken will require considerable attention.

PART 2

Introduction

The objective was to carry out an in-depth study over a long time frame to provide
information and analysis which would underpin future energy policies. The traditional
analytical approach based on historic trends was judged to be of limited value in a world
emerging from the 'Cold War' and likely to change dramatically in the future. However the
way in which the world could change and Europe's place in these changes coupled with the
potential effects on the energy world is complex and far reaching.

1

The Scenarios Presented

Of key importance was the need to set out plausible scenarios which would offer deeper
insights into potential futures. Three complex sets of issues were identified as being
currently on the 'strategic agenda':

External threats to Europe:
Both the global geopolitical order, and relations between Europe and its neighbours to the
East and South are in transition and uncertain.

Political priorities in Europe:
The pressures that arise from environmental concerns, social and cultural changes, and
the state of the economy are contradictory and uncertain.



Governance:
The capacity of public institutions - national, European and global - to act effectively in this
complex and turbulent situation is also uncertain.

Four scenarios - hypotheses or stories - about how the future might unfold over the next
25 years were developed. These were intended to stimulate a broad and productive
conversation about energy-related policy in the EC and have been used in all the modelling
studies. Three of the scenarios, Battlefield (BF), Forum (FO) and Hypermarket (HM), took a
challenging view of the future, to contrast with the traditional economic view, or
Conventional Wisdom (CW), which is the fourth scenario used in the Study.

Appendix 1 contains detailed descriptions of the scenarios. The graphics and tables in this
section illustrate some of the different assumptions in the scenarios, i.e. such as  the
prices of imported energy products etc. It should be noticed that within each country,
differences in the progress of inflation rates and exchange rates may influence the energy
price profiles:

Brief descriptions of each of the scenarios follows.
1.1

Conventional Wisdom

The scenario denotes a conventional wisdom view of events. Economic growth gradually
weakens in the long term. Although some progress is made, there are no radical solutions
to many of the world's structural, social and economic problems.

The Conventional Wisdom Scenario represents the baseline (traditional) projection for the
European economy to the year 2020 providing a quantitative reference point for the three
other 'Scenarios for Rethinking EC Energy Policy' which were developed by a group of
external experts.

The scenario assumes that, in the economy, although some progress is made, many of the
world's structural, social and economic problems remain. After a strong rebound from
recession, economic growth gradually weakens in the long term.

Inflation stays low. The discount Rate is 8% in real terms. There is a reduction of interest
rate differentials between EC countries. The contribution of industry to European GDP
declines. Production share of energy-intensive industry lessens. Investment grows strongly
in the short term slowing thereafter.

Energy policy within Conventional Wisdom remains fragmented as a combined result of
unresolved conflicting objectives and different national targets. Already high tax rates leave
little room for further increases to contain public deficits, while no inclusion of external
costs is envisaged. In brief, the environmental approach stays limited.

Energy prices increase smoothly. The price of crude oil from 17.6 US$93/bbl in 1995
reaches 31 US$93/bbl in 2020, in real terms. Deregulation and growing networks bring
lower prices for gas in relation to oil after 2000, a trend that is reinforced by an increasing
gas to oil price competition. Coal prices remain stable and lessen relative to oil and gas
prices towards the end of the projection period.

The penetration of new, more efficient demand and supply technologies is limited. These
technologies partly driven by public standards and partly by industrialists, aim at
increased industrial competitiveness. Energy Demand proceeds with the continuation of
current actions,  taking some concern on increasing efficiency. Domestic production for oil
and gas remains stable until 2010. Beyond 2010 a significant decline is foreseen for oil and
a stabilisation for natural gas. Coal production is however in continuous decline.



In this scenario, economic growth gradually weakens as demographic changes mean slower
growth in the labour force, while productivity growth remains quite stable but well below
the rates experienced before the mid-1970s.

Unemployment rates decline but remain well above the levels experienced before the
1980's. Inflation stays low but not as low as today. Monetary union is achieved but only for
a limited group clustered around the D-Mark.

Public deficits are stabilised but not eliminated, as ageing populations place an increasing
burden on the public purse.
1.2

Battlefield

In Battlefield, contradictions and instabilities in the global system make economic
integration very difficult. Globalisation is seen as too ambitious. The geopolitical system
fragments into blocs, with tensions and friction between and also within the blocs. This
leads to a Europe 'à la carte'.

Battlefield describes a turbulent world. In the economy, contradictions and instabilities in
the global system make economic integration very difficult. Globalisation is seen as too
ambitious. The geopolitical system fragments into blocs. Protectionist policies reduce
efficiency and competition, damaging world growth. World trade growth suffers.

Inflation averages an annual rate of 5.4% between 1993 and 2020. The discount rate is 7%
in real terms. Interest rates are raised. In the short term significant investment growth is
expected, followed by sharp deceleration due to a slowdown in the domestic demand.

Increasing dependency on fewer major suppliers leads to an oil price shock, which takes
place in 2005. The oil price which is $(1993)16/bbl in 1995 and $24/bbl in 2004 rises to
$40/bbl in 2005 declining in $18/bbl in 2009 and rising again at $28/bbl in 2020. The gas
price remains tied to oil, reflecting the price shock but lagging in response.

Industry benefits from a short term boom, growing sharply. After 2000 the cycle produces
an equally sharp fall. Additionally the price shock leads into a steep decline, followed by a
brief recovery between 2007 and 2010. After 2010 production increases with an annual
rate less than 1%. Chemicals and paper and pulp are most affected by the recession.

Energy policies aim at reducing import dependency; supply side measures such as
protection of domestic energy production industries are likely to be more successful than
demand-side measures. VAT harmonisation is accomplished while excises remain at
today's levels, without equality of treatment across fuels. Precautionary principles prevail
on CO2 concerns. Excise taxes attempt to internalise external costs only in the transport
sector.

New more efficient demand and supply technologies penetrate to a limited extent, partly
driven by public standards and partly by industrialists aiming at increased industrial
competitiveness. Inspite of attempts to introduce alternative fuels, tension and conflict
inhibit efficiency gains.

The Battlefield Scenario postulates slow growth and a world trading system fragmenting
into antagonistic blocs. Productivity growth is weak and unemployment stays high. A
cyclical rebound in the second half of the 1990s proves to be a false dawn, and is followed
by a slowdown in growth after 2000 (as inflation threatens to get out of hand), and then by
a shock to oil prices (precipitated by unspecified political events), the final straw that
plunges a fragile world economy into a deep recession in 2005-2006.



The severity of the recession helps to bring oil prices and inflation down again, although
the inflation rate remains above its level in the Conventional Wisdom Scenario. A brief
economic recovery is followed by a decade of economic stagnation from 2010 to 2020.

In the Battlefield scenario energy policy reflects that the EC would be expected to promote:

· protection of social and environmental levels by taxing imports that do not respect
certain standards;

· indigenous sources of energy supply, including nuclear, coal and biofuels, and
substitution away from imported oil and gas;

· energy-related R & D and energy saving;

· co-ordination of national energy markets including electricity and gas, plus oil
stocks;

· bloc-to-bloc and bilateral (country-to-country) deals and the promotion of a
producer-consumer dialogue;

· use of debt, trade and security as tools to secure safe energy supplies when dialogue
fails;

· military response forces capable of meeting security challenges in supplying
regions.

1.3

Forum

In Forum, the process of global economic integration produces new imperatives for
collective public action. National, European and International institutions are gradually
restructured so as to be able to deal more effectively with broader, more complex shared
problems and interests.

This scenario assumes that the process of global economic integration produces new
imperatives for collective public action. National, European and international institutions
are gradually restructured so as to be able more effectively to deal with broader, more
complex shared  problems and interests.

A high rate of economic growth is expected. Inflation is low. Full monetary union of the EC
is achieved by the year 2000, and all Member States meet the Maastricht targets on
inflation and interest rates. The discount rate is 5% in real terms.

Industry declines relative to services. Promotion of sustainable investment is anticipated.
This evolution maintains a healthy and relatively flat rate throughout the period. Heavy
polluters and energy-intensive industry face the most difficulties.

Forum is the ecologically driven scenario. Therefore energy policies are most significantly
affected by concern for the environment. A global unity of purpose allows positive action
across the energy spectrum. Actions such as harmonisation of VAT and excises and
equality of treatment across fuels on an energy basis are expected. External costs included
- on a 'precautionary' approach to 2005 and under a CO2 driven world thereafter; leading
to a general fuel tax increase in real terms.



The proven case against CO2 from 2005 reinforces strong environmental concerns
throughout society and results in major policy shifts. The oil price remains stable
throughout . This evolution is explained by weak demand, which prevents producers from
controlling the market. The gas price rises in relation to oil as the environmental pressures
put premium on clean fuels. The oil price, which is 16 US$93/bbl in 1995, remains stable
at 16 US$93/bbl until 2020.

Strong penetration of new, more efficient demand and supply technologies is expected,
mainly driven by public standards on a worldwide scale leading to a high level of
technological transfer. Radical policy changes and major technology developments aimed at
limiting energy demand growth. Fundamental policy changes and major RTD push to limit
emissions, notably CO2.

In the Forum Scenario, Europe (and the rest of the OECD) follow a set of policies designed
to yield the double benefits of improved environmental quality and higher economic growth
(including higher employment). These policy changes are supported wholeheartedly by
consumers and producers alike. Consumers increasingly incorporate environmental
considerations into their choice of products and their consumption patterns. Producers
modify their production processes in order to adjust to changes in the relative prices of
factors of production (more expensive natural resources and cheaper labour) and to reduce
their effects on the environment. They also modify their product ranges to meet the growing
demand from consumers for items that are more environmentally friendly. These changes
involve a shift away from raw materials use, a substitution between energy and capital,
and a more rapid penetration of advanced materials.

In the Forum scenario European Community energy policy facilitates a shift in economic
and energy activity, promoting:

· a shift of the tax burden from labour to natural resources;

· a focus on energy efficiency;

· R & D in energy and alternative industrial processes;

· diffusion of new technologies inside and outside of Europe;

· integrated resource planning;

· new land use patterns and transport use;

· institutional reform within the EU;

· involvement of new actors in political discussions;

· international co-ordination of civil nuclear power;

· international institutions, aligning the G7 & OECD with the EC;

· package accords with neighbouring /supplying countries, not limited to energy;

· an effective follow-up to existing accords on control of greenhouse gas emissions.

1.4

Hypermarket

In Hypermarket,



global economic integration is self-reinforcing and continues. The force driving this
scenario is continued application of the market mechanism which is seen as the best way
to produce wealth and to handle complexity and uncertainty. Liberalisation and
privatisation deliver results and produce new market entrants who demand more of the
same.

As in Forum, global economic integration is self-reinforcing and continues within
Hypermarket world. However the only force driving the Hypermarket  scenario is a
continued application of the market mechanism which is seen as the best way to produce
wealth and handle complexity and uncertainty. Liberalisation and privatisation deliver
results and produce new market entrants who demand more of the same.

Economic growth is boosted by the competitive market environment and is the highest of
the four scenarios. Very low inflation is foreseen. The discount rate is 10% in real terms.

Strong competition results in the relocation of some of the manufacturing sectors (e.g.
steel). Strong demand and liberal environment allow flourishing growth of competitive
industries, or industries with relatively low international competition. Investments rise
rapidly in the short term followed by a considerable fall back of the rate of growth
thereafter.

The strong belief in free market principles results in energy policy driven by the desire to
minimise government control and to maximise efficient operation of free markets,
nonetheless achieving desired standards. Harmonisation of VAT and excise taxes towards
current lower limits, without equality of treatment across fuels is expected. External costs
are not internalised. Governments cannot be indifferent to environmental problems but
look first and foremost to the market for solutions and only secondly to public policy.

The Hypermarket Scenario, as its name suggests, is the application of the market
mechanism to the fullest possible extent. Governments reduce their involvement in the
economy dramatically, cutting public spending and taxation steeply. This is a high-growth
scenario, although much higher in the early stages of the projection period than in the
latter. In the early part of the period, the efficiency gains from market liberalisation boost
output growth, but through time this stimulus fades, and unfavourable demographics
combined with rising real costs of natural resources gradually slow down the rate of
expansion. In the Hypermarket Scenario, the distribution of income becomes more
unequal, as the scope of the European social safety net established during the post-war
period is scaled back, while the pre-tax spread of wage and salary income also widens.
Average real wage growth is slow as the unemployed are effectively 'priced into work'.

The EC assumes the role of an anti-trust enforcer in the Hypermarket Scenario, making
sure that the markets work.

Energy policy would be expected to promote:

· lower taxation to maintain competitiveness, lower government spending;

· de-monopolisation of national energy markets and (indirectly) privatisation;

· competition policy to prevent market cartelization;

· private financing of R & D, clean-up of dirty spots, and exploitation of third country
energy sources;

· protection of intellectual property rights;

· encouragement of supplying countries' companies to invest in downstream projects
in the EU;



· global liberalisation of capital and investment;

· private deals with energy suppliers, providing the negotiating framework.

1.5

The Technology Futures

To further explore the way in which technology might develop up to 2020, three technology
futures were developed:

· 'Nuclear Renaissance'.

· 'Renewables Intensive'.

· 'Modernisation of Fossil Fuels'.

The premise is that the long term goals of energy policy for the European Community of
competitiveness, energy security and environmental protection cannot be met without the
development and application of new technology as well as the further development of
existing technology.

1.5.1 Nuclear Renaissance

In the nuclear renaissance future the driving forces are the need to ensure the potentially
catastrophic quadrupling in the atmosphere of greenhouse gases does not occur and hence
the need to develop new non-weapons fuel reactor concepts. These are assumed to be
developed jointly by Europe Community and the USA.

Fuel variants based on Thorium rather than Uranium would be developed. There would
also be a major programme on the clean-up of nuclear waste. By 2010 the high cost
programme is successful with a variant of the PWR. However the result of this crash
programme is that CO2 is 10% lower in 2020 than projected under the Conventional
Wisdom scenario. The role of other end use fuels such as those used for transport mean
that 70% of total CO2 emissions arises from fossil fuel combustion. In this scenario only
10% of all cars are battery powered mainly due to customer resistance rather than lack of
technology.

It is also necessary to consider that there are good institutional controls to ensure the new
breed of reactors are not fuelled with conventional uranium and hence produce weapons-
grade plutonium. This scenario is not mirrored in the four scenarios used in the Study but
indicates some of the hurdles to be faced in hoping/relying on a great nuclear resurgence
to solve the CO2 problem.

1.5.2 Renewables Intensive

Largely as a result of favourable public policies wind power would emerge as a competitive
energy source. It is also assumed that biomass gasification in conjunction with combined
cycle (gas and steam turbine electricity generation) is successfully developed and becomes
an alternative to coal and nuclear for providing baseload electricity in Europe. The vast
tracts of land needed to provide the major amounts of biomass fuel should not be under
estimated.

Initially major ethanol from grain and rapeseed oil from rapeseed programmes are foreseen
due to the confirmation of the global warming 'warnings'. The scenario assumes that the
increase in the rate of improvement of food crop yields continues. Thus significant amounts



of arable land becomes available for energy crop production with some 50 to 100 million
hectares less being needed for food crops in Europe by 2015.

The scenario also visualises that by 2005 all intermittent renewable electric technologies
are contributing power through utility supported grid systems (support needed due to the
intermittent production of power). The linking of these sources with natural gas-fired
combined-cycle plant is seen as complementary even though it is difficult to understand
how flexible gas supply can be in response to the need rapidly  to change  load as in the
case of the renewables sources cycle, with, for example, changing wind intensity.

This leads to the emergence of the 'distributed' electrical utility which provides not only
power but energy- saving equipment and services in order to improve end-use efficiency. A
further assumption is that it becomes cost-effective to supplement natural gas- derived
hydrogen with that produced from biomass. The hydrogen would be distributed for use in
fuel cells for vehicles or for combined heat and power production for small industrial and
commercial applications.

1.5.3 Modernisation of Fossil Fuels

In this scenario fossil fuels remain low-cost options and hence both nuclear and biomass
are less likely to compete. The CO2 problem remains unresolved and the requirement for
cheap power combined with advances in new technology enables fossil fuels for power
generation and transport use to maintain their strong positions. Some progress is made
with the electric car in terms of battery utilisation and cost
reduction. Motor engines improve their efficiency significantly. This may lead to re-
examination of the use of exhaust catalysts, which become an environmental hazard
themselves and are not required with the more efficient fuels and engines.

The move to cleaner transport fuels results in the need for greater hydrogen use in the
refinery and the oil companies need to 'get rid over the fence' of the dirty bottom of the
barrel for electricity generation via gasification and the substitution of  natural gas. The
possible negative value of these residues could mean that break-even cost with natural gas
might be reached earlier rather than later in the 2020 period.

Coal-fired power generation is assumed to continue on the basis of the very low marginal
cost of electricity from these plants - lower than natural gas-fired combined cycle plant. It
is not envisaged that any significant amount of new conventional coal-fired plant is built,
except perhaps in Denmark or Germany, (the former wedded to cheap import coal, and the
latter while moving to import coal, has its own subsidized hard coal and large amounts of
lignitic coal. However it is assumed that this lignite, dirty coals, waste tip coals, other
wastes and even some biomass are combusted in new clean coal systems such as
atmospheric and pressurised fluidised bed power and/or steam generation plant.

Essentially this technology scenario follows conventional wisdom but will need energy
policy initiatives to drive efficiency improvements due to the low cost of the fuels used.

2

The World and Europe's Energy Neighbours

2.1

A Changing World

The ability of the rapidly growing population of the world outside the OECD to absorb
change, demand improvements and afford better standards of living will accelerate. The
market for energy continues to grow while the energy intensity of products has fallen. The



efficiency of energy-using equipment will improve further. Nevertheless energy
consumption is increasing in response both to the growing world population and their
increasing life style expectations.

The need to continue to develop new technology to service the growing aspirations of the
enlarging world market will be paramount. In the Community the challenge will be to
market the ability to use energy efficiently and innovatively to the growing number of
developing countries that aspire to Western standards of living.

The European Community is increasingly reliant on energy imports from this rapidly
changing world. It is important to understand the energy needs and requirements of those
countries with whom it has existing or potential trading links. This can extend across many
fields - not only those countries from whom it imports oil, gas and other energy resources,
but those who have a need for energy services, new energy technologies or may wish to
make energy investments of their own inside the EU. The international trading of energy,
traditionally oil and coal but increasingly gas, means looking at regions around the globe
whose changing requirements for energy will impact on market developments.

Understanding the pace and direction of these global changes is a major challenge.

2.2

World Energy Forecasts

In a Conventional Wisdom world, global energy
supply is likely to grow from an estimated 8.5 btoe in 1995 to near to 12.6 btoe by 2020,
an average annual increase of 1.6%. This is a little less than the growth seen over the past
twenty years. Energy would probably grow at the same rate, 1.6% p.a., in the Forum
scenario, as a result of lower OECD energy growth due the limitation placed on
consumption by the environmental agenda, coupled with higher non-OECD growth. On the
other hand, the free-trade Hypermarket scenario would result in the highest rate of average
energy growth of almost 1.8% p.a. to 2020. In the Battlefield scenario, global discord and
an oil price shock stifle economic growth with the result that average growth would be
lower, around 1.3% p.a.
Natural gas is forecast to be the fastest growing fuel, its share of world energy increasing
strongly in all scenarios. It could grow at around 2.7% p.a. depending on the scenario. In
particular, gas would gain share in the environmental Forum scenario, because of its
advantage in producing lower CO2 emissions than competing fossil fuels. It would also do
well in the market-driven Hypermarket scenario, where it has an exceptional commercial
advantages. The world share of natural gas could increase from 21% today to 29%, and
even 31% in the Forum scenario.

Oil is expected to grow at between 0.5% p.a. (the consequence of the oil shock in
Battlefield) through to about 1.1% in Hypermarket. Conventional Wisdom oil growth could
be around 0.9% p.a. and in Forum around 0.8% p.a. In all scenarios, oil would retain the
largest share of global energy, albeit falling from 37% today to around 30% by 2020, the
same contribution as for natural gas. Annual world oil consumption will increase from 3.2
btoe to 4 btoe  by 2020 in Conventional Wisdom. The developing world is key to this growth
accounting for three quarters of the increment.

There are shifts in the global supply of oil. By 2020, US and West European oil production
are significantly below today's levels. However, there are increases in production in most of
the main oil producing regions. Oil production in the former Soviet Union will recover
strongly in the new millennium in order to meet growing domestic demand. There will be
increases too from Africa, Asia (mainly China) and Latin America. However, the region
which dominates world oil reserves, the Middle East, will remain the world's largest oil
producing region by far.

The supply of solid fuels will grow, mainly in the developing world, at around 1.5% p.a.,
albeit with its share of world energy falling from 27% in 1990 to 24% in 2020. The main



region for solid fuel consumption  will be Asia which absorbs about 50% of the world
production in 2020 as against 32% in 1990, associated essentially with the expansion of
the power sector.

Nuclear energy grows the least, at 0.5% p.a. in the Conventional Wisdom world, as the
developed world's nuclear industry matures and declines - only in the Forum scenario,
where nuclear is favoured as a way of halting rising CO2 emissions, could nuclear continue
to grow in the long term.

Total renewable energy (both commercial and non-commercial) are forecast to grow at
about 2.0% p.a., more so in a Forum world.

The picture is similar as regards share of final energy demand . For transport the increase
to 2020 is 1.5% per annum which compares with the 1980-1992 figure of 1.9%. The
increase in final demand excluding transport accelerates to 1.3% up to 2020 from 1.1%
p.a. previously. Electricity increases its proportion significantly moving from 12% in 1980
and 15% in 1992 to 19% in 2020. Coal and mainly oil take lower amounts.
In Conventional Wisdom the production of electricity doubles between 1992 and 2020.
Depending on the scenarios the increase is between 80-116%. The upper band corresponds
to an acceleration of the growth rate observed between 1980 and 1992.

The changes forecast in fuels used for electricity production are important. New gas fired
plant offsets the declining role of oil and to lesser extent of coal. The above excludes hydro
which remains constant at 16% between 1992 and 2020.

Global energy intensity shows some major
changes, particularly in China, Central and Eastern countries and in the Former Soviet
Union. The general trend is towards intensities in 2020 at about 200-250 toe/1985 Mecu
for developed countries and from 400 to 1000 toe/1985 Mecu for developing countries.
China, in particular, stands out with an expected intensity of about 380 toe/1985 Mecu in
2020 compared to 1556 in 1990 and 3325 in 1980.

Energy consumption per capita is quite stable at the world level but presents some regional
contrasts : increasing consumption in OECD, Latin America and Asia; stagnation in Africa
at a very low level and some decrease both in central and eastern european countries and
in FSU in relation to the modification of the structure of the economy.

GDP per capita is increasing throughout the world, and more rapidly in developing
countries. China for example, presents a growth of more than 5% per annum over the
period. The situation of Africa remains very difficult with growth limited to 1% per annum.

The former Soviet Union

· Primary energy output recovering rapidly by 2000

· Gas output grows most, coal constrained; oil critically dependent on Western joint
ventures

· Primary energy demand recovers but only to around the 1990 level by 2020,
depending on scenario

· Major fuel mix shift - gas up, coal and oil down

· In spite of upward trend, 2020 CO2 below 1990



· Oil and gas exports accelerate

2.3

The Former Soviet Union

Primary energy output recovers to its 1990 levels by 2010 and increases thereafter.
Elasticities of energy demand with respect to economic output decline
towards EU experience, primary energy consumption not reaching 1990 level before 2020.
The fuel mix in the FSU driven by the attractive economics of their gas deposits (greater
than those of the Middle East) will favour gas over coal and oil.

Between 1990 and 2020 coal's share falls from 21 to 12%, oil from 30 to 19% and gas
grows from 42% to a staggering 60% of primary energy consumption. FSU output of gas
will double by 2020 on the assumption that the economy will grow by 3% per year up to
2020 with rates over 5% in the period 2001-2005. Exports of gas, currently 60% of oil
exports, are expected to rise to 95% by 2020.

The most basic issue is, of course, the general impact of regional net exports. In terms of
volumes of crude oil, refined oil products and natural gas, the energy available for net
export to the rest of the world is greatest under the Hypermarket scenario. While the
volumes of net exports are lowest in the projection period before 2005 in the Battlefield
scenario (due to higher domestic energy intensity and reduced participation of Western
investors in energy production), these volumes are lowest in the post-2005 period under
the Forum scenario due to reduced demand.

Russia is likely to maintain its oil export capacity at or above present levels over the next
decade. Its ability to supply the European gas market, its rate of development, the price,
and the composition of supply will increasingly be determined by two Russian phenomena :
domestic demand influenced by pricing policy and the level of investment .

Oil and gas development in other FSU states affects and is affected by the depth of Russia's
relationship with them. Major investments for oil and gas projects  in the rest of the FSU
will take their turn in the agenda for Russia's policy for these relationships and the
development of Russian oil and gas export markets. In comparison to the relative stability
of  US, Europe and Japan, much remains uncertain in Russia and the other FSU nations.

In terms of energy production the oil sector is the most decentralised and privatised: its
enterprises are moving rapidly to act like oil companies everywhere. The Gas sector is the
least decentralised: Gazprom is the largest energy producer in the world and has a virtual
monopoly over the Russian gas market. Gazprom produces more hydrocarbons than Saudi
Aramco. Its proven gas reserves (80% of the Russian total) are as large as  Saudi Arabia's
proven oil reserves.

A final issue is the likely role of nuclear power generation in production of primary energy
in the former Soviet Union. In 1990, nuclear power generation accounted for about 12% of
total electricity production. Considering some additional investments already under way,
this share will remain quite stable in the long term to represent about  14% in 2020 in all
scenarios.

Central and Eastern Europe



· Further contraction of primary energy output mostly coal due to economics and
environment

· Primary energy demand recovers to somewhat above 1990 level by 2020; depending
on scenario

· Gas demand grows strongly, displacing coal, while oil share remains stable

· CO2  at or below 1990 levels by 2020

· Oil and gas imports increase, coal exports fall

2.4

Central and Eastern European Countries

European Community Agreements provide a framework for the associated countries of
Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Bulgaria and Romania (CEEC) to progressively
integrate with the EU. This is expected to occur in the medium term so that the energy
economies of these countries could have an impact on the policies initiated now by the
Union. There is a second group of countries which have yet to sign Agreements but are in
parallel restructuring their economies. These include Slovenia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
and Albania.

Although GDP for the region as a whole has decreased by 25% since it peaked in 1985/6,
there are indications that this level will be regained by 1997. Gross inland consumption fell
by about 25% between 1980 and 1992 but is expected to increase between 1995 and 2020
by 28% to 38% depending on the scenarios.

Production of energy is expected to stabilise at the 95 level in all scenarios, with limited
nuclear expansion compensating for mine closures. Reserves are mainly coal, apart from
Romania which has  some oil.

Energy intensity is already improving and will continue to do so at a rate of between 2.0%
(Battlefield scenario) and 2.4% per annum (Forum scenario), the most significant
improvement being in industrialised countries.

Gas demand is growing strongly, displacing coal as the main energy source, while oil
remains stable. The results for the 2020 scenarios shows a change in fuel mix with gas
increasing from 22% to 35% by 2020. Coal declines from about 50% to a third. As a
consequence, gas imports, mainly from Russia, are expected to more than double by 2020.
The new Polish-Belorussian pipeline is expected to be up to its full capacity of 60 mtoe by
the turn of the century.

Electricity generation is 75% thermal,  mostly  coal with about half of it being low grade
and dirty. The present solids base production level will be maintained, with gas and some
nuclear covering required net expansion of capacity.

2.5

North Africa and the Mediterranean

The countries of Mediterranean which have the ability to export into the EU are expected to
increase production of energy to a maximum of 650 mtoe doubling 1990's output. Oil is
about 75% at present with the remainder being gas. By 2020 oil is expected to form 60%



and gas 40%. Two thirds of their energy production will be for export by 2020 including
some  35-90 mtoe of extra gas.

With the population of the region predicted to increase from a current 200 million to 340
million by 2020, energy demand could multiply by about 2.5 between 1990 and 2020.

In those countries with energy resources, production will have to rise considerably if the
increase in the region's domestic energy demand is to be met while at the same time
increasing oil and gas exports as planned.

Electricity demand will grow at an average of 5% per annum between 1990 and 2020.
Inspite of this very high rate of growth, Mediterranean countries' per capita electricity
consumption in 2020 will still only be at 2650 kwh, considerably below today's European
level of over 6000 kwh.

In North Africa, electricity production will be mainly based on gas and oil with a marginal
contribution by solids. Nonetheless, significant increases in coal-fired electricity generation
are expected in the Eastern Mediterranean basin as a result of new power station building
in Israel and Turkey. Overall, 85 GW of new power generating capacity will be required by
2020. The considerable sums of money required for this expansion in generating capacity
represent one of the main areas for co-operation between the countries of the
Mediterranean and Europe.

2.6

Middle East

Analysis of the Middle East countries, a key trading bloc for the European Union, reveals
that total energy exports in 1992 were 749 Mtoe. In the Conventional Wisdom scenario,
these are expected to rise by 207 Mtoe to 956 Mtoe in 2020. Energy production (which
consists entirely of oil and gas) is forecast to increase by considerably more than this (up
436 Mtoe from 1031 Mtoe to 1467 Mtoe) but half of the increase is taken up by the
flourishing domestic demand for energy which advances from 249 Mtoe to 490 Mtoe.
Although developments in gas exports are expected, the bulk of energy exports in 2020 will
still be oil. From 0.5% of exports in 1992, gas is expected to account for about 10% of
exports in 2020.

The Hypermarket scenario is of the greatest benefit to the GCC region, in spite of the
increasing demand issued from industrialised countries inducing a smooth rise of primary
energy prices. From 785 mtoe in 1992, oil and gas exports in 2020 are 1115 mtoe,
compared to 986 mtoe in Conventional Wisdom, 979 mtoe in Forum, and only 924 mtoe in
Battlefield.

The high R/P ratios in the Middle East support the view that Middle East producers share
of world oil production will increase: how far it will increase in any particular time period
will depend on how fast the rest of the world expands production and whether Middle East
producers continue to restrain competition for current markets by means of quotas or
parallel policies which support prices.

Oil supply from the Non-OPEC and Non-FSU countries has more than doubled in the last
25 years and there is every expectation with the new discovery techniques and improved
platform utilisation along with moderate increases  in oil prices that this growth can be
sustained over the next 25 years up to 2020. Governments have modified taxes and
regulations to make operators more open to commercial forces, and the cost of finding oil
has fallen from 16$ to 6$ over a 10 year period.

Roughly a third of the world's remaining proven reserves are outside OPEC and the FSU,
with about half the probable and possible undiscovered reserves. The importance to the



European Community of these areas  (USA, Canada, Mexico, Latin America, China,
Australia and in particular UK, Norway, Central Europe and N. Africa) is obvious.

The signal of the low R/P ratios in these areas and high R/P ratios in the Middle East is
ambiguous : it could imply that in time (a) the high R/P producers in the Middle East could
use their dominant share of the market to achieve higher prices, or (b) that competition
between the same producers could dramatically reduce prices until the inventory of
unproduced reserves is brought down towards a more economic ratio. (This could take
some time: The Middle East as a bloc has a 95 year inventory, compared to 10 in Europe
and the US. Middle East identified oil reserves alone could support current world oil
consumption for almost 30 years). The possibility of using the gas currently flared from oil
wells to provide refinery and local power leads to further availability of oil. There are plans
to transport LNG into Europe when gas prices are high enough to pay for the investment.
The availability of finance is not seen as a deterrent to this or to the many world wide
energy production, transportation and utilisation projects that will be needed to sustain
the rates of growth predicted.

On balance, therefore, the most likely outcome is that there will be supply surpluses over
the long term, in which  competition for future revenues is driven by domestic revenue
need as much as by regional rivalries. But the risk of short-term disruptions will remain,
possibly driven by internal events in one or more countries.

The inland energy consumption of the Middle East countries will increase significantly in
any scenario: from 2.2% per annum in battlefield to 2.8% per annum in Hypermarket, the
consumption being concentrated almost exclusively on oil and gas. The contribution of gas
will increase substantially to cover about 50% of needs in 2020, compared to 34% in 1990.

2.7

Asia

As the various national economies of the Asian region span the full range of economic
possibility,  common themes are not easily found. The energy intensity of the expanding
economies will converge down towards 370 toe/1985 MECU by 2020, compared with 140
for Japan and 204 for the European Community by the same date.

Asia will have an annual oil import requirement of some 530 mtoe which is similar to the
level of  imports expected into the European Community by 2020. Oil production in
Indonesia is expected to fall off significantly. This will be compensated by increasing output
in China of up to 250 mtoe by 2020. Other producers in the area could add another 235
mtoe. But this will not be sufficient to satisfy the increased demand  resulting in a net oil
deficit for the region.

China is expected to double its consumption of energy, driven by a six-fold increase in GDP
per capita, over the period 1990 - 2020. Coal which accounted for almost two-thirds of
final consumption  in 1990 will remain the  most important fuel with consumption growing
80% by 2020. Some exports of coal will continue, representing about 10% of total
production.

Chinese oil production and consumption will also double but gas growth should triple,
albeit from a small base. All the scenarios show China continuing as a small scale net
exporter of fossil fuels through to 2020.

India has also experienced exceptional rates of economic growth. Continued growth is
forecast  but at a slower rate than China. India will remain largely self sufficient in coal
and gas but will import about 30% of its oil requirements by 2020. Inspite of a 42%
improvement in energy intensity, total final energy consumption will double.



Japan, as a mature economy, is forecast to to hold oil and coal imports flat by improving
transport efficiency and substituting for oil and coal in the other sectors. Further reliance
on nuclear electricity is predicted, up 50% over 1990 levels by the end of the forecast
period.

Japanese gas imports are forecast to double but the supply position for gas is uncertain. It
is assumed that new LNG projects progress in step with demand. Existing regional gas
producers are expected to be able to service the area's needs up to 2000 but thereafter gas
will need to come from further afield (Alaska, CIS and Middle East) to meet the projected
demand.

The 'Asian Tigers,' Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan, will see an inevitable
maturing of their economies, but their growth  rate will continue to outstrip Europe. A
doubling of current nuclear generating capacity by 2020 is a distinguishing feature of these
countries. Gross inland consumption of energy increases by about 50% in the period, half
that of India or China, reflecting the difference in industrial structure and state of
economic development.

Continued rapid expansion of the electricity sector with new nuclear capacity included in
the generation mix is generally a feature of the region as a whole. But in spite of this CO2
emissions for the region increase threefold over 1990 levels. Most of the new nuclear is
concentrated in the 'tiger' economies  and in Japan, which is predicted to have only a
marginal change of between 0% and 5% in CO2 levels by 2020.

US Energy Outlook

· Continuing reliance on oil

· Increasing dependence on imports

· Regulatory reform and competition changing energy market structures

· Conflicting regional economic interests - producer/consumer issue

· Could lead to policy drift; increases in demand, imports, coal and intensified
competition

· Result - environment and security concerns remain

2.8

USA

It is the world's largest energy producer, accounting for 19% of total world energy
production in 1992. But it is also overwhelmingly the world's largest energy consumer,
with a 24% share of global energy use. Thus, trends in US policies which may affect energy
production and use could have a major influence on world  and European Community
energy markets. The United States is the third leading producer of oil, and by far the
biggest oil consumer at about 17 million barrels per day. It is the second leading producer
of natural gas (after Russia) and also the leading gas consumer at about 470 mtoe. It ranks
second (after China) in both coal production, about 517 mtoe, and consumption  at 452
mtoe. Finally, it ranks second in the world in net hydroelectric power production and
consumption and first in the world in net nuclear power production and consumption
(accounting for nearly one third of world total).



Fossil fuels supply 88% of energy requirements with nuclear the only other relevant
supplier at 8%. The USA imports approximately 50% of its oil needs, mainly from the
Middle East. Gas imports have been rising and are about 10% of consumption with the
majority coming from Canada. Coal represents nearly 25% of USA energy use, almost all in
the production of electricity.

In recent years pressure to reduce emissions of sulphur dioxide and other pollutants has
placed an emphasis on clean, low-sulphur coal and on technologies for removing
pollutants. Some electric utilities have also switched to natural gas, but this has not
prevented coal demand from increasing. There are essentially no imports but some 10% of
production is exported mainly to Europe. Nuclear supplies nearly a quarter of the
electricity consumed but as there have been no orders for plant since 1977 there appears
to be no resurgence of the technology for USA use in the near term.

In the future the view is that oil will continue to be the dominant energy source for many
years to come. The largest dilemma is fuel use in the transportation sector with
uncertainties in terms of both quantity and type of energy source. Regulatory reform and
competition in the utility sectors (gas and electricity) will change the old patterns of energy
production, transportation and use. The connection between electricity, transportation and
the environment will become increasingly important and the subject of government policies
aimed at integrating environmental concerns into the larger policy context. Industrial
competitiveness and its effect on international trade will continue to be of concern, and
energy policies will be under pressure to reflect these concerns. Security of energy supply
will again become an issue as oil imports reach a record share of oil and total energy
consumption.

Oil use (especially in the transportation sector) and oil imports are likely to grow fairly
significantly. Residential, commercial and industrial use of electricity will also grow,
especially as regulatory reform encourages competitive pricing. Much of this increase in
electricity demand will be met by increased coal use. Barring changes in the politics of
nuclear energy, likely shut-downs of older nuclear plants in the 2000-2015 timeframe will
also be offset by coal use. Gas use will increase, based on both price and environmental
considerations. Renewable energy sources will increase their market share fairly
significantly, but will still represent a small percentage of total
energy relative to traditional sources, at least to 2020. Some kind of action regarding
supply security is likely, given the degree of oil import dependence that is projected. This
will give some push to coal and renewables, and perhaps even to nuclear.

Results from the US Department of Energy, IEA and from this study show that by 2020 the
USA will consume nearly 32% more energy with energy intensity becoming marginally less
(from 320 toe/Mecu in 1990 down to 208-238 toe/1985 Mecu in 2020). The proportion of
coal use is projected to decrease by one or two percentage points. Oil remains the major
component of energy supply at 40%. Gas use is expected to increase offsetting coal.
Nuclear remains constant until 2010 after which it may start to decrease. Renewables start
to increase their share at this time. The trend towards increased use of electricity is
considerable with some 40% of non transport final energy demand in 2020 compared with
a 28% share in 1990.

3

European Community - Conventional Wisdom Scenario

3.1

Energy Demand

The demand profile up to 2020 shows that final demand is increasing. The rate of increase
differs however across the Member States, being higher in the peripheral economies of EC.



This increasing trend is significantly higher in the first five years (1995-2000) at 1.8% per
year before moderating to 1.4% between 2000 and 2010 and 0.9% for 2010 to 2020. The
growth trend in energy demand for transport seen over the past decade continues for the
beginning of the projection period, but then moderates. Nevertheless, transport is still the
sector with higher energy demand growth. Energy demand in buildings seems to reach
some saturation after 2005, especially in the North of the EC. Energy demand in industry
grows mildly, despite a growth of activity by 1.9% per year in 1995-2020.

This relatively modest increase in final energy demand is largely due to significant intensity
improvements in all sectors.

The domestic sector achieves the highest performance in terms of energy per unit of private
income: a reduction of 1.7% per year from 1995 to 2020. In industry, energy intensity
gains must be considered together with a change in industrial processing structures: in
activity, the share of energy intensive industries falls from 19% in 1995 to 17.7% in 2020.
In total, industry achieves an intensity improvement of 0.9% per year to 2020. In both
these sectors the past trend of improving energy intensities is continued. However, the
projections suggest that in the case of transport sector energy intensity (on the basis of
GDP), there is a change from past trends: while between 1980 and 1990 the intensity ratio
was increasing by 0.7% per year, it will drop (improve) at 1% per year in 1995-2020. This
is due mainly to infrastructure and technology progress of vehicles, while the volume of
transportation services still
increases. However, the share of transport in total final energy grows from 30.2% in 1995
to 32.8% in 2020.

In total, the end-users of energy in the EC need an additional 218 Mtoe from 1995 to 2020,
an increase of 24%.

The prevailing trend in the fuel mix is the growing penetration of electricity: up 1.3% per
year in total final energy demand and reaching a share of 21.1% in 2020 compared to 19%
in 1995. Of course, this occurs mainly in industry (from 28% to 32%) and domestic (from
25.5% to 27.3%). The penetration of natural gas in final demand seems to saturate at
22.9% of final demand, which means at high levels in domestic and industry. Gas is a new
introduction in some countries during this period: Portugal, Greece, Sweden and partially
Spain. Solid fuels are the main losers in the changes of fuel mix. This is related to the
decrease of traditional energy intensive processes. Coal use (down 18Mtoe) is drastically
reduced and mainly substituted by electricity. Oil products remain important, although
they lose share (from 46.1% to 42.2%), partly due to the emergence of biofuels for
transportation which account for 9.6% of liquids for road transports by 2020.

Concerning new fuels, the emergence of distributed heat is important (mainly from
cogeneration of heat and power), which attains 5.5% of domestic and 3.1% of industrial
final energy demand by 2020.
Towards the end of the projection period, hydrogen starts to emerge in energy markets to
be used in final energy demand mixed with natural gas (10 Mtoe in 2020) as well as in fuel
cells for vehicles (3 Mtoe).

In total, in 2020 the energy system of the European Community has to supply the following
additional amounts compared 1995 to cover the needs of end-users of energy: 744 TWh of
electricity, 62 Bcm of natural gas, 57 Mtoe of oil products, 16 Mtoe of heat, 30 Mtoe of
biomass (of which 27 Mtoe of biofuels) and 13 Mtoe of hydrogen.

Despite the increase in end-user prices, which is due to the rise of import prices rather
than taxation, the energy intensity gains allow for a substantial decrease of energy service
costs in all sectors. Average end-user prices grow at 0.58% per year in industry, 0.58% in
domestic and 0.59% in transports, while the percentage of taxation decreases by 6.1%,
22.4% and 55.3% in those same sectors respectively.

In general, the consumer price of electricity remains stable although the Member States
differ with some of them experiencing increasing electricity prices, like Austria, Italy,



Portugal, Spain and Sweden, while in the others electricity prices fall. However, the relative
price of electricity (compared to fossil fuels) becomes more competitive, as import prices for
the latter increase.

3.2

Electric Power in Conventional Wisdom

Electricity is a fast growing sector at + 1.3% per year in 1995-2020. This projected average
rate of growth is half of that seen in the 1980s (2.5% per year) and which had  fallen to
1.7% per year in the 1990s. In total, EC consumers provide an additional load of 127 GWe,
compared to a total of 404 GWe in 1995.

Between 1992 and 2020, a total capacity of  293 GWe is planned to be decommissioned.
Given the need for a net expansion of 159 GWe (without pumping), the total capacity of
new plants to be built in the European Community amounts to 450 GWe. This is an
important challenge for investment and technology success.

In the Conventional Wisdom scenario, the prevailing trend is the considerable penetration
of natural gas combined-cycle plants, which rise from 16 GWe in 1995 to 159 GWe in
2020, reaching 34.9% in total thermal capacity of 2020. More than one out of four new
plants in the EC will be natural gas combined-cycle plant.

Natural gas combined-cycle plants are also built for cogeneration (15 GWe) of power and
heat (CHP), given the emergence of heat in final demand and its decentralised supply. In
addition, within a total of 48 GWe of new CHP plants, 15 GWe are atmospheric circulating
hard coal plants, 12 GWe are block power stations and 6 GWe are polyvalent plants.

Conventional thermal plants still hold a position in this changing electricity generation
future, although the past trends are clearly reversed. In total, we project the construction
of 45 GWe monovalent coal, lignite, fuel oil and natural gas plants and 14 GWe polyvalent
plants. Conventional thermal plants are built also by small autoproducers that achieve a
significant increase of their capacity (30 GWe of new plants).

The emergence of new thermal power technologies is significant: we project the building of
37 GWe of clean coal plants, the highest amongst the scenarios (mainly integrated
gasification combined-cycle using coal, lignite or fuel oil), 6 GWe of biomass integrated
gasification combined cycle, 12 GWe of waste biomass plants and 5 GWe of fuel cells.

Nuclear energy, on the other hand, loses a part of its share in total power capacity: from
22% in 1995, nuclear capacity accounts for only 12.5% of total installed generation
capacity by 2020. This is because only part of nuclear decommissioning is replaced in this
projection  - some 57%.

The most noticeable development in renewable energies for power production is the
installation of a large amount wind-power capacity (11 GWe), but only an extra 17 GWe
hydroelectric plants, due to the saturation of hydro sites in Europe.

The evolution in power capacities implies significant changes in the mix of fuels used for
electricity production compared to past trends. In thermal power generation, there is
considerable substitution in favour of natural gas, which reaches a 52% share of  total
input by 2020 compared to only 25% in 1995. Solid fuels lose their position with a share of
only 34% in 2020. The loss in share of liquid fuels is less important (from 15% to 5%),
while they maintain their share up to 2005. Biomass, biofuels and waste are the new fuels
that penetrate up to 8% of total fossil fuel requirements.

The power generation system of the European Community produces 3172 TWh in 2020, of
which 560 TWh come from nuclear (18%), 2226 TWh from thermal (70%), 360 TWh from



hydro (11%) and 26 TWh from other renewables (1%). There are also 20 TWh of net
electricity imports (0.6%).

Considerable gains in combustion efficiency are achieved in power generation: thermal
efficiency jumps from 37.6% in 1995 to 45.4% in 2020. This is due to the changes in the
fuel mix, the replacement of old capacities and the adoption of new technologies.

In total, compared to 1995, the incremental fuel needs for power generation in 2020 are as
follows: an extra 190 Bcm of natural gas and 27 Mtoe of biomass; 19 Mtoe less of oil
products and 12 Mtoe less of solid fuels.

In economic terms, there are three important results:

· total investment requirements for power plants (except transmission capacity costs)
are 542 billion ECU'93 for 1995-2020 or 18 billion ECU'93 per year. Compared to
investment requirements in the past, it seems that no significant extra capital demand will
be created by the power generation industry;

· a certain degree of decentralization emerges in power generation; rough estimates for
the EC indicate that of total installed capacity, about 10% is owned by autoproducers in
1995, and this rate could reach 21% by 2020 (generation of electricity is not considered to
be the main aim of autoproducers); in this comparison, other changes that may occur in
the ownership of power plants and market operating regimes are not considered;

· due mainly to efficiency gains, the marginal production cost of electricity decreases
slightly in the EC, despite rising fuel prices and the declining share of nuclear.

3.3

Other Supply Industries

An important finding, consistent with past trends, is the decline or near disappearance of
several traditional energy supply industries such as gasworks, coking, patent fuel and
briquetting plants.

Oil refineries face a moderately increasing oil product demand (0.6% per year over 1995-
2020). The historical trend of an increasing share of medium and light distillates in total oil
products demand seems to stabilise in the future (the production of heavy distillates
remains at 24-27% of total oil products). The new development is the emergence of
biofuels, oxygenated products and higher fuel quality standards, which will influence
refining decisions. The Study projections indicate that refineries generally undertake small
investments, mostly in catalytic cracking and hydrocracking, while their throughput
increases at 0.65%  annually.

The gas industry faces a relatively small increase in gas distribution to industrial and
domestic consumers - 30% more in 25 years. The main change comes from the
considerable increase in the use of natural gas in electricity production. This brings about
substantial investment in gas pipelines and LNG gasification facilities (a near doubling  of
capacity will be required by 2020 compared to 1995).

The biomass industry is one of the emerging new activities. A total of 113 Mtoe of biomass
(an increment of 73 Mtoe) will be required in 2020, to which must be added 11 Mtoe of
waste (8 Mtoe more). The new uses of biomass are mainly in the production of biofuels and
in power generation. Around 10.5 million hectares will be required to produce the
incremental amount of biomass.



Hydrogen production from electrolysis (either off-peak or from base load plants) does not
seem to be competitive in general. Hydrogen is mainly produced from partial oxidation
processes or reforming by using hydrocarbons, especially cheap fuel oil.

3.4

Energy Trade and Indigenous Production

The main change in energy imports comes from the substantial new requirements for
natural gas. Indigenous production of natural gas in the European Community is stable, so
it will be necessary to import large quantities: natural gas imports are 300 Bcm greater in
2020 than 1995. This is higher than previous projections, but not necessarily
unsustainable, given the recently revised information on gas reserves and production costs
of suppliers to European Union. The projected imports of natural gas do not seem to be
incompatible with the import price assumptions in the baseline scenario which has import
prices of natural gas rising from about 3.2 $/MBTU in 1995 to 5.6 $'95/MBTU in 2020.
According to several published cost-supply curves for the supply of  gas to Europe, these
prices correspond to about 200-250 Bcm of additional gas imports. It is of note that recent
announcements have tend to revise further these supply curves towards more abundant
resources. Imports and prices of natural gas in the study would seem consistent.

Oil imports grow at 1% per year and correspond to an incremental requirement of 131
Mtoe in 2020. This corresponds approximately to 5 to 6% of total  world primary oil
production.

Coal imports are slightly increasing (0.8% per year or 22 Mtoe more imports).

Indigenous production of coal and lignite is expected to decrease by 61 Mtoe, a fall of 2.4%
per year. Similarly, primary production of oil reduces by 72 Mtoe, or 3% per year. However,
primary production of gas is more or less maintained with only a small reduction of 36
Bcm.

3.5

Environment

The development of emissions, particular of CO2, constitutes the main limitations to the
sustainability of the energy future as illustrated by the Conventional Wisdom scenario.

The European Community will emit 3648 Mt. CO2 in 2020, an increase of 431 Mt.
compared to 1990 (including former East Germany). This represents an increase of 13.6%
in total and 0.4% annually. The increase is higher in the period 1995 to 2000 (1.1% per
year) and slows down afterwards (0.47% per annum 2000-2010, 0.43% per year in 2010-
2020). The rise in 1995-2000 is due to transport and power generation, because efficiency
gains and fuel mix changes cannot take full effect in the short term, while demand
increases more rapidly in this period. The stabilization target is not attained in 2000.

Analysis of the net increase of about 13.5% of CO2 emissions in the period 1990-2020,
reveals the following: if the system was unchanged, economic growth would result in 61%
more CO2 emissions in 2020; the overall intensity gains achieve a reduction of 39% of
emissions; substitution between fossil and non-fossil fuels makes a slight contribution of
0.5% (because the gains from biomass and renewables just compensate for the losses from
nuclear); and finally the changes in the fuel mix away from carbon intensive fuels
contribute a reduction of 8%.

Power generation to meet increased electricity demand emerging from final sectors is
largely responsible for the increase in CO2 emissions, accounting for 42% of incremental
emissions: in this sector CO2 emissions grow by 21%, half of which is due to higher
demand and half due to the decreased contribution of nuclear energy. Transport is also



responsible for the overall increase of CO2 emissions (40% of incremental emissions).
Industry and domestic almost stabilise emissions being only 5% and 3% of the total
increment, respectively). The rest is due to the energy sector, in which hydrogen production
emits 50 Mt. of CO2, some 11% of incremental emissions.

3.6

Overall Indications

The most significant developments are:

· the achievement of significant gains in energy intensity, as measured by the ratio of
primary energy demand to Gross Domestic Product; this is not only due to the achievement
of higher productivity of energy use by consumers, but also to power generation where
there are important gains in efficiency of power plants. Intensity gains are also related to
the change of fuel mix in favour of gas, heat and electricity;

· although CO2 emissions are not stabilised, the energy system of the European
Community starts to exhibit a decoupling of CO2 emissions from GDP growth; this is
mainly due to efficiency gains and to the higher penetration of gas;

· overall import dependency increases from 49.9% in 1992 to 65.8% in 2020; the
major increase in gas imports is the most noticeable change;

· as far as competitiveness depends on energy, the projections show an improvement:
energy costs are reduced for the economic players, energy investment requirements stay at
reasonable limits and the quality of energy services is improved, since consumption is
based more on electricity and gas.

Concerning the penetration of improved and new technologies, the energy system:

· strongly favours combined-cycle technology for power generation ;

· uses clean coal technologies;

· invests in cogeneration plants;

· uses biomass and wind in power generation;

· mixes biofuels with oil products in reasonable proportions for transport; and

· towards the end of the projection period starts to explore hydrogen and fuel cells.

4

European Community - Battlefield Scenario

The development of the energy system under the Battlefield (BF) scenario is characterised
by a combination of three elements:

· the slowdown of economic growth,

· the 'protectionism' policy in favour of indigenous energy resources, and



· the low prices of imported energy products in the long run.

4.1

Energy demand

Because of low economic growth, Battlefield requires less energy compared to Conventional
Wisdom. This is less pronounced in the domestic sector because of lower energy prices. In
industry, the structure of industrial production in Battlefield is more based on energy
intensive industries than in Conventional Wisdom. This changed structure tends to
counteract the reduction of total industrial production. Demand in transport is
significantly lower, compared to Conventional Wisdom, firstly because of lower economic
growth and secondly because the additional taxes imposed in Battlefield outweigh lower
fuel prices.

In all sectors, it is of note that the basic trend acting in favour of gains in energy intensity
is maintained. However, in Battlefield these intensity gains are generally lower than those
of Conventional Wisdom. This is due to lower end-use energy prices, but also to the
differences in the fuel mix. In industry, the energy intensity ratio becomes 85.2 in
Battlefield against 79.3 in CW. In domestic, the ratios are 72.6 and 64.8 respectively, while
in transport, Battlefield's intensity ratio is 78.9 and CW's is 76.1.

The fuel mix in Battlefield does not confirm the rapid penetration of electricity and heat,
especially in the longer run (this explains in part the slowdown of intensity gains).
Electricity attains a share of 20.5% in final energy in 2020 and heat 2.3%. These energy
forms are mainly substituted by natural gas (24.6%), which increases its share within the
use of fossil fuels in final energy consumption. Oil's share (42.3%) is almost unchanged
compared to Conventional Wisdom, while the drop in solids use (a share of 3.3% in 2020)
is also confirmed in Battlefield.

These changes in the fuel mix, and the differences with Conventional Wisdom, are largely
explained by the changes in relative energy prices. In fact in Battlefield, electricity and heat
become more expensive relative to the price of fossil fuels, while for the latter prices drop
drastically after the oil counter-shock (2009). The loss of competitiveness of electricity and
heat towards the end of the projection period compared to Conventional Wisdom, is mainly
due to the non fuel-related parts of the cost of electricity and heat production and
distribution, which are of course inelastic.

In contrast, during the middle of the projection period when the oil shock occurs, there are
competitiveness gains for electricity and heat that imply higher shares in final
consumption. These, however, are only transitory and vanish after 5 to 6 years of
adaptation to the new relative prices.

In total, from 1995 to 2020 EC end-users require an additional 154 Mtoe in Battlefield
which is lower by 26% compared to Conventional Wisdom. In Battlefield, the energy system
of the European Community in 2020 has to supply the following additional amounts
(compared to 1995) of energy to end-users: 560 TWh of electricity (25% less than CW), 67
Bcm of natural gas (8.5% more), 30 Mtoe of oil products (47% less), 8 Mtoe of heat (also
47% less), 28 Mtoe of biomass (of which 23 Mtoe of biofuels) and 8 Mtoe of hydrogen. Final
demand for solids is further reduced by 14% compared to CW.

The cost of energy in Battlefield decreases significantly in both industry and domestic, as
can be seen in the following table:

4.2

Electric Power



Although less rapidly than in Conventional Wisdom, electricity is still a fast growing sector
in Battlefield: 1% per year between 1995 and 2020. Net expansion of power generation
capacities represents 122 GWe, which after allowing for  decommissioning of 293 GWe,
gives a total of 415 GWe new constructions, in the 1992-2020 period.

The scenario assumes that new nuclear installations are built, since nuclear energy is
considered as an indigenous energy resource in several countries. This represents, in
1992-2020, about 72 GWe of nuclear plant. Nevertheless, in Battlefield, the overall share of
nuclear energy decreases due to decommissioning.

Compared to Conventional Wisdom, Battlefield favours an increased role for conventional
thermal plants. Monovalent and polyvalent fossil fuel plants, except gas combined-cycle,
account for 48% of total new building of fossil fuel plants, compared to 26% in CW. The
gas combined-cycle technology maintains rapid penetration (slightly less than one out of
four new plants will be a gas combined-cycle plant).

Clean coal technology plants and cogeneration are the main losers, in comparison to
Conventional Wisdom (with only 50% of the investment done in CW). Battlefield requires
less cogeneration plants because of the lower penetration of heat in end-uses. In common
with the other scenarios, clean coal technologies are able to compete and take a place in
the base load. In Battlefield, base load requirements are covered by nuclear plants, at least
more than in Conventional Wisdom. In addition, clean coal plants are outranked by gas
combined-cycle, so they are finally less preferred than in Conventional Wisdom. The other
new technologies and fuels, especially biomass and fuel cells, are also less successful than
in Conventional Wisdom because of the lower costs of fossil fuels in conventional plants.

Combined with the lower electricity demand, this influences investment requirements,
which are generally lower than under Conventional Wisdom.

The degree of decentralisation of power generation is also adversely affected (from 10% in
1995 it rises only to 15% in 2020). Due to lower fossil fuel costs, the cost of electricity
production is lower than in Conventional Wisdom.

4.3

Other Supply Industries

Oil refineries face an oil product market that grows less than in Conventional Wisdom.
However, the share of residual fuel oil is higher in Battlefield. This implies that refineries
need less investment in cracking and other deep conversion capacities. However, they are
less dependent on importing oil products, as compared to Conventional Wisdom.

The low price of fossil energy products, in the long term, makes new fuels less attractive
and reduces their penetration compared with Conventional Wisdom. Biomass and
hydrogen are most affected. In contrast, biofuels maintain their share in transport.

4.4

Energy Trade and Indigenous Production

The character of Battlefield is confirmed by its indigenous production: the share of
indigenous production and nuclear energy increase. Production of hydrocarbons is
increased, while that of solids is just maintained.

In combination with a lower increase in energy requirements, there is an energy
dependency ratio in Battlefield of 59.2% in 2020, compared to a ratio of 65.8% in
Conventional Wisdom.



2020 incremental net import requirements (from 1995) in Battlefield are as follows: 228
Bcm of natural gas (13% less than in CW), 89 Mtoe less of oil (48% less than CW) and 29
Mtoe less of solids (down 78% on CW).

4.5

Environment

In looking at the implications for the environment there are two counteracting factors:

· Battlefield requires less energy because of lower economic growth

· Battlefield uses less new technologies and fuels, but also uses more nuclear energy.

The net effect on CO2 emissions is that they still increase from 1990 (92 Mt. more
emissions in 2020), but significantly less so than in the Conventional Wisdom scenario
(339 Mt. more in 2020 compared to Battlefield).

The net increase of 2.9% of CO2 emissions in the period 1990-2020 can be attributed to
the following changes: 47% more due to economic growth (compared to 60% in CW), but
30% less due to efficiency gains (compared to 35% in CW), 5% less due to substitution
away from fossil fuels (mainly nuclear energy) and 9% less because of substitutions away
from carbon-intensive fuels.

However, Battlefield is more likely than Conventional Wisdom to aggravate local level
pollution problems because of the more intensive use of fossil fuels and especially of fuel
oil.

4.6

Overall Indications

Lower energy requirements, due to the slowdown in economic growth, are the main factor
in the development of energy in Battlefield. This is partially offset by the lessening of prices
of fossil fuels, which acts to the detriment of electricity, heat and new fuels. Combined with
forced replacement of decommissioned nuclear capacities this leads to less energy
dependency, although gas imports may potentially still create problems.

Battlefield scores badly in a number of indicators of energy efficiency:

· Gross Inland Consumption per unit of GDP decreases less than under all the other
scenarios (the ratio is 9.3% higher in 2020 than in CW);

· this deterioration of energy intensities as compared to Conventional Wisdom is
further confirmed by sector (7.4% more in industry, 12% more in domestic and 3.6% in
transports);

· the fuel efficiency in thermal power generation improves from 37.62% in 1995 to
44.64% in 2020, some 1.6% less than CW;

· CO2 emissions per unit of Gross Inland Consumption in 2020 are almost the same
as in Conventional Wisdom, despite the increase in nuclear energy.

Because of lower energy demand, Battlefield performs better than Conventional Wisdom in
total CO2 emissions. Moreover, because of lower import prices, Battlefield implies less
energy cost for the industrial and domestic consumers, positively affecting competitiveness.



As explained, Battlefield is not an attractive scenario for the development of new
technologies and fuels, either in end-use or power generation. Clean coal, CHP heat, fuel
cells, biomass and hydrogen are the most adversely affected.

The sustainability of Battlefield would be seriously damaged if there were unfavourable
developments in either nuclear energy or the field of technologies that enable the end-use
intensity gains. In such a case, Battlefield policy would be unable to comply with the
security of supply considerations that constitute its driving force. Moreover, it would also
be unfavourable for competitiveness and the environment, where Battlefield performs
better than some other scenarios.

5

European Community - Forum Scenario

The energy future demonstrated by the Forum scenario (FO) must be considered in relation
with the specific policy that operates within the scenario. Forum policy is based on taxation
that considerably alters the relative prices of energy products, both for end-users and
power generators. In addition, the Forum policy promotes new fuels, especially those that
are carbon-free, and gives emphasis to biomass by means of a supporting agricultural
policy.

Forum accepts the free and competitive operation of markets, but within a framework of an
agreed global policy supporting particular energy forms. To reflect such concerns, Forum
operates at lower discount rates compared to other scenarios.

Within this context, as low energy demand profiles are the norm, international markets
equilibrate at moderate to low prices for fossil fuels.

5.1

Energy demand

As mentioned, energy taxation policy is the driving force of changes in energy demand
patterns. Forum assumes progressive tax harmonization across EC Member States, but
more particularly, it assumes the imposition of excise taxes that internalise external
environmental costs. This is carried out by excise taxes specific to SO2 and NOx emissions
and by means of a carbon/energy tax that increases progressively to reach $30/bbl in real
terms. The carbon/energy tax is also applied to the fuel input to electricity generation,
affecting costs and electricity prices (although, of course, by less than the increased cost of
fuels, since other cost elements remain unaffected).

The relative prices of energy products to the end-user are influenced by this tax: first
electricity and then gas become more competitive for the consumer than solids in
particular but also oil products. Moreover, the tax raises the general level of energy prices
to the consumer and over-compensates for the reduction in the price of imported energy.

The combined effects of such a policy act to support both more rational use of energy and
changes to the fuel mix away from more carbon-intensive fuels.

The intensity gains in Forum are impressive and constitute the main driving force for the
good performances obtained in this scenario. These gains are not only explained by the
change of prices, described above, but also by a specific demand side management policy
that enables greater penetration of more energy-efficient equipment.

Overall, by 2020 Forum achieves an intensity ratio of 69.4 in industry (compared to 79.3 in
CW and 12.4% lower), a ratio of 59.1 in domestic (8% lower than the 64.8 in CW) and 71.5
in transport (76.1 in CW, 6.3% lower).



Given that the economy grows more rapidly in Forum than in Conventional Wisdom, final
energy demand is lower only by 3% in 2020 (9.6% less in industry, 1.8% less in domestic,
but 1.8% more in transport). The increase in transport is explained by the fact that this
sector is more sensitive to economic growth and that intensity gains are more difficult to
obtain.

The fuel mix also changes considerably. Electricity obtains a share of 21% of final energy in
2020. Heat and new fuels penetrate rapidly, attaining a share of 4.8% and 4.9%
respectively (compared to 3% and 4.1% in Conventional Wisdom). Despite the introduction
of heat and new fuels, the share of natural gas stabilises: 22.6% in 2020 (23.9% in CW).
Losers of this competition are solids (2.1%) and liquids (44.3%).

Heat becomes a new energy carrier in final demand, mainly in domestic (with a share of
8.5% in 2020) and secondarily in industry (5.8% share). It is of note that the increased use
of biofuels in transport results in a 16% share in road transports by 2020. Electric vehicles
also progress to obtain 4.4% of total energy in road transport.

Because of the intensity gains, end-user energy demand by fuel is generally lower than that
in Conventional Wisdom. End-users in Forum demand the following 2020 energy
increments (over 1995): 698 TWh (7% less than in Conventional Wisdom), 51 Bcm of
natural gas (17.6% less than CW), 24 Mtoe of oil products (57% down from CW), 34 Mtoe of
heat (125% more than CW), 55 Mtoe of biomass (62% less CW), of which 45 Mtoe are
biofuels and 5 Mtoe are hydrogen. Final demand for solids is reduced by 32 Mtoe (down
73% from CW).

The cost of energy in Forum is however adversely affected. Energy becomes more expensive
in all sectors, as compared to all other scenarios.

5.2

Electric Power

Spectacular changes occur in power generation compared to Conventional Wisdom. These
changes are related to nuclear energy, the use of new fuels, the penetration of renewable
technologies and gains in thermal efficiency.

Total electricity production grows by 1.2% per year from 1995 to 2020, despite the
intensity gains in end-use. Net expansion of power generation represents 204 GWe between
1992 and 2020, leading to a need for 502 GWe of new plant construction.

The low discount rates combined with the fossil fuel taxation imply a clear choice in favour
of nuclear energy plants for base load. The scenario assumes that such a decision can only
be taken in France, UK, Germany, Belgium, Finland and Sweden. In total, net expansion of
nuclear capacity is 47 GWe, which with the replacement of decommissioned plant (also
recommended in the results), implies that 120 GWe of new nuclear plants must be built.
By comparison, the installed capacity in 1992 was 117 GWe. In 2020, nuclear capacity
represents 23.2% of total installed capacity, almost identical to the 23.4% in 1992. This
capacity produces the same share of electricity generated as in 1992 (36.6%).

Gas combined-cycle plants outrank all other candidates (except nuclear) and thus there is
a massive swing to them. A total capacity of 141 GWe are built between 1992 and 2020,
slightly more than in Conventional Wisdom.

The next important choice is related to biomass. Combined with agricultural policy, Forum
achieves lower biomass prices than any other scenario, a fact that promotes the use of
biomass for power generation. Biomass integrated combined-cycle is mainly adopted,
leading to a total capacity of 25 GWe, to which must be added 15 GWe using waste
biomass and 3 GWe of fuel oil combined-cycle.



The considerable penetration of heat in end-uses drives the need for new CHP plants.
These achieve an incremental capacity of 56 Gwe of conventional thermal technologies
(however, mainly gas combined cycle) and 10 GWe of fuel cells that use mainly
hydrogen.

Renewables also progress leading to a capacity of 27 GWe wind power, 2.9 GWe solar, 1.6
GWe geothermal and 300 MW of small hydro.

Clean coal technologies (IGCC, PFBC etc.) do not succeed in obtaining a place in the
expansion of power generation. This is due to the taxation policy and to the priority taken
by nuclear energy in covering the base load. These technologies are outranked by gas
combined-cycle plants.

The taxation policy also affects the use of fuels: coal and lignite dramatically lose share and
account for only 14.4% in total input to thermal power generation (compared to 66% in
1992 and 33.8% in 2020 in CW); gas is the main winner with a share that rises from
13.6% in 1992 to 55.8% by 2020 (51.8% in CW); oil products preserve a significant role
although their share falls from 17.6% in 1992 to 7.7% in 2020 (5.4% in 2020 in CW);
biomass is the newcomer attaining 18.6% in 2020 compared to 7.8% in CW. In absolute
terms in Forum there is an incremental requirement between 1995 and 2020 for 110 Bcm
of gas for power generation (this was 190 Bcm in CW), 47 Mtoe of biomass (30 Mtoe in CW)
and 5.3 Mtoe hydrogen (0.2 Mtoe in CW).

Forum attains a high score in the average efficiency rate of thermal power generation,
equal to 47.9% in 2020; this compares to 36.7% in 1992 and the 45.4% in 2020 in the
Conventional Wisdom.

These results indicate that, regarding natural gas requirements in power generation,
Forum is sustainable. More challenging is the supply of biomass.

The above trends also influence the cost of electricity production. The average long run
marginal cost over the 15 Member States is close to the Conventional Wisdom figure, but
there is a wide dispersion at the level of the individual Member States according to their
dependence on fossil fuels and the prospects for the expansion of nuclear power.

Forum also has implications for the market structure of power generation. By 2020 the
industrial structure of power generation within Forum has become significantly different
from that of today. At least 25% of installed capacity will be operated on a decentralised
basis by auto-producers or small dedicated generators. In addition, there is a large
proportion of utilities among, for example, the large population of gas combined-cycle
plants. Such a change would have implications for the technology choices and for
optimisation of capacity expansion. Given the limitations of the modeling system used, this
aspect was not studied.

The Forum policy in power generation also provides evidence of the importance of demand
side management actions in electricity savings. This is particularly important in the
presence of a carbon tax policy which makes electricity more competitive and so provoking
adverse side-effects for the environment via the power generation system. Given the higher
economic growth in Forum and compared with Conventional Wisdom, it is estimated that
in total, demand side management actions save about 10% of final electricity demand in
2020. Given the upper limitations of additional carbon-free equipment (e.g. nuclear,
renewables, biomass that each is limited for a different reason), this 10% of additional
electricity demand would provoke about 200-250 Mt. more CO2 emissions, corresponding
to an increase of 30-35% of emissions from power generation. It should also be noted that
an important part of the decentralised production includes cogeneration of heat and power.
This implies additional savings of both final energy consumption and CO2 emissions.
Therefore, the importance of DSM, combined with CHP, should not be overlooked.

Given the importance of the Forum results for power generation strategy, a number of
sensitivity analysis tests to verify the findings were made. These are summarised below:



1. The supply price of biomass is crucial for the adoption of biomass-related power
plant and the performance of Forum in relation to CO2 emissions from power generation.
This is related to upper limits on nuclear and to wind and hydro power.

2. In a variant of Forum, it was accepted that countries such as Spain, Italy and
Netherlands may agree, within Forum context, to expand their nuclear capacity in the
future. This allows for a better distribution among member-states of the burden regarding
the construction of new nuclear plants since it is found that Germany undertakes most of
the effort of building new nuclear plants - given that France has attained upper limits in
nuclear capacity. In Spain,  two additional nuclear plants are found to substitute IGCC
plants; in Netherlands, two nuclear plants imply less use of biomass and combined cycle
units; in Italy, the same situation acts to the detriment of oil and gas. In total, the new
distribution of nuclear plants is neutral for total CO2 emissions in the EC, although this
changes by country.
3. In another variant of Forum, tests were made to see if more accelerated technical
progress in IGCC plants (implying economies of scale for the capital cost) would change the
optimality of the solution. This was combined with further limitations on the total
candidate nuclear capacity. The results showed that this was not sufficient for IGCC
technology to penetrate more in power generation. Given the rather limited growth of total
demand for electricity in Forum, it was more economical to re-activate and use the existing
capacity of monovalent coal and fuel (which was put in cold reserve by new GTCC, biomass
and nuclear), as well as to invest more in peak devices.
4. In another variant, however, we tested the case of an important reduction of the cost
of fuel to be used in IGCC plants. This simulates the possible availability of Orimulsion fuel
(emulsified heavy crude oil sold at a price lower than that of coal). In this case, IGCC
technology can become attractive and adopted in preference to gas combined-cycle plant,
especially in the last decade of the projection period.

In summary, these sensitivity analysis tests show the importance of nuclear and biomass
for obtaining good environmental results in power generation within the context of Forum.
In addition, they show the difficulties which the IGCC and related technologies have in
gaining market share in this context.

5.3

Other Supply Industries

Regarding other supply industries, Forum is characterised by the emergence of new
industrial structures for the supply of new fuels, such as biomass, biofuels and hydrogen.
The implications and the prerequisites for such developments cannot be totally assessed
within the context of the modeling tool used in the study. However, MIDAS version 5.1
assesses the implications for the energy balance and the costs of supplying the new fuels.

In 2020, Forum requires 162 Mtoe of biomass (40% more than CW) and 13 Mtoe of waste.
It is estimated that about 40 Mtoe represent wood and derived products and thus energy
crops would have to supply about 122 Mtoe. This corresponds to the production of 100-
150 million hectares of energy crops. The use of biomass under Forum in 2020 is due to
the fact that the average price of biomass corresponds to one third of the price of coal in
power generation, and to half of the price of coal used in industry and for biofuel
production. For such a supply situation to develop, a dedicated agricultural and industrial
policy for biomass supply and distribution is required.

The following table shows the use of biomass and emphasizes its importance in biofuel
production:

Biofuels are mainly used in vehicles mixed with gasoline and diesel (up to 40 Mtoe in 2020)
and secondarily in vehicle fuel cells (5 Mtoe). They are used only marginally in power
generation fuel cells (0.2 Mtoe). Biofuels are produced from biomass (BCL gasifier) almost
exclusively.



The mix of biofuels in transportation fuels has implications for oil refineries. These face a
near static demand for medium and light distillates towards the end of the projection
period. Refineries require limited investment in new cracking and deep conversion facilities.
Also, there is practically no change to the degree of self-sufficiency of EC refineries
regarding oil products.

Hydrogen production emerges after 2010 and reaches about 10 Mtoe in 2020. Hydrogen is
used mainly in fuel cells for power generation (5.3 Mtoe) and vehicles (3.8 Mtoe). Hydrogen
is produced at a cost that is twice as much as that of diesel for transport, but the latter
bears high carbon and other excise taxes. Hydrocarbons are mainly used for the
production of hydrogen (through reforming of gas and partial oxidation of oil products).
Electrolysis does not seem to be economical enough to be adopted massively.

Finally, heat supply is almost exclusively based on cogeneration plants.

5.4

Energy Trade and Indigenous Production

Forum performs well in energy dependency ratios. Net imports of solids are decreased to 48
Mtoe in 2020 (62.7% less than CW) and net imports of oil increase slightly to 548 Mtoe (but
down 9.5% from CW). Forum is no more dependent on gas imports than Conventional
Wisdom, as it requires an incremental 206 Bcm of natural gas in 2020 (25% less than CW).
This is explained by the low demand growth in Forum, the development of new fuels and
the use of nuclear in power generation.

Forum can be considered to be quite sustainable regarding the security of energy supply
from third countries. The energy dependency ratio rises from 49.6% in 1995 to reach only
53% in 2020, the lowest of the scenarios (compared to 65.8% in CW).

5.5

Environment

Forum is very succesful in meeting environment objectives and confirms its mandate as an
'ecologically-driven' scenario.

Within Forum, the European Community will stabilise and further reduce total CO2
emissions. By 2020, the EC will emit 2808 Mt. of CO2, as opposed to 3174 Mt. in 1990 (a
reduction of 366 Mt., or 11.5% from 1990). Forum stabilises emissions in 2000 and further
reduces at 3089 Mt. of CO2 (reduction by 2.4% from 1990). CO2 emissions are
continuously reducing throughout the projection period. Compared to Conventional
Wisdom, Forum shows a reduction of 22.1% in 2020 and a cumulative reduction of 12.2%
for the period 1992-2020.

Forum's spectacular achievements are produced by almost all sectors, but they are mainly
due to power generation:

· power generation contributes by reducing CO2 emissions in 2020 by 46% compared
to CW; without the incremental nuclear capacity, the power generation sector would emit
about 187 Mt. more CO2 (if the corresponding electricity was produced by oil), which
means that the incremental nuclear energy contributes 33% of the total reduction in CO2
emissions in power generation in 2020;

· in industry, Forum achieves a reduction in 2020 CO2 emissions of 21% from CW as
a result of intensity gains, the higher penetration of heat and the further reduction of the
use of solids (despite the fact that Forum maintains a substantial part of



energy intensive industries);

· in the domestic sector, Forum gives a small reduction of CO2 emissions, some 3.5%
in 2020 compared to CW; these are due mainly to intensity gains; they are counter-
balanced by the fact that heat substitutes mainly gas and electricity and less oil products
in domestic demand;

· in transport, despite the higher penetration of carbon free vehicles, Forum gives a
reduction of only 5.9% of CO2 emissions in 2020 as compared to Conventional Wisdom;

· finally, in other supply activities, like hydrogen production, CO2 emissions are
reduced compared to CW because of the change of the process-mix.

Decomposing the net reduction in CO2 emissions  obtained in Forum between 1990 and
2020, (11.5%), reveals the following: if the energy system was unchanged, economic growth
would result in 68% more CO2 emissions (from 1990); the overall intensity gains achieve a
reduction of 49%; the substitution between fossil and non-fossil fuels contributes a
reduction of 18%; and finally the changes in the fuel mix within fossil fuels away from
carbon-intensive fuels leads to a further reduction of 13%. A similar decomposition of the
2.1% reduction from 1990 to 2000 (the period of the stabilisation objective) leads to the
following: economic growth, up 19.2%; intensity gains, down 12.8%; change in the fossil
and non fossil fuels composition of energy, down 3.5%; change in the fuel mix within fossil
fuels, down 5.4%.

5.6

Overall Indications

Forum is an attractive energy future, especially for the environment and the security of
energy supply. However, it scores badly on competitiveness, since taxes affect the cost of
energy for the end-users.

The Forum energy future is characterised by:

· the considerable intensity and efficiency gains in all end-use sectors and in power
generation; the ratio of Gross Inland Consumption to GDP decreases by 9.3% compared to
Conventional Wisdom in 2020;

· a clear decoupling of CO2 emissions from GDP growth is achieved, because of
combined results in energy savings and carbon-free energy supply actions;

· new supply structures emerge, in power generation in favour of decentralised
generation (heat, renewables, biomass, fuel cells), in biofuel production, in hydrogen
production and the market penetration of fuel cell and electric vehicles. Traditional energy
industrial structures related to solids fuels and indigenous production almost vanish in
Forum;

· hydrocarbons, mainly natural gas, still have an important role to play in Forum, not
only by their direct use but also as a back-up against possible uncertainties related to the
supply of carbon-free energy forms. In Forum, the dependency on gas is not so important
to undermine the whole evolution;

· the supply conditions for biomass are of critical importance and an accompanying
agricultural policy is required; biomass has a multiple role to play in the changing energy
system of Forum and it would be difficult to replace it by some other energy carrier, while
preserving the good performances of Forum;

· the combination of the taxation policy and the favourable conditions in capital
markets resulting in low discount rates are the policy carriers of Forum successes, despite
an international environment characterised by low import prices for fuels; this, of course,



ignores the question of the political sustainability of such high taxation in the presence of
low oil and gas prices;

· although the further development of nuclear energy is not the only factor for the
success of Forum, the absence of nuclear options would jeopardize the sustainability of the
scenario.

· Forum needs at least the replacement of nuclear capacities that are due for
decommissioning. (Even in this case, total CO2 emissions would still be reduced by 4.7%
in 2020 compared to 1990).

Forum is an attractive test-bed for the development of new energy technologies which must
advance on both demand and supply sides. Demand-side technologies, especially those
related to energy savings, are implicit in the MIDAS modelling system and their
development cannot be reported here. Given the substantial intensity gains obtained in
Forum, it is necessary to examine further the demand side implementation aspects by
means of a bottom-up analysis that would complement the MIDAS econometric estimates.
On the supply side, MIDAS provides explicit results for technology development. The
following table summarises technology penetration in Forum.

An estimation of investment requirements in Forum indicates that they are higher than
any other scenario (20.7% more than CW for power generation) and that the supply side
technology actions are balanced with demand side ones.

6

European Community - Hypermarket Scenario

The Hypermarket scenario (HM) provides an energy future based on an assumption of free
markets. Energy decisions are based on short-run economic returns, which reflect in
higher discount rates than in the other scenarios.

Any public policy on promoting technology penetration or supporting new energy supply
structures is limited to a minimum.

The absence of public intervention is also reflected in lower taxation than the other
scenarios. In terms of both energy tax revenues as % of GDP and per unit of Gross Inland
Consumption, Hypermarket is the lowest the four scenarios. It represents a tax burden
lower by about 20% than that of CW and almost half of Forum).

High returns are also assumed for international energy markets leading to higher import
prices than Forum and Battlefield.

The results of Hypermarket can be explained by a combination of the following
circumstances: low taxes, high import energy prices, high discount rates, absence of any
technology promotion policy and high economic growth.

6.1

Energy demand

In the context of Hypermarket scenario, the European Community faces the strongest
energy demand growth, which is due to:

· the high GDP growth rates;



· the highest industrial production of all scenarios;

· a lack of government policy for introduction of more efficient demand and supply
technologies

· low taxes that give end-user prices equal or lower than in the Conventional Wisdom
scenario (despite the equality of the two scenario's import prices)

Effects that partially counter these (compared to Conventional Wisdom) include:

· the lower share of energy intensive industries; a shift of fuel mix away from capital
intensive fuels (like coal) because of the higher discount rates.

The latter two effects have strong implications for industrial energy demand, in particular
the second because it induces a shift in favour of significantly higher efficiency electricity
and gas.

In Hypermarket intensity gains are generally similar or higher than in Conventional
Wisdom. Differences are due to the above-mentioned mechanisms.

In industry, energy intensity falls to 74.1 in 2020 (compared to 79.3 in CW, an
improvement of 6.5%). The relocation of energy-intensive industries to non-EC countries
accounts for an important part in this performance. In the domestic sector, Hypermarket
achieves an intensity ratio of 62.6, just a 3.4% improvement in comparison with the 64.8
in Conventional Wisdom. In transport, Hypermarket obtains similar efficiency ratios: 76.0
for Hypermarket, 76.1 for Conventional Wisdom.

Because of the higher economic growth, energy demand in Hypermarket rises to 1169 Mtoe
in 2020, 5.4% higher than Conventional Wisdom (1109 Mtoe in 2020). This increase
represents an annual growth rate of 1.1% for the period 1995 to 2020. Demand in
transport has the highest growth compared to CW, namely 8.1%. This is totally due to the
car population, its intensity of use and the higher volume of transportation services in
general.

Energy demand in industry and in domestic are higher by 2.9% and 5% respectively.

The development in fuel mix has similar characteristics to Conventional Wisdom, except for
the gains of electricity and gas (in terms of share) in some industrial sectors. Also, because
of the change of structure, an apparently unchanged fuel mix in total final demand is
observed. The share of electricity is 21.4% in 2020 (21.1% in CW). Natural gas stabilises at
a share of 23.2% in final demand (23.9% in CW) while oil reaches a share of 45.1%  (44.5%
in CW). Solids and heat have a share of 3% and 3.3% in final energy demand (3.4% and
3% in CW respectively).

In 2020 the European Union's energy system has to provide an additional supply of 930
TWh of electricity (some 25% more than CW), 72 Bcm of natural gas (20% more than CW),
82 Mtoe of oil products (43.9% more than CW), 21 Mtoe of heat (31% more than CW), 9
Mtoe of hydrogen (31% less than CW) and 41 Mtoe of biomass (of which 34 Mtoe are
biofuels). Final demand for solids is lower by 21 Mtoe (16.7% from CW).

The cost of energy decreases in Hypermarket compared to CW, as can be seen in the
following table. This reductions are 6.3% in industry and 8.6% in domestic and are due
mainly to lower taxation rates and secondarily to intensity gains.

6.2

Electric Power



The most impressive development in power generation is the rise of natural gas as the
dominant fuel for the sector. This results from the significant reduction of nuclear capacity
and the steadily reducing importance of solid fuels, both due mainly to high discount rates.

Electricity is, in Hypermarket, an even faster growing sector, with an annual rate of growth
of 1.6% from 1995 to 2020, significantly above the 1.1% annual growth rate of final energy
demand.

This requires high investment during the period 1992 to 2020 in order to secure a net
expansion of 194 GWe. In total, given decommissioning of 293 GWe, total new construction
is 487 GWe.

All candidate technologies are largely outranked by natural gas combined-cycle technology.
In Hypermarket, security of supply considerations do not matter, so the expansion of gas
capacities can operate at flat gas prices (this is an assumption in this scenario). Thus,
power generators cover their needs for base load and most load-following capacity by
means of combined-cycle plants. In total, gas combined-cycle plant reaches a share of 32%
of total installed capacity by 2020. About 48% of new thermal plants will be gas combined-
cycle plants (220 GWe) in
Hypermarket.

Because of high demand for heat, a significant amount of new CHP plant (51.7 GWe)
capacity is built, most of which is also gas combined-cycle plant.

Nuclear energy loses share in power generation, falling to 11.5% of total installed capacity
and producing 16% of electricity in 2020 (compared to 23% of capacity and 34.8% of
electricity generated in 1992). Towards the end of the projection period, generators start to
invest cautiously in nuclear energy. However, new building of 37 GWe is not enough to
replace decommissioning, so nominal capacity reduces by 40 GWe compared to 1995. The
new investments occur almost exclusively in France (34 GWe).

Coal and lignite plants are also outranked in this scenario and their capacity is drastically
reduced (down 58 GWe between 1992 and 2020). Only 15 GWe of new building takes place
in this case. The high discount rates also make it difficult for clean coal technologies to
penetrate the market. Only 9 GWe of investment occurs in clean coal technologies
compared to 37 GWe in CW.

Conventional thermal plants using oil products and gas have a significant role to play in
Hypermarket. Generators invest in 89 GWe of conventional oil gas plants, compared to 68
GWe in CW. Investment in peak-shaving capacity is also higher than in other cases - some
42 GWe, 10 GWe more than in CW. Investment in biomass plants and in fuel cells is 21
GWe and 7 GWe respectively.

The electricity market mechanisms supporting the above development in capacities, as well
as any changes in the trade of electricity, were not studied due to modelling limitations.
Thus, the impact of economies of scale on  electricity generators that result from the free-
market conditions that prevail in the Hypermarket scenario will be underestimated. Mainly
because of higher discount rates, Hypermarket leads to a substantial increase in long-run
marginal generation costs.

The dominance of gas is also confirmed by the thermal electricity generation fuel shares:
incremental gas requirements in 2020 (from 1995) are 232 mtoe (153 mtoe in CW, or 50%
more); coal and lignite needs are reduced by 62 Mtoe (the reduction was 12 Mtoe in CW);
oil requirements are reduced by 15 Mtoe (compared to 19 Mtoe in CW). At 46.9% the
overall efficiency of thermal power generation is slightly higher in Hypermarket than in
Conventional Wisdom.

6.3



Other Supply Industries

Within Hypermarket there is some expansion of crude oil distillation capacity. However, the
main requirement is for additional cracking capacity. This is different from the other
scenarios and is due to the greater retention of the use of oil products in both final demand
and power generation.

The biofuel production industry is also boosted in Hypermarket, achieving a level of activity
25% higher than Conventional Wisdom. This is because of the higher penetration of
biofuels in transport compared to CW, mainly blended with gasoline and diesel, although
they are less so used in fuel cells

Hydrogen production (10 Mtoe in 2020) is some 28% lower than in Conventional Wisdom.
The effect of the high discount rate on what is a very capital intensive industry undermines
the competitiveness of hydrogen. In Hypermarket, hydrogen is mainly used in fuel cells for
vehicles and is produced principally from hydrocarbons.

Overall, the increasing requirements for transportation fuels mean that energy supply
(other than electricity production) relies heavily on hydrocarbons and related products.

6.4

Energy Trade & Indigenous Production

The key issue in Hypermarket scenario is the tremendous quantities of natural gas that the
EC has to import, reaching 520 Bcm by 2020. Gas imports grow at an annual rate of 5.9%
from 1995 to 2020, with an incremental requirement of 395 Bcm over the period, 34.8%
more than CW. Even with an optimistic view of long-term gas supply prospects, it is a
consideration that such import requirements could be unsustainable at reasonable gas
prices, at least if this trend continues beyond 2020. An interesting sensitivity analysis for
Hypermarket would be, therefore, to impose import gas prices that will be significantly
higher than the '95$5.6/MBTU assumed in Hypermarket for 2020. This would reflect long-
term pressures in gas supply of Europe.

There are incremental oil import requirements of 158 Mtoe from 1995 (20.6% more than
CW); this is not considered sufficient to provoke significant changes to the world oil
market. Coal imports rise from 1995 by only 2.5 Mtoe (90% less than CW), indicative of a
stagnant coal market.

Indigenous energy production shows a considerable reduction in solids production from
176 Mtoe in 1992 to 39 Mtoe in 2020 (compared to 72 Mtoe in CW, or 46% less). Oil and
gas production show similar behaviour to Conventional Wisdom.

Because of the higher imports of natural gas and the significant reduction of coal
production in Hypermarket, total import dependency reaches a value of 68.8%, the highest
of all scenarios, and 3% more than CW.

6.5

Environment

The implications for CO2 emissions are considerable in Hypermarket. In 2020, the EC
emits 520 Mt. more CO2 than in 1990, representing an increase of 16.4%, or 0.5% per
annum. These results are slightly poorer than under Conventional Wisdom and in fact are
the worst among all scenarios.

#This bad performance is due to the high economic growth, the decrease in nuclear energy
and the low penetration of other carbon-free fuels and technologies, more than counter-
balancing the positive effects for CO2 which result from the substitution of solid fuels by
gas and oil.



From 1990 to 2020, the net increase of 17% of CO2 emissions in Hypermarket is made up
as follows: 70% more CO2 would result from economic growth; however, there is a
reduction of 43% because of intensity gains (in end-use and in energy conversion);  there is
no difference because of substitution of fossil fuels by non-fossil fuels; there is a reduction
of 10% because of substitution away from more carbon-intensive fossil fuels.

The incremental CO2 emissions are mainly due to transport (244 Mt. more CO2 in 2020
than 1992) and power generation (206 Mt. more CO2 in 2020).

6.6

Overall Indications

The Hypermarket scenario shows that the combination of high economic growth, low
energy taxes (over moderately increasing energy prices) and high discount rates push the
European energy system towards the limits of import dependency and environmental
damage.

The intention of Hypermarket philosophy is to rely on self-correcting mechanisms
stemming from the free-market environment. In order effectively to analyse Hypermarket,
one needs to investigate whether the new free-market regimes are likely to initiate
mechanisms that would counteract such adverse effects as those estimated by MIDAS.
Such mechanisms, relying on free trade could perhaps lead to increasing specialisation of
European countries in energy and technology supply which would exploit the comparative
advantages of each.

However, the MIDAS modelling exercise was limited to country-by-country runs, since the
model does not allow for changes brought about by inter-country trade and modified
market regimes. Thus the conclusion is that the potentially unsustainable results for
supply dependency and CO2 emissions arising from the MIDAS modelling of Hypermarket
represent the upper bounds of likely developments within this scenario. The new market
structures envisaged in the scenario would, in practice, most likely lead to less dramatic
effects.

These scenario limitations for import dependency (because of gas) and CO2 emissions
(because of power generation and transport) are obtained despite:

· the persisting intensity gains in all sectors and efficiency gains in fossil-fuel  power
generation

· the considerable substitution of solids by gas and oil products.

Hypermarket is the worst for the development of new fuels and energy technologies, other
than those related to hydrocarbons. This is clearly due to the prevailing demand for high
rates of return in investment decisions.

Economic competitiveness is the only field in which Hypermarket scores better. The cost of
energy per unit of production value in industry, the cost of energy per unit of total
expenditures in the domestic sector and the ratio of total energy investment
requirements per unit of GDP are all lower than in the other scenarios.

7

Summary of Simulation Results

The model-based results broadly confirmed the originally defined qualitative character of
the scenarios.



The results for Battlefield highlighted a turbulent future dominated by concern about
security of supply. The scenario has the lowest import dependency. Moreover, the moderate
economic growth, combined with the preservation of nuclear capacities, explains the fair
performance of Battlefield in total energy demand and CO2 emissions. However, by
examining the results more carefully, Battlefield's future is not a progressive one: it obtains
the worst scores in all energy and CO2 intensity ratios. Moreover, Battlefield's future does
not provide a supportive environment for the development of new technologies, except
clean coal (or fuel oil) for power generation. This is because of a combination of low demand
growth, high inflation, low fossil fuel prices and a policy that seeks to preserve
conventional technologies.

On the positive side, because of low world prices towards the end of the projection period,
energy costs remain rather low. But Battlefield policy will not achieve its objectives if
energy demand grows more rapidly than expected or if nuclear options (and to a lesser
degree biomass) prove not to be available as required.

The results for Forum illustrate a very attractive energy future. Forum is confirmed as an
ecologically-driven scenario, achieving spectacular shifts in the anticipated trends for CO2
emissions, even in the short term. All CO2 ratios show marked improvements. For the
environment, the Forum future is clearly sustainable. Forum also performs well against the
criterion of security of energy supply, including natural gas imports. However Forum has
the highest end-user energy costs, with high energy taxes counter-balancing the lowering
of world energy prices. This tax policy strongly influences the final shape of the fuel mix
through its magnitude and its focus on the internalisation of CO2, SO2 and NOx
externalities.

The key driving force of Forum is the achievement of important efficiency gains of energy
use and conversion. This results in only a moderate increase in energy demand that avoids
any excessive use of fossil fuels. The tax policy and the industrial policy support (discount
rates, biomass supply, promotion of new technologies) facilitate the deployment of carbon-
free resources: nuclear energy is further expanded, biomass (and biofuels) become a new
energy carrier, hydrogen and fuel cells become significant in the longer run and
complement the broad adoption of gas combined-cycle and cogeneration (CHP) technologies
while  renewables (mainly wind) make impressive gains. Forum is the most fertile scenario
for the development of new energy supply technologies complemented by DSM actions.
However, there are losers in this technology competition: these are the clean coal
technologies for power generation that are generally out-ranked, unless they use a cheaper
fuel like Orimulsion.

There are risks to the sustainability of this scenario. DSM policy and biomass development
are the most important variables. The incremental nuclear capacity turn out to be less
important, as has been shown in sensitivity analysis tests. Biomass requirements are
critical and require a specific agricultural support policy.

In Hypermarket, players in the energy sector seek high and short run rates of return and
this has a significant effect on the findings for this scenario.

Hypermarket faces high economic growth, moderate world prices, low energy taxation and
unfavourable conditions for 'risky' energy investment. Under these circumstances it
exploits gas resources and technologies to the very maximum, ruling out any other options,
including nuclear and clean coal. The use of biomass and heat are only just maintained.
This makes Hypermarket successful in terms of competitiveness and the scenario has
lower energy costs and requires less energy investment capital.

But, Hypermarket fails in all other criteria: it leads to excessive dependency on imports,
particularly gas; CO2 emissions increase; it saves less energy than other scenarios; and it
is hostile to new technologies. The model results show Hypermarket as being
unsustainable as a long term energy future. Nevertheless it is attractive in economic terms
and exhibits a good performance in the short/medium term. Conventional Wisdom
illustrates trends that are common in all scenarios, but also indicates the limits to the



continuation of past energy policies and the absence of any new policies. In reality a
business-as-usual situation could not remain neutral over such a long period. It brings
about changes that seem to be confirmed in a variety of cases examined. The continuation
of past trends in energy intensity gains in end-use and efficiency in thermal power
generation is an important factor in avoiding an unsustainable energy future. However,
such a continuation is not necessarily evident.

The fuel mix favours electricity and heat penetration (in all scenarios), ruling out solids but
preserving gas and oil products. In power generation, the dominance of natural gas
combined-cycle (for central utilities, for small units and for CHP) is a basic trend of the
analysis. If nuclear expansion is limited there is the opportunity for clean coal technologies
to complement gas combined-cycle development.
Biomass development is the other common trend in the results. Biomass is attractive as a
source of biofuels for vehicles and in the longer term for fuel cells. Biomass is also
attractive as a cheap fuel for integrated gasification combined-cycle plants generating CHP.
Biomass requirements under Conventional Wisdom are not excessive although their
competitive supply needs to be proven. Energy costs drop in Conventional Wisdom, but
dependency on energy imports increases significantly. This latter effect and the growing
emissions of CO2 are the main factors to demonstrate the unsustainability of the business-
as-usual policy.

The following graphic compares the performances of the four scenarios in terms of: security
of supply, environment and energy costs. Comparisons are also made for energy efficiency
(GIC/GDP) and technology. Technology development is estimated by an indicator that
weighs the penetration of new technologies in all sectors.
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Key Energy Developments

The overall results have been summarised in the report and examined in detail in Chapter
2. Here the implications of the analysis for energy futures, competitiveness, environment,
geopolitics and technology are further developed. The following commentaries were
contributed during the consultation and in the workshops.

1.1

The Shape of the Future

An important element of the Commission's approach was the consultative part of the
process. In particular, workshops were arranged in April 1994 and June 1995 to bring
together a wide range of experts from the energy and other industries, the academic world
and a variety of institutions in order to discuss the 2020 Study analysis. The June 1995
workshop provided a forum for expert commentaries on the modelling and specific studies.
Of the conclusions that emerged those most notable were:

· The central issues for analysts and policy makers are decision making under
uncertainty and the need to devise flexible response strategies.

· Innovation in market-based contractual arrangements between major players could
lead to better valuation and resolution of some risks. Nevertheless, even those governments
which favour a laissez-faire approach would need to maintain a watching brief over energy
markets, especially with regard to supply security and CO2 emissions.

· The Study scenarios anticipate (i) some decoupling of oil and natural gas prices (as
had happened with coal and oil prices); and (ii) the possibility of relatively low increases in
real energy prices, despite substantial growth in global energy demand. Whether this latter
combination of market circumstances can be sustained will depend partly upon further
cost-reducing technological change in energy supply, transportation, distribution and use.
In addition, increased competition amongst suppliers, and globalisation of energy markets,
are likely to reduce margins by squeezing out economic rents.

· On the other hand, costs could increase given the substantial investment being
undertaken across the energy industries to improve environmental performance. Higher
prices, especially for natural gas, might be required to bring forth sufficient investment in
production facilities and long-distance supply infrastructures, many of which also have
long lead times.

· Energy prices to consumers will also rise if further moves are made to internalise
external costs. There is an inherent conflict between the desire for lower energy prices (to
enhance the EC's economic performance and reduce unemployment in the face of an
increasingly competitive world market) and pressure to raise energy taxes. To what extent
are such self-imposed burdens on EC energy consumers likely to be politically feasible?



Policies which enhance economic competitiveness need to be given full weight. These issues
are complex and their resolution poses significant challenges to policy makers.

· Finally, it was judged by some that relatively few macro-economic and energy policy
issues are common across the different scenarios. The roles of energy companies and
governments, being largely scenario-specific, also differ markedly. This suggests that, in
the face of profound ignorance of the future, a flexible response strategy is essential for
companies, governments and the EC alike.

1.2

Emerging Uncertainties

A number of major uncertainties for further debate can be identified:

· Energy Demand
The increasing contribution of the network energy industries (gas, electricity and heat), as
well as the impacts of their changing market structures resulting from liberalisation and
privatisation.

A number of analytical surprises arising from the  modelling runs, in particular the
projected lower rate of growth of transport demand, but higher energy demand growth, in
the industrial sector.

· Energy Supply
The size and nature of the world fossil fuel market to 2020, including physical resource
assessments, likely production costs and questions relating to accessibility and trade in
such resources - at heart a blend of crucial judgements on both geology and geopolitics.

· Geopolitics
Security of supply concerns and reinforcement measures, (e.g. gas storage arrangements)
particularly given the anticipated rise in EC import dependence for oil and gas.

· Environment
The direction and force of many complex factors which will influence EC energy demand,
energy intensity and carbon intensity over the period to 2020.

1.3

Policy Implications

These uncertainties arising from the workshop debate on the analysis have been developed,
drawing out the important energy policy issues which need to be addressed in order to
create a robust strategic framework for energy. The following are the key points which have
implications for the different policy choices. The discussion on each is intended to help the
search for appropriate instruments and the intensity with which to apply them in order to
achieve these choices.

2

Energy Futures

2.1

Demand Side Issues



2.1.1 Energy Intensity and Price Levels

The 2020 Study identifies continuing reductions in EC and global energy intensity
occurring against a background of relatively low energy prices. However, the analysis
reveals that in the transport sector in spite of a loss of energy intensity during the 1980s,
there will be a gain during the forward period reviewed. It can be argued that overall this is
inconsistent - in the past, reductions in energy intensity have been greatest at times of
high energy prices.

However, continuing capital stock turnover brings with it  better energy efficiency. Indeed,
low energy prices encourage economic growth, which in turn encourages not only a more
rapid turnover of the capital stock, but also a faster development of technological
improvement. And any danger of a reduction in R & D effort by appliance and equipment
manufacturers and the transport sector as a result of low energy prices should be more
than offset by competition and the motivation of environmental concerns to develop
cleaner, more efficient technologies.

Of particular importance is the electricity supply industry which consumes more than one-
third of EC primary energy. Thermal efficiency in power generation is set to rise very
considerably from an average level in the EC in 1990 of 35% as a result of the replacement
of low-efficiency conventional steam cycle plant (some with efficiencies as low as 25%) with
natural gas-fired combined-cycle gas turbines (CCGT) with efficiencies potentially as high
as 60%. New conventional steam-cycle plant in Denmark and Germany will achieve
efficiencies of up to 45%.

Market penetration of electronics and information technology will underpin energy
efficiency improvements as their costs are not dependent on energy prices and will
continue to fall steeply. Energy control and management will continue to become
increasingly sophisticated. Companies, operating in increasingly competitive markets, will
need to minimise costs, including energy costs and therefore will continue to strive to be
increasingly efficient in their use of energy. Structural changes away from energy intensive
smoke-stack industries are expected to continue in the EC to 2020.

All the scenarios show decreasing energy intensity. The electricity intensity is expected to
decrease also but to a lesser extent. According to a EURELECTRIC study, a further
reduction of overall energy intensity could be achieved through increased recourse to
electricity.

Therefore, there are grounds for the optimism shown in the 2020 analysis about the rate of
decline of energy intensity despite the prospects for a sustained period of moderate energy
prices. These critical judgements should be kept under review and examined, if necessary,
by soundly-based empirical research.

2.1.2 Transport Energy Demand

The transport sector will be critical to energy developments in the EC to 2020. While there
is a continuing increase in transport demand, the rate of growth in this demand appears to
slow and, in terms of intensity, to reverse historical experience. However, the increasing
demand for personal mobility, notably through the use of the private car, produces
conflicts in society. Radical solutions may be required to resolve these tensions.

The transport sector is the major single contributor to incremental growth in EC final
energy demand and CO2 emissions over the period to 2020. Depending on scenario,
transport accounts for between 42% and 55% of incremental final energy demand and
between 38% and (effectively) 100% of CO2 emissions in the Forum scenario where CO2
from power generation are substantially reduced through biomass and nuclear penetration.
Indeed, in all other sectors, CO2 emissions decline between 1992 and 2020.

A critical aspect of 2020 Study is the assumption that there will be significant efficiency
gains in the EC in the transport sector, contrary to the current trend. This is predicated on
saturation effects and technological improvements to vehicles. For example, the automotive



industry is developing new engine designs which by precise in-cylinder injection of gasoline
or diesel promise fuel consumption reductions of 25 - 40% while increasing power and
torque at all speeds by at least 10%. These figures are also applicable in urban areas where
concern for emissions is paramount. These engines give 40% fewer emissions than
conventional engines.

However, customer requirements for greater safety and comfort are adding to vehicle
weight, tending to offset such efficiency improvements. And, although there are reasons for
optimism about improvements in overall energy intensity, research by the IEA on transport
fuels suggests little evidence that saturation effects are inhibiting demand, even in mature
markets such as the US where there are already more vehicles than licensed drivers.

While it may be true that lower transport growth is now being envisaged than in earlier
studies, the policy significance of transport remains substantial and needs to be addressed
with urgency. Key areas are urban air quality, health effects and huge local pressure for
draconian limits on car use when pollution danger levels are reached.

2.2

Energy Supply

2.2.1 Energy Resource Availability

There are a number of key issues on the supply side pertinent to the energy policy debate:
Will there be sufficient supplies available to meet growing demand or to change the fuel
mix? Where will the additional supplies into the EC come from? What will the cost of these
supplies be? And can they be developed in time?

Before one can address these questions, the primary consideration is whether the
resources are there to be drawn upon. Convincing evidence can be cited to show that, at
least over the time scale to 2020, there appears little need for concern about the global
geological resource base for coal, gas and oil. Although there are some misgivings about
individual fuels (notably where supplies of gas will come from to meet the long-term
increases in gas demand), the balance of probability is that, whether or not the EC imports
additional supplies, the overall energy resource base itself is not an area of concern,
provided policies are in place which do not choke off production.

The physical reserves exist and are reasonably well identified. The normal expectation
would be that real prices would rise as a result of depletion of low cost reserves. However
there is compelling evidence that technological changes on a wide front were lowering
production costs especially in higher cost areas (e.g. North Sea oil, where production costs
per barrel have halved over the past 5 years). For the largest North Sea fields starting
production before 1980 average production costs were £l0/barrel; fields commencing
production in 1980/85 averaged £14/barrel; but new fields approved in 1994/95
anticipate costs of £8/barrel (all costs are in money of the day) (1).

It does not appear that these effects have ended or are of a 'one-off' character. Some
technological developments are individually of minor significance; but collectively they are
having, and will continue to have, a significant effect in expanding the reserve base and in
retarding cost increases. This conclusion applies also to gas and coal. Continued
technological change should inhibit production cost increases for fossil fuels while
productivity and transportation improvements will ensure low cost availability over the
medium to longer term.

Much of the world's vast reserves of solid fuel can be brought to market at considerably
lower cost than the other main sources of primary energy. Consequently, in regions where
environmental concerns rank below the provision of cheap energy to underpin economic
development, coal is a particularly attractive fuel, most notably for heavy industry and



power generation. However, pollution will increasingly become an issue for the developing
world as well as the OECD, limiting the opportunities for coal in the medium term.

Nonetheless, coal can be expected to remain an important component of global energy
supply, its inherent price advantage being reinforced over time should oil and gas prices
rise in reflection of tightening supplies. In the long run, clean burn coal technologies
should become widely and economically available. Coal, oil and, to a lesser extent, gas will
always remain at a disadvantage with regard to CO2 emissions because of its higher
carbon content and therefore higher CO2 emissions, unless those new technologies include
suitable means of extraction and disposal of this gas.

On balance, there is good reason to be optimistic about the global fossil fuel resource base.
At a fundamental geological level there appear to be few resource constraints on fossil fuel
availability to 2020.

However, oil and gas resources remained heavily concentrated, especially in the Middle
East and Russia. Population growth and industrialisation in producing states might reduce
export availability but these economies will require the foreign exchange obtained from
energy trade to sustain their economic development. Diplomatic and trading relations with
these countries will therefore take on greater significance.
For example, although oil supplies are likely to remain plentiful during the period
examined, there is little doubt that Europe's reliance on the Middle East for supplies will
increase. Europe's oil products are already the most highly taxed in the world, much to the
resentment of Middle East producers. The average European motorist pays roughly ten
times the price charged by the oil producer for each litre of petrol he buys. The producer
sees much of the economic rent on what is generally their only exportable commodity being
taken by already rich consumer governments. Bridging the gap in understanding as to why
this should be will require considerable effort and application.

The growing role of natural gas has particular geopolitical implications. Increasingly it will
be imported natural gas which will meet Europe's needs. The studies point to the need to
transport this gas from ever greater distances from the European market, requiring the
goodwill of an increasing number of transit countries en route.

There are two points for caution, both related to non-fossil fuel resource availability. There
are differences of view about nuclear power's contribution to 2020 and beyond to both the
EC and global energy balance. Reservations can also be expressed about the likely
contribution of renewable sources, especially biomass, to the future EC energy balance.

2.2.2 Nuclear

Nuclear energy presents a serious paradox. The future direction of public opinion on
nuclear power remains uncertain. The large majority of EC countries have little desire to
launch, or to re-invigorate, nuclear power programmes. Yet, in a world where global
warming became a proven consequence of increased CO2 emissions, nuclear could offer a
valuable contribution to alleviating the problem. In such circumstances, trade-offs will be
required.

Will the risks associated with the problems of nuclear energy, safety and waste disposal, be
more or less than the impacts of long-term global warming?  And would the case for
nuclear receive wider public acceptance if it were supported by the development of 'new'
nuclear technologies based on different physics and chemistry and fresh engineering
principles. A minimalist approach would see a future where opposition restricts
development, so that the nuclear industry is reduced to maintaining market share by
extending the design life of existing reactors, and any building of new reactors is based on
old technology?

Even if fears about nuclear safety could be allayed, there are other issues to be faced: The
cost competitiveness of nuclear power is obviously seriously affected by projections of low
increases in fossil fuel prices. Some argue that it would be improved if moves were made to



internalise external costs of all fuel cycles. On the other hand, deregulation, liberalisation
and privatisation are likely to make nuclear power a much less attractive option.

Competitive electricity markets lead to progressive loss of geographical franchises and of
historically captive customer bases. In turn this increases risk aversion; permits
identification of cross-subsidies, and unleashes market disciplines. Structural and
ownership changes in electricity also introduce uncertainties of many other kinds until the
new systems restabilise: e.g. how quickly will new entry develop and how quickly will
incumbent generators lose market share? This will inevitably make utilities reluctant to
invest in long lead time and hence less flexible supply options.

The uncertainties and risk aversion associated with the opening up of electricity markets
also raises the cost of capital to the disadvantage of nuclear power. Discount rates tend to
rise to commercial interest rates. With a 5% real ex-ante discount rate nuclear can claim to
be competitive. However, it is not economic with current discount rates of at least 10%. The
recent Nuclear Review in the UK, whilst examining supply security, CO2 reduction and fuel
diversity arguments, concluded there was no case for state subventions of any kind. Some
commentators suggest that no nuclear plants are likely to be ordered in the UK until 2020
at the earliest, with any conceivable range of fossil fuel prices. Additionally numerous
'back-end' issues, and especially decommissioning, have not been assessed or resolved yet
in the EC. It is difficult to see how private companies (or their financiers) operating in
competitive, unbundled and disenfranchised electricity markets could contemplate the cost
uncertainties involved.

In a 'Forum' world, where public investment is perceived as being able to contribute to the
greater good of society, discount rates are low. If in such circumstances, global warming is
proven to be a major environmental problem, then, with its low operating costs and
emitting no CO2, nuclear could be seen as having a distinct environmental advantage over
the continued large-scale use of fossil fuels for power generation and investment in nuclear
power competitive with other energy investments could take place in the EC.

In the US no nuclear plant orders placed after 1974 were ever completed. Were this
experience to be applicable to the EC, a key question is whether nuclear power's fortunes
could be reversed quickly in the event of a favourable change of circumstances. In the
continued absence of new orders, accumulated experience in plant design, manufacture,
construction and operation would be eroded. R&D into new generations of thermal reactors
has fallen. Present reactor designs are in all principal respects now based on old-fashioned
technology. What incentives are there for R&D on thermal reactors to accelerate? Who will
fund it?

Modelling these effects on utilities' technology choices is difficult. A proxy, such as raising
the real discount rate, does not capture the systemic character of the many 'mood' and
'behavioural' changes triggered by competition or changes in the regulatory environment.
In more competitive electricity systems, governments lose much of their traditional leverage
over electric utilities to operate in what they might perceive as the 'national interest'. Thus,
EC nuclear issues, especially investment and R&D incentives should be kept under review.
As in the trade-off between competition and security of supplies, nuclear power could well
be a casualty of competition.

2.2.3 Renewables

Supply of renewable energies is expected to grow rapidly as problems of economics and
market acceptability are overcome. However, even though they start from a small base,
with this rapid rate of development their share of world energy is likely to exceed 10%
before 2020. In the EC, where non-commercial uses of renewables are much lower than in
many parts of the world, approximately 5% of gross consumption is renewables. This share
is expected to rise to between 10% and 14% by 2020. By 2020, renewables are expected to
exceed all other sources, considered individually, of primary energy production in the EC.

However, the rate at which renewables can enter the market is often dictated by significant
subsidies. And even though environmentalists have lauded this form of energy, there are



many in the population who oppose the 'visual pollution' of wind farms and vast areas of
solar panels.

Additionally, renewable energy sources need to match their output to the demands of
consumers. The availability of many of these sources is perhaps 2000 hours per year, or
25% of time. More intense energy sources are typically available for up to 90% of the year.
This requires, in terms of any significant power output, links to the network and
preferential arrangements in terms of access and payment. Hence the major advances
should be at the smaller decentralised end of the electricity market. To achieve the
anticipated increases in renewable energy will require significant R&D support and
assistance into the market.

One way to overcome such availability problems is to feed renewable biomass into existing
combustion or gasification plant admixed leanly with the main fuel. Again there is the need
to attain reliability under operating conditions where to fail to supply electricity is very
expensive. This latter route is being tested in Denmark.

The envisaged biomass penetration is challenging in terms of agricultural rural
development and environment policy, e.g. biodiversity.

The reproducibility of the source of the biomass on the land has yet to be proven. The
additional use of fertilisers could well give rise to additional water pollution. The metals
used from the ground not only need replacing but can have corrosive effects in power
plant. The true costs of renewables could be higher than envisaged at this time.

2.2.4 Gas

The extent of the growth in use and imports of natural gas into the EC is a major finding
from the analyses. Natural gas consumption is expected by 2020 to be 75% to 125% higher
than at the present day. These values are significantly higher than the forecast of a 60%
increase by Eurogas, the European gas industry association. This significant difference is
probably due to the market implications on availability and deliverability. Nevertheless, the
2020 studies indicate that in a Conventional Wisdom world, natural gas could meet some
26% of total primary energy demand by 2010 and 30% by 2020 compared to 17% in 1990.
Its ease of use and consumer acceptance as the alternative to electricity as a network fuel
together with the rapid development of combined-cycle gas-turbine power generation plant
are the two main reasons for such fast rising demand. In particular, the power generation
sector is expected to account for around half of the growth in the period up to 2020 and
according to Eurogas to more than treble in use to 120 mtoe in 2020 from its 1993 base of
about 35 mtoe. The import dependency will rise from about 40% to nearer 80%. The gas
business will be on a par with the oil industry. It is not unreasonable to consider that a
spot market could be developed as more and more sources are used by more and more
consumers.

This, coupled with major developments in production and transportation, has lead to the
major increase in its share of the energy consumed. Additionally, gas produces about 50%
less CO2 than solid fuels and contains essentially no other pollutants. Furthermore, the
largest resources lie in the FSU from which it is predicted there will be ever increasing
volumes available for export, and hence the price of gas would remain relatively low and
stable.

2.3

Role of Technology

Technological changes, coupled with economic and market structure changes, are leading
to major organisational shifts in the energy sector. The possibilities for new and innovative



ways of delivering energy services to the end user are forcing a culture change. Companies
are expected to become much more active in the decentralised production of energy and in
the provision of rational end-user energy services. A lean, flexible, and innovative
engineering approach coupled with innovative financial engineering schemes will
characterise the future energy provider.

Thus the movement towards a new technological structure is perceptible in the field of
energy. The development of information and computer technologies further accelerates the
trend. These technologies are capable of indirectly promoting better energy consumption
patterns by rationalising the manufacturing process, and matching it ever more closely to
consumer demand. The adoption of new energy technologies will be driven by economics
and by availability of information. A key factor will be the emergence of new market forces
to drive change and to facilitate the entry of new, innovative, market players.

New energy technology could also facilitate addressing environmental and energy security
concerns without jeopardizing economic goals. Indeed, environmental concerns could even
be used as drivers for technological innovation and thus enhanced prospects for long-term
economic growth, thereby upsetting the 'conventional wisdom' that there are necessary
trade-offs involved in the simultaneous pursuit of economic and environmental goals.

One strategic approach would be to identify and develop new technologies that are
inherently clean. The availability of such technologies would make it possible to avoid the
high economic costs of repeated incremental product modification as a response to
continual ratcheting of environmental regulations.

The prospects for using advanced, environmentally friendly energy technology to solve
environmental problems are good. Substantial technological progress has recently been
made on several energy fronts, including solid gains in the efficiency and environmental
performance of combined-cycle power plants, and advances towards commercial readiness
of electric generating technologies based on the coal integrated gasification/combined
cycle, fuel cells, and wind turbines. Moreover, major progress has been made for many
other renewable energy technologies, and the prospects for further gains is substantial.
These dramatic developments have emboldened some to set forth as plausible outcomes,
global energy futures to the middle of the next century that are radically different from a
continuation of business as usual, with major roles for renewables and other new energy
technologies.

Deep reductions in global CO2 emissions (reductions to around 1/3 of the 1990 level) are
plausibly achievable at comparable cost by the end of the next century, using advanced
technologies that have good prospects for wide commercial application over the next couple
of decades, given adequate provision of commercialization incentives for new energy
technologies. There are, in theory, many alternative routes for achieving deep reductions
that could be pursued under different circumstances.

Many of the key technologies offer multiple benefits besides low CO2 emissions (e.g. the
generation of  little or no local air pollution without the need for pollution controls,
enhanced energy security through increased fuel supply diversity, enhanced prospects for
rural development.

If deep reductions in CO2 emissions becomes a societal goal, the best prospects for
continued long-term use of fossil fuels lie with decarbonization to produce from fossil fuel
hydrogen (H2) or a hydrogen-rich energy carrier such as methanol, for use in fuel cells,
with sequestration of the recovered CO2. It is far easier to achieve deep reductions in the
electric sector (esp. via shifts to natural gas, intermittent renewables, biomass power,
and/or nuclear power) at comparable cost than for fuels used directly (esp. in
transportation).

Achievement of deep reductions in emissions for fuels used directly (which currently
account for about 2/3 of total emissions) will probably require decarbonization of fuels as a
long-term strategy, entailing radical shifts to such an extent that, many decades from now,
hydrogen could be a major energy carrier in our energy economy coupled with electricity



from wind power, photovoltaic power, and a revived/clean nuclear power technology. The
hydrogen component of the fuel mix would most probably be produced thermochemically
from natural gas, coal, or biomass rather than electrolytically.

If it is desired to use coal extensively in a greenhouse- gas-constrained world,
decarbonization with sequestration of the separated CO2 would probably be required on a
large scale. But this could probably be done under comparable cost conditions. For the
decades immediately ahead, partial fuel decarbonization strategies (e.g. involving wide use
of natural gas and methanol) are attractive.

Power Generation
Two fuel-based power-generation technologies that stand out as important in achieving
simultaneously local and global environmental benefits at competitive costs are gas
turbines and fuel cells.

In the gas turbine area there is a rapid rate of improvement in natural gas-based gas
turbine/steam turbine combined cycle technology and successful commercial
demonstration of coal-fired integrated gasification combined cycle technology. In addition,
advanced power-generating cycles based on aeroderivative gas turbines offer the potential
of providing at modest scales the same thermodynamic and environmental performance
and the same cost per unit of capacity as is being demonstrated with heavy-duty industrial
gas turbines.

With natural gas firing these smaller turbines would be especially well suited for many
developing country applications. The small unit sizes are often better suited to utility grids
of developing countries than the large sizes that characterize heavy-duty industrial
turbines. Also this new technology would make it possible to utilise  biomass integrated
gasification/combined cycle. Such a key technology could help promote rural development
in both developing and industrialized countries, with low local pollution emissions and
near-zero net greenhouse gas emissions.

Fuel cells have received far less attention than gas turbines in R&D efforts. For central
station power generation it will be hard for fuel cells to compete with advanced gas
turbine/steam turbine combined cycles that have already achieved 60% efficiency and can
be expected to be even more efficient in the future. While advanced fuel cells coupled to
various bottoming cycles could ultimately achieve power-only efficiencies of 70+%, it would
be difficult for such machines to compete with advanced combined cycles, which are likely
to have much lower capital costs per unit of capacity.

Close attention should however be given to high-temperature fuel cells for biomass-
integrated gasification/fuel cell applications. While advanced Biomass Integrated
Gasification Combined Cycle BIG/CC technology holds forth the promise of making
biomass power generation competitive at scales of 50 to 300 MWe, it will often be desirable
to have competitive biomass power at much smaller scales (e.g. 1 to 10 MWe), especially
where land available for growing biomass is scattered in relatively small segments.

Coal-integrated gasification/combined cycle (CIG/CC) technology makes it possible to
provide electricity from coal with low levels of local air pollutants. Bringing the technology
to a state of commercial readiness is a remarkable achievement. But CIG/CC technology
will see little market opportunity in industrialized countries in the decades immediately
ahead if utility investment decisions are made strictly on the basis of price.

In coal-rich developing countries such as China and India, coal steam-electric plants can
be built much more cheaply, even if stack gas pollution control technologies are included.
However despite these near-term difficulties, advanced coal technology will have a  long-
term future, even in a greenhouse-constrained world.

Transportation
The low-temperature fuel cell for transportation is another key technology that plays a
major role in making it possible to realize both low energy demand growth and low CO2
emissions along with rapid economic growth. Technological advances have led to the



possibility that mass production fuel cells could be competitive with internal combustion
engines in buses, trucks, and automobiles.

If low temperature fuel cells come to play major roles in transport, a large number of motor
vehicle fuel and fuel infrastructure issues must be dealt with. Ultimately the preferred fuel
would be Hydrogen, but the transition to large-scale use will require the development of
new infrastructure.

Energy Efficiency
Not only are energy efficiency strategies usually inherently clean and safe, but also these
strategies offer the potential of substantially slowing global energy demand growth, so that
society gains considerable flexibility in choosing how to cope with environmental challenges
like global warming .

Theoretically, the potential for cost-effective energy savings is very large, as many studies
have shown. But in practice, it has proved difficult to capture the full potential, owing to a
wide range of well-known institutional obstacles.

Biomass
Advanced biomass energy technologies can provide modern energy services with very low
levels of local pollutant emissions, can help stimulate rural development, and can offer
substantial greenhouse benefits. And for industrialized countries, growing biomass on
excess agricultural lands for use in advanced energy technologies offers the prospect of
providing farmers good incomes without the need for permanent agricultural subsidies .

However, as in the case of coal, biomass cannot compete with natural gas in the
production of electricity or synthetic fuels at or near present natural gas prices. But unlike
the situation for coal, where CIG/CC is commercially ready, advanced biomass energy
technologies must still be developed and fall short in terms of being able to be competitive
in many markets. There are indications that the most promising biomass developments will
lie in the area of short rotation forestry.

In the area of transport fuels, alcohol from grain and sugar beet and rape methyl ester from
rape seed are the focus of present developmental efforts. These fuels have poor prospects of
being competitive in the medium to long-term unless the oil price rises to levels far higher
than prices projected up to 2020, or there is preferential fiscal treatment for biofuels.

Despite the favourable prospect that advanced biomass energy technologies could compete
with coal in many instances, they would not be able to compete with natural gas unless
natural gas prices were much higher than at present. Yet (even without taking into account
rural development or greenhouse benefits) it may be desirable to launch aggressive
development efforts for these advanced technologies.

Intermittent Renewables
Intermittent renewable electric technologies (wind, photovoltaic, and solar thermal-electric
power) can make major contributionscosts for wind electric power have dropped
substantially and are, for the first time, comparable to the cost of electricity from coal.
Similarly, there has been substantial progress with solar thermal-electric technology,
which, with further development, has good prospects of being fully competitive with coal
power in areas of good insulation by 2020. Until recently, photovoltaic (pv) technology has
not been as close to commercialization for large-scale electricity generation as wind and
solar thermal-electric technologies. But, as in the case of biomass technology, successful
development of these technologies could be a long term RDT target.

Nuclear Fission
Bringing about major expansion of nuclear power over the next century would require
winning public confidence that nuclear power is safe, that radioactive wastes can be
successfully managed, and that the civilian nuclear fuel cycle will not become a source of
materials for nuclear weapons to be used by rogue states or subnational, criminal, or
terrorist groups. The financial markets would also have to be convinced of the economic



viability of the nuclear option in an era of open, competitive energy markets. New nuclear
fission technology is probably needed both to restore public and financiers' confidence in
nuclear power
3

The Pillars of the Energy Debate

3.1

Competitiveness

3.1.1 Energy and the Economy

Energy is a factor of production and as such is embedded in the physical and economic
structure of society. The demand for energy is derived from the social, economic and
industrial activity of society. How it interacts with these activities is determined largely by
the stock of inherited capital.

The energy intensity of an economy at any particular time reflects the interaction of
technology, social structures and relative prices. The transport revolution of the 1950's and
60's illustrates the dynamic nature of this relationship. Widely available and moderately
priced oil fuelled the internal combustion engine to drive sustained economic growth
supported by infrastructure and industrial investment. Land use and social structures
were radically altered.

Underlying much of the political debate today is the search for a new growth model which
can offer better prospects for employment and welfare. Added to the traditional concerns is
the desire for sustainable development which balances growth, employment and
environment. Energy is central to this debate.

The technological potential for different fuels is extensive. The choices ultimately made will
be the product of a complex working out of often conflicting and unmonitored forces. The
energy/economy structures we will pass on to future generations will reflect the policies we
devise now to achieve the objectives we are seeking. Energy will contribute to and be
influenced by macro-economic industrial and political choices.

The energy elements going into this debate are a sound resource base, continuing
improvements in productivity gains and a substantial potential for further technological
innovation.

How this plays out depends on the growth path chosen not only in Europe but also
increasingly at the global scale.

Energy production, transportation and generation itself is a major business. The 2020
Study analysis reveals investment of between 625-750 Bn ECU'93 between 1991 and 2020.
The higher figure is for the Forum scenario and the lower from Hypermarket. These figures
relate only to transformation and include power generation, oil refining, biofuel production
and a small amount for the emerging hydrogen production industry. The transport and
other energy sectors are excluded, as is the huge amount of investment in energy-using
equipment.

The energy business itself is a major user of labour and is generally in line with other
businesses reducing staff, cutting back on investment and utilising more and more
sophisticated computerized control and monitoring devices. An example of the dramatic
reduction in staff numbers is the new generation of CCGT gas-fired stations which require
on average one site member for each 10MWe installed compared to the conventional coal-
fired power station with, at least, ten persons per 10MWe installed.



In general, the amount of energy used in manufacturing industry amounts to some 5% of
the cost of the saleable item. Nevertheless, energy is crucial to most industry since it is the
cost of not being able to utilise capital equipment and labour which concerns every
business. Hence availability is paramount and, in the competitive world of today, so is
price and shareholder value.

In the EC's energy industries, there are undoubtedly major advances to be made in
productivity. These advances will occur through technological, managerial and
communication changes, as well as through changes in market structures. The 2020 Study
foresees European energy companies becoming larger and more international, with greater
diversification into production, generation and the supply of energy as a service. Moreover,
those energy industries which in the past have been singularly parochial will move and
diversify to absorb and be absorbed by other utility industries such as gas, water and even
oil, as they strive to stay in business through the need to expand in the face of a generation
market which is growing more slowly than in the past.

The size of new power generation plant is, however, expected to decrease as a result of
advances in production techniques. This will enable plants to be constructed rapidly and
hence only when demand is required. This, together with the urbanisation and
environmental aspects will decentralise electric power production. However, the need to
ensure back-up supplies through a strong network will be of major importance. The
ownership of different sections of the energy chain and the amount of regulation and de-
regulation are all key issues for the future and are related to the trends in wider economic
policy.

3.1.2 Social and Regional Cohesion

The social and economic implications for the European Community of these four scenarios
are certainly different. In the 2020 Study, there were no model-based evaluations of these
indirect implications.
However, to illustrate that the socio-economic effects differ, the direct employment effects
associated with energy demand and supply changes can be considered. For instance, the
Forum scenario is clearly favourable to employment: biomass development, renewables,
energy conservation and decentralisation in supply are all labour intensive. On the other
hand, Hypermarket may be less favourable to job creation, since it involves more
concentrated supply structures. Finally, Battlefield is obviously the worst case, since this
scenario represents a generally repressive development for both the economy and the
energy industry, although this conclusion may differ in some countries where activity
related to indigenous resources is maintained.

3.1.3 Changing Energy Market Structures

3.1.3.1 Internal Energy Market

In all four scenarios examined as part of the 2020 Study, Europe's dependence on
networks grows with time. The steady growth in network dependence will happen for two
reasons. Firstly, electricity increases its share of final energy demand. Secondly, natural
gas, also a network dependent fuel, increases its share of the final consumption market
while making spectacular inroads as a fuel for electricity generation.

Increased reliance on networks, often across national boundaries, raises the issue of
competitiveness. It implies that it is all the more important that the Internal Energy Market
be achieved and the network infrastructure be strengthened. Consumers, especially
industrial consumers, seek the assurance of low cost, accessible and reliable networks.
There will be a blurring of historic national confines of utility operations  across fuels (e.g.
gas and electricity), across regions, and across functions (e.g. energy supply and energy
efficiency services on the consumer's side of the meter).

Each of the above has enormous implications. There will be structural concentration in
equipment supplying industries but fragmentation could occur in the utilities. Already



there are no more than four or five heavy electrical companies that are truly independent at
a global level.

3.1.3.2 Demand Side Management

It is a recognised and accepted criticism of energy modelling that the treatment of demand-
side issues is considerably more difficult than that of supply. In general, the analysis will
tend to understate or miss altogether the potential impact of demand side solutions to key
energy problems, as exemplified by demand side management, or DSM, in the electricity
sector. Nonetheless, the 'Forum' scenario shows impressive energy intensity gains, not only
because of the internalisation of external energy costs and the adoption of carbon/energy
taxation, but also because it goes some considerable way towards capturing the impact of a
specific demand side energy management policy that enables a higher penetration of more
energy productive equipment.

Even under the other scenarios there will be drives towards DSM. These may be 'passive',
where the utility merely gives accurate cost and price signals to consumers via seasonal
and time-of-day tariffs to encourage energy efficiency, peak-lopping, valley-filling, etc..
Alternatively, more 'pro-active' DSM may take place with utilities offering a comprehensive
range of energy advice and services. This can even extend, for example, to the provision  of
more efficient light bulbs; to specific areas in order to delay or avoid the need for
strengthening of the electricity supply network. A further route could be the introduction of
combined heat and power (CHP) on existing and new plants linked to industries that
require high or low temperature steam 'over the fence'. This concept promotes
decentralisation and could radically improve overall thermal efficiency and reduce
emissions.

Either way, positive DSM policy is important, particularly in a scenario where a carbon tax
policy makes electricity more competitive in end-uses, increasing demand and hence
provoking the opposite to the desired effects on the environment through increases in
power generation.

3.1.3.3 Liberalisation and Regulation

The concept of sustainability essentially means giving greater weight now to the future. In
economic terms this reduces to the use of low discount rates. But competition leads to the
use of high discount rates by risk-averse players (as exemplified by the Hypermarket
scenario). There will undoubtedly be further liberalisation in a number of EC members
states while in others governments may be unwilling to release their 'control' of the
electricity sector in order to promote and monitor environmental changes.

For those who liberate their electricity industries one important question is how to
regulate. An example would be the UK system which was designed to give the privatised
energy sector the incentive to perform better than its nationalised predecessors. The
government appointed regulator sets targets and if the utilities exceed the targets, the
benefits are for them to keep. But when it is obvious that a utility is doing far better than
expected and distributes its  'excessive' profits to shareholders and executives, rather than
improving services or reducing prices, what can be done?  The regulatory structure must
be sufficiently flexible to prevent such excesses and yet avoid taking the utilities back to
where they were before privatisation - cash-constrained, unable to show and reward
initiative, and with little incentive but to accept second best. This area is another key issue
for the future policy debate.

3.1.3.4 The Role of Decentralised Authorities

In the framework of the concept of sustainability, it is now becoming more clear-cut that
the decentralised authorities (in the regions, sub-regions, cities, islands, etc.) have a role to
play both in the energy scene and, less directly, in influencing the local and global
environment. Being closer to the final users of energy, they can better influence their
behaviour by a 'bottom-up' approach. Principally, local energy management can have an
immediate effect in the area of energy saving as a result of its impact on the rate of



penetration of the most efficient technologies. Similarly, benefits are emerging in the area
of renewable energy sources since local authorities play an essential role in the process of
promoting and implementing these local energies. Certainly, the 'communication' of the
principles of energy management are better dealt with on a decentralised basis. Locally
elected representatives can be involved in helping the local population to follow the
example of proper energy management.

The scenarios do not explicitly model these concepts. However, some conclusions can be
drawn. Under the Battlefield scenario, the bottom-up approach is unlikely to develop into
an effective means of improving energy management. Rejecting globalisation will not give
life to a relevant role for local authorities.

The strong liberalisation and privatisation of the Hypermarket scenario will only be of
partial benefit to local authorities. They are unlikely to flower in a world where the market
mechanism is pushed to the fullest possible extent and government's influence reduced.

Local authorities are likely to develop strongly as a result of the widespread collective
public action envisaged in the Forum scenario. The gradual restructuring of Europe will
allow regions and cities to become more responsible in energy issues. Elements favouring
an increasing role for local authorities include:

· the decline of industry in favour of services;

· the driving forces of sustainability and environment;

· the increasing penetration of technology and demand side management concepts;
and

· the rapid growth in the contribution of biomass to the energy mix.

3.2

Geopolitics

3.2.1 Energy Risk Management Strategies

The analysis points to increased import dependency. Even in the 'Battlefield' scenario,
where an atmosphere of global mistrust would produce the strongest commitment to
maximising indigenous production, the level of import dependence reaches 60% by 2020.
However, predicting future levels of indigenous energy production in the Community has
proved difficult. Advances in exploration and production technology, as well as the
discovery of new prospects, continue to confound earlier North Sea decline rate predictions.
The position in relation to coal is fairly clear; while extensive deposits exist in Europe, the
volume available for recovery at current world prices is rapidly declining. The rate of growth
of renewable energy depends not only on further development of the technologies but also
on the degree of  government intervention in favour of renewables.

Although the report concludes that global energy reserves are abundant and are likely to
remain so for many years to come, that it not to say that the continuity of energy supplies
to the EC will not be at risk at some time in the future. There is no place for complacency.
Supplies could be interrupted as a result of political upheaval or natural disaster in the
region of production. Similar problems could arise in the supply chain, or even in the
domestic production and distribution of energy. The issue for EC policy is not so much
about long-term 'security of supply' as fear of short-term disruption and threats to market
structures and competition. The key is understanding the risks involved and the cost of
managing them.

The 2020 Study highlights the changing nature of these risks. Given the increased
consumer dependence on gas and electricity, there will be less opportunity for consumers



to hold energy in storage at point of use. This means that flexibility against supply
disruption will have to be achieved centrally by utilities and governments. Consumers will
have far less scope to protect themselves.

Whilst experience of oil security procedures has been gained through the IEA and its oil
emergency arrangements over the past 20 years, less thought has been given to the
implications of higher import dependence of gas. The position of EC Member states varies
from those with a high external dependency on a single gas supplier, through those with a
diverse supply portfolio, to those with high levels of indigenous supply. The development of
national responses need to reflect different countries' circumstances. However, the EC role
would be to examine and encourage national response strategies by gas companies and
governments, identifying and enhancing flexibility in the face of supply or price shocks,
and taking a judgement on the insurance premium worth paying against any perceived
risk, or combination of risks.
At a more strategic level, there is a case for EC-inspired discussions and policy initiatives
on gas storage arrangements. Given the regional character of the international gas market,
the scope for IEA arrangements in gas would appear to be less than for oil. Much oil use in
1973 was in 'competitive' fuel markets where alternatives could be used in the event of a
crisis. Today fuel-using equipment is increasingly fuel specific. And a much higher
proportion of oil is now used in the transport market, where there are no substitutes.

Of particular policy significance is that peak winter demand for gas in final use would
coincide with peak demand for gas for electricity generation. The resultant combined peak
demand may require particular measures, in the area of gas storage for peak shaving, in
addition to whatever measures might be required for enhanced resilience against gas
supply disruptions.

3.3

Environment

Environmental problems encompass those issues related to climate change (e.g. CO2
emissions) and those more traditional pollutants with regional and local impacts. The
global issue has a long or even very long time horizon. Nevertheless, many pressing
problems facing national governments have shorter time scales and more certain
environmental science, as in the case of the decommissioning of offshore structures and
reactors; contaminated land; public opposition to siting of plants and transmission lines;
health effects of the latter; urban air quality and health; the effects of transportation
vehicles, etc.. For the 2020 analysis five types of energy-related air emissions were
modelled: sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon dioxide (CO2), methane
(CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O). These gases have important environmental impacts at the
global, regional and local level.

Transport is perhaps the most difficult nettle to be grasped. Energy and transport issues
are no longer separate and consideration should be given to ways of handling the common
problems in tandem.

3.3.1 Transport Fuels Emissions

Energy use in transport is a major source of emissions creating above all local concerns.
These emission include CO, NOx, SO2, lead and benzenes and VOCs in general.
Greenhouse gases from transport include CO2, CH4 and N2O.

The actual level of such emissions is influenced by various policies including transport,
industrial policy (car industry), RTD policy, fiscal policy, environmental and energy policy.
The energy demand for transport is derived as regards both the level of energy services
required (e.g. demand for transport) and the level of efficiency (e.g. traffic management and
fuel efficiency of cars).

The Community has been actively involved in transport emission abatement for many
years. Standards established via European Directives are continuing to achieve significant



emission reduction despite increasing transport volumes. Transport-related emissions of
NOx are decreasing by some 40% as a result of inter alia the penetration and improvement
of the catalytic converter. SO2 emissions are falling by around 50% due to tighter
standards on the sulphur content of diesel in particular.

However, the catalytic converter is increasing N2O and CO2 emissions. This is the main
cause for the substantial rise in N2O which is a potent greenhouse gas. The CO2 emission
increase in transport (between 16% and 36% according to the scenario) reflects the
ongoing efficiency and demand trends in transport. Transport-related methane emissions
rise between 21% (Battlefield) and 49% (Hypermarket).

Local environmental concern focuses at present on ozone pollution, the so-called Summer
smog. The public debate is lively on this issue within and outside the Community. Various
possible solutions are being tried including strengthening of penetration rates of cleaner
motors (scrapping premium for old cars), speed limits, prohibiting driving when certain
ozone levels are exceeded, imposition of a certain share for zero-emission vehicles. Motor
fuel storage and distribution is also an important source of ozone precursors. Moreover,
there are non-transport sources contributing to this pollution (e.g. industrial VOC
emissions).

The energy repercussions of policies to curb ozone are complex involving fuel demand and
refinery issues. The issues go beyond the energy industry. The Auto-oil programme
attempts to cater for this by bringing the automobile and oil industries together to find
optimum solutions.

There are alternatives to the conventional oil-fuelled vehicle with significant emissions
advantages, although there are offsetting disadvantages. Cars fuelled by compressed
natural gas and methanol tend to have a more limited  range. Although some advances
have been made with the sodium sulphide battery for the electric car, the cost, at  2500
ECU for NaS and 600 ECU for a normal battery with replacement every three years, and
the weight are seen as major disadvantages. And electric vehicles only solve local pollution
problems - the electricity has still to be generated somewhere, generally from fossil fuels
which contribute to pollution. Even though a major reason for pollution is the slow
movement of traffic in cities and congested motorways, the conventional car using
conventional oil-based gasoline and diesel will most likely remain the dominant form of
transport to 2020.

Concerns about fuel qualities centre on three areas: emissions, reactivity and toxicity.
Alteration of fuel properties is necessary in combination with catalyst improvements to
meet the very low emissions standards required in certain areas of the world. Once it has
been shown that it is possible to achieve these low standards, they tend to become the
norm. In-use performance of emission control systems is becoming more important and
legislators have recently become concerned about gasoline toxicity from chemicals such as
benzene and other hydrocarbons. Cars from model date 1980 or earlier account for
perhaps 25% of the distance travelled but emit 60-70% of all hydrocarbon, carbon
monoxide and nitrogen oxides. The emission of CO2 is directly related to the combustion of
the fuel. The only way to produce less CO2 is to use less fuel. The potential for advanced
gasoline and diesel engines is significant.

Future action may need to be taken on olefins, especially light olefins which have a high
vapour pressures and are 30 to 80 times more reactive than methanol, a possible
alternative fuel or fuel additive. The use of oxygenates in gasoline assists better combustion
in older engines and hence reduces emissions. The need for igniters of high volatility is in
dispute and the limitation on benzene has necessitated the addition of other species such
as cyclohexanes.

The removal of lead from gasoline in Europe is still being played out and the claims that
fine particulates from engine exhausts are the cause of the major increase in asthma in the
younger population while yet to be proved will concentrate the minds of the engine
developers. A further worry for the future is the control of the polluting 'precious' metals
from used catalytic exhaust systems.



The study shows that transport is the area where substantial advances can be made in
ensuring a cleaner environment by 2020. A key to reduced emissions in this area is the
stimulation of the market for new cars and/or the more stringent tests on emissions from
individual cars on their yearly check.

3.3.2 Air Emissions

The Community is a party to agreements on acidification emissions, such as SO2 and NOx.
The Community legislation on curbing these emissions is under review and is being
developed. Energy use is at the origin of such emissions and abatement has repercussions
on energy policy, which of course is now integrating environmental protection
requirements.

The analysis of energy-related pollutants covers emissions of SO2 and NOx, both held
responsible for acidification. Moreover, these gases influence global warming patterns as
either ozone precursors (NOx) or in exercising some kind of negative radiative forcing (SO2).
Finally, NOx is a major contributor to the so-called summer smog pollution.

Sulphur dioxide
SO2 emissions are expected to continue to decline over the next decades owing to changes
in fuel mix and new combustion techniques including end-of-pipe measures. Energy
related sulphur dioxide emissions in 2020 will be substantially below the 1990 level in all
scenarios, ranging from - 64% in Hypermarket to -77% in Forum.

The emission reduction is strongest in the power generation sector, where emissions are
expected to decline by between three quarters and almost 90% in Forum. While power
stations accounted for 55% of SO2 emissions in 1990, their contribution will be down to
shares between 27% and 38% (with Forum and Battlefield at the lower end and
Conventional Wisdom and Hypermarket at the upper end).

All final demand sectors show a substantial decline in SO2 emissions in all scenarios. In
transport, emission should decrease by 2020 to reach around half their 1990 level. In
industry, there is a similar picture, i.e. halving of emissions by 2020, with the decline in
Forum reaching even more than two thirds. In the domestic/tertiary sector, SO2 emissions
diminish by about three quarters in all scenarios.

There is also a significant decrease of SO2 emissions from the energy industry ranging
between a quarter and a third of the 1990 level by the year 2020. Yet, compared with the
other sectors, emissions from the energy industry decrease less. Overall, it is in Forum that
SO2 emissions are lowest both in total and in the individual sectors (except for transport,
with emissions under Battlefield being lowest, reflecting lower economic activity).

Nitrogen oxides
Energy-related NOx emissions are expected to decrease between by 2020 by more than
30%. This decline could reach more than 40% in Forum and Battlefield. These two
scenarios show the greatest reduction in NOx emissions from power generation. In fact,
power station emissions are reduced by nearly twice as much in Forum as in Hypermarket.

The Hypermarket scenario shows the highest level of both power generation and overall
emissions. The comparatively high Hypermarket emissions are due to the predominance of
burning fuels for energy transformation and use. In Forum, which produces the lowest
NOx emission level, there is the largest contribution of non-combustion processes such as
hydro, solar, wind, nuclear and fuel cells.

The transport sector remains dominant in NOx emission with transport accounting for
around 60% of emissions both in 1990 and 2020. The transport emission decrease follows
final demand developments in this sector fairly closely . The NOx reduction is strongest
where demand rises least and vice versa: e.g. Battlefield combines the smallest fuel
demand growth with the largest NOx emission decline, whereas Hypermarket emissions



decline least with fuel demand being highest. This indicates that there is only little change
in transport-related technology across the scenarios.

In industry, NOx emissions are down in 2020 below the 1990 level by as much as 40% in
Forum and around 30% in the other scenarios. The stronger decline in Forum is due to the
higher electricity and heat penetration in this scenario.

In the domestic/tertiary sector, NOx emissions are projected to have about the same level
in 2020 as in 1990. It appears that the effects of the penetration of non-combustion
technologies (e.g. electricity and heat) will be offset by the increasing energy demand in this
sector. The NOx emissions of the energy industry decrease by around a quarter between
1990 and 2020. Again it is in Forum that emissions are reduced most. This applies for all
sectors, except for transport (where Battlefield produces the lowest emissions). Overall,
Forum scores best in NOx emission reduction.

The general move to gas and biomass as preferred fuels for the future will have a
significant effect on future air emissions, as will coal gasification and the introduction of
hydrogen. A measure from the study is the reduction in use of coal and hence the
reduction in air emissions.

3.3.3 Greenhouse Gases

Greenhouse gases comprise of methane, nitrous oxide, CFC's and halons, carbon dioxide
and other gases, including VOC's (volatile organic compounds) as ozone precursors. The
European Community is called upon to return anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide
and other greenhouse gases to their 1990 levels. For the near term this requirement is in
line with the self-set target to stabilise CO2 emissions in the Community as a whole by the
year 2000 at the 1990 level. Whereas such commitments are recognised as an important
first step, they were seen by the first Conference of the Parties to the FCCC in Berlin as
being inadequate for reaching the ultimate objective of the Convention, that is the
stabilisation of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would
prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system.

Carbon Dioxide
World CO2 emission developments clearly show that a solution to the climate change
problem can only be found if developing countries are part of the solution. However, there
are a great many difficult policy decisions to be made. The analysis indicates that in the
European Community, only in the Forum scenario are CO2 emissions reduced, principally
as a result of a massive improvement in the overall intensity of energy use, assisted by an
increasing contribution from lower carbon intensity energy.

Across the scenarios, the range in the index of CO2 emissions (1990=100) is 89 to 117.
Global reduction can only be achieved with participation of the developing countries. Only
if the developing world can see that the richer part is making efforts for solving this global
problem, can it reasonably be expected to take global environmental constraints into
account when taking decisions on development strategies. From the perspective of global
CO2 mitigation, the transfer of energy technology, including clean and efficient coal
technology and proven renewable technologies would be of prime importance. The CO2
issue is discussed in more detail in Part IV, Climate Change Energy Analysis.

Other Greenhouse Gases
The energy sector is also a source for other greenhouse gases in addition to CO2. These
gases include methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O). Contrary to the case of CO2, the
energy contribution to global emissions of these gases is comparatively small.

Methane
In the Community, methane emissions are expected to decrease over the next 25 years.
This is largely due to the reduction of coal mining activities, which are an important source
of energy-related CH4. Increasing gas production and distribution, another important CH4
source, will not offset this emission decrease. By comparison there is not much variation in
CH4 emissions from the final demand sectors and from power generation.



Methane emissions are down in all scenarios. They are lowest in Forum reflecting the
displacement of solid fuels, the more moderate gas penetration and the increasing share of
nuclear in this scenario. The rapid biomass penetration in Forum does not change this
picture. Biomass energy use, which is forecast to increase in all scenarios, will make only a
small contribution to CH4 emissions.

Conventional Wisdom and Hypermarket show similar overall methane emission levels in
2020. The scenarios differ as regards the contribution of gas production and distribution to
the overall CH4 emissions, which accounts for almost 70% in Hypermarket as compared
with 60% in Conventional Wisdom. In Conventional Wisdom this is offset by a slower
decrease in methane emissions from coal mining (almost 20% in 2020).

Nitrous oxides
Energy-related N2O emissions in the Community are expected to increase significantly over
the next decades. In 2020, emissions are projected to reach as much as 0.27 mill. t in the
Hypermarket scenario, compared with some 0.14 mill t in 1990, i.e. emissions could nearly
double over 30 years.

This development is due to transport. The massive penetration of catalytic converters,
reduces various pollutants, on the one hand, but increases N20 emissions on the other.
Combined with the effects of increasing transport demand, nitrous oxide emissions from
transport are set to rise from under 0.03 mill.t in 1990 to reach as much as 0.14 mill. t in
2020 in Hypermarket (which is a transport-intensive scenario). Even for Forum and
Battlefield, with lower N2O emission levels, the increase is still 4 to 5 fold.

Emissions from power generation vary somewhat according to the scenario, reflecting the
extent of fossil fuel burn and power plant mix. N2O emission in power generation are below
the 1990 level in Forum and Battlefield (by around 25% in Forum by 2020), while they
exceed the 1990 level in Conventional Wisdom and Hypermarket (by almost 20% in 2020).
For the other sectors there is not much change between 1990 and 2020. Forum shows the
lowest N2O emission level overall and in several sectors.

PART 4

FOCUS ON ISSUES AND INSTRUMENTS ARISING IN THE ENERGY DEBATE
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Introduction

Two strategic concerns emerge: the evolving options in the fuel mix (including efficiency),
particularly in the power sector, and the challenge of climate change.

Clearly the fuel mix debate will be influenced by the policy framework developed should the
threat of climate change become the leading policy driving force. Resolution of this
question, one way or the other, will therefore be the determining influence on energy
futures in the coming years.

The policy instruments most appropriate in strategic terms are:

· research and development policy fostering technological innovation;

· resolving the internalisation of external costs; 

· the appropriate structure and level of fiscal systems.

In the debate on energy policy these are likely to be both complex and controversial. To the
extent that analysis can contribute to such a lively debate the final chapter is devoted to
setting out the issues involved and the insights gained under each of the headings
mentioned above.
1

The Power Sector and the Fuel Mix Debate

1.1

Evolution of Demand

One of the significant findings of this analysis is the increasing part that network energies
will play in future European supply. In primary energy, gas is expected to grow
considerably in all scenarios, notably in the power generation market. And in final energy
demand, not only will electricity take a greater share, but distributed heat will also become
more important as a source of energy.

Gas increases its share of primary energy from 23% today to 31% by 2020 - in power
generation, gas currently accounts for 25% of the fuel inputs for thermal generation but by
2020, this could be over 50%.

Electricity is expected to increases its share of final energy consumed in the European
Community in all scenarios. From 18% of final consumption in 1992, it increases to
between 20 and 21% by 2020. Nonetheless, it is of note that the growth in final electricity
demand will be lower than the historical trend, the result of an anticipated reversal of the
energy intensity trend: although the intensity of electricity use has been worsening in
recent years, it is expected to improve in future.

From an average annual growth of 2.7% since 1974, future electricity demand is expected
to increase by between 1 and 1 1/2% dependent on scenario. This reduced rate of growth
is due to the tertiary and domestic sector where technology advances will bring about
improvements in the efficiency of appliances and where the market for heating by
electricity will progressively saturate. Growth in industrial demand will be sustained, while
electricity use in the transport sector will increase strongly, albeit from a small base, as
electric car use expands.



This trend has important implications. Compared to oil and coal, there is little opportunity
to store these networked forms of energy at the point of use. Therefore, supplies of these
energy forms will have to be reliable and of a consistently high quality. The concept of the
provision of energy services will become paramount, placing a premium on quality, thus
bringing about:

· expansion and reinforcement of distribution networks;

· the placing of smaller decentralised plants, closer to the consumer;

· improvement of the security and reliability of local supplies by means of
strengthened national and international grids.

Changing market structures are likely to complement these technology-based
improvements, reflecting:

· growing competition for a slowly increasing market for traditional electricity
supplies;

· a focus on developing new services to augment these traditional markets;

· Both of these will attract new market entrants.

Demand side initiatives will reflect the new possibilities with:

· increased service requirements;

· marketing efficiency

But these changes will influence the business environment with market trends and
technological developments facilitating the current trend to liberalisation, a trend which
may well develop its own dynamic with acquisitions and mergers, reflecting the pressure
for utilities and energy companies to restructure their local, national and international
activities.

With opening up of the electricity market there is the opportunity for independent power
producers, local authorities and the established electricity companies to benefit from the
advantages of combined heat and power (CHP). Such organisations can profit by investing
in new generating plant that better utilises the energy consumed by providing steam or hot
water to their own or other nearby industrial and domestic sites. The advantages include
the higher efficiency in the use of the fuel (perhaps up to 75%) with a concomitant
reduction (up to 50%) in CO2 production.

The concept and technology are already firmly established, supported by national and
European Community programmes to encourage the rational use of energy and by public
authorities who guarantee prices paid for delivery of electricity onto the grid. Although the
traditional form of electricity supply in Europe is large centralised generation plant
operating in monopoly markets, a growing potential for CHP is emerging reflecting, the
efficiencies of the system.

The range of investment requirements for the electricity sector reflects this evolving
business structure:

Based on model simulations, these investment estimates are indicative of the volume and
range of choices facing decision makers.

The actual outcome will reflect the complexity of the interaction between demand
developments, public policy regulation (environmental, anti-trust, etc.), business criteria



(cost and return on capital investment, etc.) and the technology which emerges in response
to these different influences. Continual monitoring of trends can provide a useful
framework for the individual decision maker and consumer alike, ensuring:

· that competition is encouraged both between producers and between fuels;
· the strengthening of the range and quality of services available to the consumer.

1.2

The Impact of Technology

The analysis suggests two key trends: the limited impact of new technology (clean coal and
fuel cells) but substantial improvements in existing technology.

The results for new technologies are disappointing with the penetration of the power sector
limited to a range of between 4% and some 10% by 2020. Underlying this trend is the
growing attractiveness of the rate of return from improving existing technologies,
particularly at prevailing energy prices: notwithstanding the volume of coal and its relative
price advantage, the margin may not be sufficient to see market-driven penetration of these
technologies.

The public policy emerging is the orientation of research and development in the medium
term; what forms of partnership between industry, the research community and public
authorities will be appropriate in developing response strategies?

Nonetheless, while new energy technologies may struggle, significant improvements to
existing technology are expected. These will bring about substantial gains in the efficiency
of energy use and reductions in pollution while at the same time lowering capital
investment requirements. In power generation, there will be spectacular gains in efficiency.
The efficiency of gas-fired combined-cycle gas turbine generators has been improving
rapidly and progressively getting closer to theoretical limits; limits which themselves have
been increasing due to improved materials.
Already plant of 55% efficiency is being delivered and the economic limit of 60% is thought
to be achievable very soon. There is also the incentive to develop this technology because of
the reductions in capital cost. The cost of combined cycle plant is around half that of
equivalent conventional coal-fired plant and a third that of nuclear.

However, notwithstanding these potential gains in existing technology, there is a key role
for public policy to play over the next 25 years in the development of new clean
technologies and the avoidance of over-reliance on one particular fuel (gas) and one
particular technology (combined-cycle). Co-operation between industry, the energy sector
and public authorities may be needed to develop R & D response strategies.

1.3

Fuel Mix Futures

The narrow spread of some 7% in electricity generation in 2020 across the four scenarios
belies the major choices confronting the utilities. The table below illustrates the
uncertainties - uncertainties which reflect not only emerging market conditions but also
public policy choices linked to environmental and, in particular, climate change
considerations.

Given the scale of investments involved and the importance of this to the energy sector,
there is a clear interest to give early attention to the business and economic implications of
the wide and uncertain futures possible:

Particularly striking is the wide range of estimates for gas, reflecting the growing challenge
of this fuel to coal and nuclear. While the spread itself is particularly broad, there is in any



case much uncertainty about the future estimates themselves. The industry organisation
Eurogas offers a different vision as to the levels of penetration of gas in the power
generation sector:

Whatever the absolute level of the long-term impact of the 'dash for gas', there is no doubt
that there will be a significant increase in the use of gas for power generation.

This has advantages in terms of lower emissions, flexible power plant operation with
smaller numbers of staff and lower running costs. Ultimately this means cheaper
electricity. But are there disadvantages.

An important aspect of the increasing reliance of the power sector on gas is that the
technology used is effectively monovalent. Other than in peak-shaving applications where
oil distillate can be used, gas turbine generators effectively run only on gaseous fuels.
Competitive generators are also reducing their reserves of surplus capacity, generally older
coal and oil plant. Thus the power station population is potentially becoming more
restricted to using gas only. In 1992, some 20% of large and medium power plant was
polyvalent. By 2020, this proportion is anticipated to have come down to 8%.

The increasing use of gas reduces the flexibility of fuel use and possibly exposes the
generator to greater risks of supply disruption and price variation. Without the opportunity
to store fuel at the power station, gas supply disruption is much more likely to have a
direct impact on electricity supplies, thus affecting an important factor of economic
production. A gas price shock could have the effect of a double economic blow. As well as
hitting gas consumers directly, it would also increase electricity prices.

The implications for nuclear in the medium term have relevance for longer-term policy. The
range of possible futures is illustrated below:

In the ensuing debate two sets of criteria are likely to influence the outcome:

· inter-fuel competition;

· Specific issues relating to; nuclear technology options, waste management, and wider
aspects such as proliferation.

Stable nuclear generating costs are attractive should fossil fuel prices become volatile over
the longer term - a hedge against fluctuating energy market prices.

In the climate change debate, nuclear's contribution in the medium and longer term will
enter the calculations in developing a strategic response should climate concern become a
driving influence on policy. Finally, international developments in nuclear use will be of
interest - as a source of markets and of public policy in monitoring safety.

The future roles of both coal and renewables are associated with technological
developments. Given the range of future challenges, the need is to view these as
complementary rather than competing options. Both share pressures from gas and the
eventual replacement of nuclear, should the medium-term investments reflect the lower
range of estimates. Developing R & D policies which reflect the need for a wide spread of
options emerges as a key message of the analysis.

2

Climate Change Energy Analysis

2.1



Introduction And Analytical Approach

With the entry into force of the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) in 1994, ratified by the Community and its Member
States, the Community is called upon to return to its 1990 level of anthropogenic
emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. For the near term this
requirement is in line with the target to stabilise CO2 emissions in the Community as a
whole by the year 2000 at the 1990 level.

Whereas such commitments are recognised as an important first step, they were seen by
the first Conference of the Parties to the FCCC in Berlin as not being adequate for reaching
the ultimate objective of the Convention, that is the stabilisation of greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system.

Therefore the Berlin Conference concluded that a process should be started to enable
appropriate action to be taken for the period beyond 2000. This includes the strengthening
of the commitments of industrialised countries through the adoption of a protocol or other
legal instrument. The process aims both to design policies and measures and to set targets
and timetables. While targets and timetables might be important in the political process
among the more than 150 parties to the Convention, the threat of climate change in all its
complexity requires sound strategies on which such targets and timetables can be based.

The process initiated by the Berlin Conference will  in its early stages include analysis and
assessment, to identify possible policies and measures which could contribute to limiting
and reducing emissions. This analytical process can identify environmental and economic
impacts and the results that may be achieved over the time horizons to 2005, 2010 and
2020 (1). The following analysis aims at making an energy contribution to this debate by
reviewing the information derived from the present scenario analysis.

The present analysis offers some important indications for the coming debate on the
agenda defined in Berlin. The place of the Community in the global context is developed
and subsequently implications for the Community under the scenario approach are
outlined.

In the scenarios Battlefield, Forum and Hypermarket is was assumed that until the year
2005 the prevailing attitude would be of the present precautionary principle and that
somewhere around 2005 the evidence would confirm that climate change is indeed
occurring.

2.2

Global issues

World CO2 emissions are increasing, whereas the FCCC calls for a stabilisation of CO2
concentrations which ultimately requires CO2 emissions to fall. According to IPCC, any
stabilisation of CO2 concentrations at levels lower than two times the present
concentration eventually requires global emissions to decrease substantially below the
1990 level.

World CO2 emissions are set to increase with population and economic growth. In 2020,
they are expected to exceed the 1990 level by between 36% and 55% depending on
scenario. World emissions are highest in the Hypermarket scenario and lowest in
Battlefield. The low emission level in Battlefield is a result of the limited economic growth in
this scenario.



The emission increase is strongest in the non-OECD area with emissions growing by 2020
between 58% in Battlefield and 76% in Hypermarket. The share of the non-OECD
countries in global emissions rises accordingly from some 50% in 1990 to reach around
60% in 2020. The emission growth takes place mainly in the developing countries. The
countries in transition contain their emissions below the 1990 level for some time due to
economic restructuring.

The non-OECD share is highest in Forum (61%) as a result of the policy induced CO2
abatement in OECD countries (a CO2 abatement policy including a tax is assumed in the
whole OECD at the intensity level of the Community in Forum).

The European Community is the only region to show an emission decrease in Forum. But
also for the other scenarios emissions are growing less in the Community than in the other
OECD countries or the Rest of the World. Consequently, the Community share in global
CO2 emissions is diminishing from 15% in 1990 to 9% in 2020 in the Forum scenario and
to 11-12% in the other scenarios.

CO2 emissions track economic growth, except where both market forces and policies bring
about a reduction in the energy or carbon intensity of economic activity. The ratio of CO2
emissions and GDP is decreasing both in the OECD and non-OECD area. This ratio is
however significantly higher in the non-OECD world. In 1990, some 780 t CO2 were
emitted for each million Ecu of GDP in the OECD compared with three times as much for
the Rest of the World (about 2260 t CO2).

These ratios strongly decrease by 2020. In Forum, which exhibits the lowest level across
scenarios, there is a 43% improvement of the CO2/GDP ratio for OECD countries and a
57% improvement for the Rest of the World. The improvement is also high in the
Community, where the CO2/GDP ratio decreases by 56% between 1990 and 2020 (Forum).

CO2 trends can for convenience be grouped into  those which influence energy intensity
and those which impact on carbon intensity. Energy intensity provides the link between
economic development (GDP) and energy,  while carbon intensity covers the fuel mix.

Energy intensity (gross inland consumption divided by GDP) is decreasing in all regions,
but remaining considerably higher in the non-OECD than in the OECD area throughout
the study period. Energy intensity improvements in Forum are substantial, ranging from
33% for the other OECD countries to 55% for the non-OECD world with the Community
improving by some 40%.

#While the carbon intensity (CO2 emissions divided by gross inland consumption)
decreases only somewhat in the other OECD countries and in the Rest of the World, in the
Community carbon intensity (i.e. the combined effect of changes in the fuel mix) falls more
markedly, particularly in the Forum scenario (-26%). This contrasts with results both in
the rest of OECD and the non-OECD areas where carbon intensity
decreases in Forum by 6% and 4% respectively.

Overall, the persistently high levels of carbon intensity outside the Community prevent
energy intensity improvement from translating into CO2 emission limitation and reduction.
Policies on lowering the carbon content in the fuel mix, including technology development
and the creation of favourable conditions for market penetration of such technologies,
appear to be crucial for containing global CO2 emissions.

Only in the Community in the Forum case, is there a significant reduction in carbon
intensity  resulting in a reduction of CO2 emissions. The global effect of this reduction is
somewhat diminished by the possibility of increasing fossil fuel consumption in the Rest of
the World. Nevertheless, it is in Forum that comparatively low global emissions are realised
in 2020. Emissions in Forum are 8% lower than in Hypermarket notwithstanding almost
the same level of world GDP in 2020 in both scenarios.



When assessed against the background of economic wealth generated, Forum shows the
best global CO2 results, despite the opportunity for emission shift from OECD to non-
OECD countries due to CO2 taxation in the OECD.

The Forum scenario provides a moderate CO2 reduction. Assuming a conventional-
wisdom-type development for the world outside the Community the global effects of the
Forum efforts might be assessed by comparing the CO2 emission difference between
Conventional Wisdom and Forum with the global emission increase. Global CO2 emissions
in a conventional view could reach some 32 bill. t CO2 by 2020. The difference in
Community CO2 emissions in 2020 between Conventional Wisdom and Forum  is about
800 mill. t; this corresponds to some 2.5% of the global emissions. The change from
Conventional Wisdom to Forum, if it were implemented in the Community in isolation,
would therefore be equivalent to the average global CO2 emission growth incurred in about
15 months. (average growth per annum: 2% in a Conventional Wisdom view)

However, Forum cannot be implemented only in the Community in isolation without
significant impacts on competitiveness. If it were implemented in isolation, dislocation of
industry and 'carbon leakage' would be a likely result. While this would lead to higher CO2
abatement, the undesirable social and economic effects would probably preclude Forum
being adopted. On the other hand, the global unity of purpose assumed when developing
FO for the Community means that  Forum also extends to other regions. The message is
that a Forum strategy implies and indeed requires a global response.

While a global Forum approach has been investigated in much less detail, some
preliminary results indicate that CO2 emission levels would be lower by over 3% compared
with Conventional Wisdom. This, however, would not change the underlying trend of rising
emissions. Earlier analysis in 'A View to the Future' suggests a reversal of trends lies
further into the next century.

The global analysis shows that even strong action in the Community can change world
trends only marginally. Co-operation with developing countries is essential. Nevertheless,
Community action is needed to initiate and support global endeavours. This includes
technology development in fields with lower priority in Europe for reasons of both climatic
conditions and environmental policy. For example, cleaner and more efficient coal
technology can decrease energy intensity especially in countries like China and India which
will use coal in any case; the penetration of photovoltaics could reduce carbon intensity.

2.3

European Community

Structural changes and the stabilisation effort can be illustrated in the following graph
showing energy intensity (energy demand/GDP) and carbon intensity (CO2/energy
demand) as well as their combinations which result in CO2 stabilisation for the GDP level
in the Forum and Hypermarket scenarios (the line in the graph). It is only in Forum that
emissions would  decrease, while they exceed the 1990 level in Hypermarket. Behind these
global CO2 figures are changes in fuel composition (carbon intensity) and in energy
intensity.

The 1990 combination of carbon and energy intensity is far away from what is required for
CO2 stabilisation at the GDP level in 2020 for Forum and Hypermarket. This is even more
true for the combinations in the years before 1990.

CO2 stabilisation requires significant reductions in a combination of both carbon and
energy intensity. In the Hypermarket scenario, the major route is energy intensity
reduction; the carbon intensity of the Community improves only moderately, but with CO2
stabilisation at 1990 level  not being achieved in 2020.



A strong reduction in both energy intensity and carbon intensity brings about the decrease
of CO2 emissions in Forum. The reduction in carbon intensity is due to substantial
changes in the fuel mix and in technology supporting this.

The following graphs show an illustrative breakdown of the CO2 change between 1990 and
2020. By this it can be illustrated what is behind the changes in carbon intensity.

In Hypermarket strong GDP growth and a lower share of nuclear increase CO2 emissions,
while the reduction in energy intensity, the increased share of renewables and fuel
switching within fossil fuels contribute to CO2 abatement. The carbon intensity decrease is
limited, as the contribution of a higher share of renewables and of less carbon in fossil
fuels is partly compensated by a decrease in the share of nuclear.

In Forum, there is some upward pressure for CO2 due to high economic growth, but this is
more than offset by  higher shares of renewables and nuclear and less carbon in fossil fuels
as well as a substantial decrease in energy intensity.

As a conclusion, high economic growth can be compatible with CO2 limitation, if the GDP
structure is less energy or carbon intensive.

The experience between 1975 and 1990 however was different as the following graph
illustrates. The numbers on which this graph is based exclude the ex-GDR as there are no
reliable economic performance figures for the period up to 1990.

The CO2 effect of GDP growth was only partly offset by decreases in energy intensity and
the penetration of nuclear. Renewables were insignificant as regards CO2 change. However,
the carbon intensity of fossil fuels increased (substitution of coal) with a subsequent rise in
CO2 emissions.

For the period between 1990 and  2020 the following CO2-related trends emerge:

· energy intensity is expected to offset more of the upward pressure by GDP growth on
CO2 than was the case between 1975 and 1990; some two thirds are offset in the scenarios
compared with less than 40% between 1975 and 1990;

· carbon intensity is contributing little to offset GDP pressure on CO2 in Conventional
Wisdom and
Hypermarket; the offset amounts to less than 15% of the GDP induced CO2 growth;

· the carbon intensity reduction was somewhat more effective between 1975 and 1990
(almost 20%);

· however, in Battlefield and more so in Forum substitution of low and zero carbon
fuels exerts a strong downward influence on CO2 emissions;

· in Forum  some 70% of the GDP effect on CO2 is offset by energy intensity and 45%
by carbon intensity, which results in the overall CO2 decrease; the increasing share of
renewables, the decarbonisation of fossil fuel use (move to gas) and the higher share of
nuclear are reducing carbon intensity.

While these actions continue and indeed improve on the results of the past decades the
energy system remains largely carbon based. The transition to a non- fossil fuel world
appears to be a feature for the years after 2020. Four conclusions might be drawn from
this:

· achieving substantial CO2 abatement results in the medium to longer term is
difficult given the prevailing market operations and technology diffusion processes;

· nevertheless, Forum shows strong economic growth with higher employment levels to
be compatible with CO2 emission reduction;



· as regards magnitudes of CO2 emission decrease advocated in certain circles, either
even more radical policies than modelled would be required (which anyhow go far beyond
those presently debated and may produce undesirable socio-economic results) or a longer
time horizon than 2020 would be appropriate for optimising the energy economy response
to climate change;

· in any case, 2020 is an arbitrary point in time and it is possible that, over time,
continuation of the dynamics of the policies implemented before 2020 would produce more
tangible results in the long term; long lead times are a key feature of any energy system
response. Getting on the right path is perhaps the most important task in the immediate
future ensuring gradual but effective long run changes.

Finally, it needs to be emphasised that the results might be affected by limitations of
modelling. The dynamics of the completion of the internal market for instance have been
poorly represented, and e.g. the Hypermarket scenario might have shown better results
with improved modelling tools, which have still to be developed.

Overall, the scenario results confirm both the enormous potential and challenge of
reversing current emission trends within the Community. Looking beyond the Community
borders however does not give room for optimism.

3

External costs: internalisation and reduction

3.1

Introduction

How do external costs relate to energy?
As with other economic activities energy production, transformation and use imposes, in
addition to the financial costs, other costs both on the consumer and on others not directly
involved. An example is the use of energy for transportation where in addition to the
financial cost to the driver, the bystander and the other drivers are affected by noise,
congestion and emissions - all examples of externalities. The question arises whether the
financial cost incorporates the cost of these externalities, i.e., are they be internalised by
fiscal means, by regulation, by voluntary agreement or by investing in new equipment.

Indeed the concept of externality, traditionally associated with environmental and health
and safety issues extends to include the effects of security of supply failures - i.e., whereby
others not involved in the energy process per se suffer welfare losses. This is a dimension of
welfare economics which needs to be developed. The subsequent discussion addresses the
traditional welfare arguments and because of the modelling technologies used focuses in
the quantitative analysis on examples of fiscal means as distinct from other instruments,
e.g., voluntary agreements or regulations.

While the scenario approach adopted has for the first time permitted exploration on a
consistent basis across the Community of the effects of pursuing one possible approach to
the 'internalisation of external costs', these examples are presented only for the purpose of
illustrating the issues involved. There are limitations in the current availability of
appropriate models. The coming on line of new equilibrium models being developed by DG
XII will enable wider dimensions of internalisation to be addressed.

The purpose of internalisation
The internalisation of external costs aims at including external costs (e.g. in environmental
terms) in market prices so as to make polluters pay for the costs they cause to others. This
conforms with the 'polluter pays' principle. Internalisation of external costs allows the
optimisation of economic activities by reducing the environmental problems to the point



where the net societal benefits (environmental benefit minus abatement costs) are
maximised. Prices reflecting external costs are expected to improve the efficiency of the
economy.

Internalisation means efficiency gains for the economy as a whole as the given
environmental objectives can be achieved at lower cost. Internalization does not simply
imply additional costs to production. Its purpose is rather an allocation of already existing
costs to those that caused them thereby giving an economic incentive to reduce the
externality. Without cost internalisation, those sectors that are at the source of the
externality are subsidised by third parties that bear the cost of the externality. This results
in overall efficiency losses;  Internalisation has therefore efficiency-enhancing qualities that
can play a substantial role in improving Europe's productivity;

Given the energy policy objectives of bringing a positive contribution to overall economic
welfare including competitiveness, to secure energy services, and better environmental
protection, the issues raised in the context of internalisation of external costs are likely to
come to the fore in the developing policy debate. The Green Paper on Energy Policy
recognised the issue as an important dimension of future policy.

In practice, internalisation of external costs has been pursued progressively through
emission limits, fiscal instruments, voluntary agreements, civil liability, etc, which charge
the polluting activities with some part of the cost to society. Such measures are compatible
with a market based approach, as the decisions are left with the participants in the
markets, while the framework is set to reflect welfare requirements. Which instruments or
combinations of instruments to choose, is primarily a question of economic efficiency in
achieving energy, environmental and other policy objectives.

3.2

Basic issues in internalisation of external costs

There are a number of important implementation issues to be addressed in devising such
policies. Moreover, the concept itself is subject to ongoing research as to the identification,
quantification and monetarisation of external effects.

Identification and quantification meets with various theoretical and practical difficulties
which include the following. Firstly, there is the general uncertainty as to the concrete
overall results of the activities of millions of actors, of which the full effect evolves only over
time. Moreover, there might be thresholds for pollutants to become a matter of concern and
the damage function may be non-linear. This means that problems may arise only at a
certain emission level, but then this may cause severe impacts with no easy remedies.
Some problems may furthermore be caused by combinations of pollutants and it may be
difficult to identify the critical element. Finally, with better measurement equipment and
increased scientific knowledge or after having passed critical thresholds there is scope for
new and as yet unrecognised problems to emerge.

Similarly, giving monetary value to externalities poses problems when market prices do not
exist or when ethical issues are involved (e.g. value of a human life or of biodiversity).
Monetarization could be made contingent upon substitutes for preferences revealed in
market transactions. The concepts of 'willingness to pay' or 'willingness to accept' involving
subjective valuation are ways forward, but they do not involve real transactions and may
be determined by strategic considerations.

Nevertheless, the relative order of magnitude of externality estimates is fairly robust and
the vague components (health, nature,etc.) are only one part of externalities. Large parts of
the overall externalities are more easily quantified, e.g. reduction in harvests due to
pollution, road damage from vehicles etc.

Direct measurement devices for externalities (pollutants) would be desirable, as they would
allow for the instruments to be targeted at the externality itself rather than using proxies



like energy consumption (e.g. in the cases of SO2) so that the incentive for reducing the
externality could be optimised. Technology development over the study period to 2020
could provide such devices at a practical level.

Overall, internalisation and reduction are also complicated by the fact that the external
effects may work through the economic system and a monetary quantification approach
probably requires a general equilibrium analysis. Such an analysis is difficult to undertake
in a comprehensive way and the accounting of external costs may remain incomplete for
some time to come.

Internalisation of external costs is therefore a process; as it has been so in the past with
important developments such as the controlling of dust and sulphur pollution or the
abolition of children's work in coal mines (a lively debate a hundred years ago!). The
internalisation process is progressive and can be accelerated with  increasing ambitions for
economic welfare.

3.3

Internalisation in the 2020 scenario analysis

In two scenarios some external costs are internalised, i.e. in the Forum scenario for all
sectors, but in Battlefield only in the transport sector because of competitiveness concerns.
Following the econometric modelling approach for the energy demand side, external costs
were predominantly internalised by imposing additional environmental externality taxes.
This applies to the externalities caused by SO2, NOx and CO2.

For SO2 and NOx, the estimates of externalities were based on work done on the benefits of
policy integration (DG XI) and in the frame work of the Externe project (DG XII). Taxes
reflecting estimates of the externalities were progressively introduced from 1995 onwards
in the case of all fossil fuels. Tax rates are increasing through 2020.

Carbon externalities were internalised via a progressive tax reflecting the structures of the
Commission's tax proposal, starting with an equivalent of 2 $/bbl in 1995 and reaching 30
$/bbl in 2020. As the emphasis for this tax is solely on the carbon externality, the tax was
geared to give maximum carbon results, i.e. it was modelled as an input tax for electricity
generation, and did not affect energy sources which do not emit carbon. Renewables
including large hydro, as well as nuclear, are not made subject to the tax in this modelling
exercise.

In Forum, the focus is on the internalisation as an overall instrument for an
environmentally driven policy based on a global unity of purpose and the willingness to
restructure institutions for the move towards an active climate change policy. As a starting
point neutrality of excise taxation was assumed, i.e. fuels serving similar purposes are
charged at equal rates on a GJ basis. As a result of the strong commitment towards carbon
abatement zero carbon fuels are an exception to this rule. There is no excise tax on
renewables or on nuclear as inputs to power stations, nor for final use of biomass and
other renewables. Biofuels in transport are however subject to excise tax when blended
with traditional fuels; the rate is reduced to about one third of the diesel rate in the case of
biofuels used in transport fuel cells. In battlefield there is some internalisation of external
costs by imposing taxes on transport fuels and not on other sectors. The drive to increasing
internalisation was also simulated by strong action on the demand side resulting in better
efficiencies. Finally, a low discount rate was used as a proxy for capturing societies'
determination to bring about the desired change through investment in appropriate energy
technology.

3.4



Approaches and issues for internalisation and reduction of externalities

There are not only various ways to internalise external costs, but the main actors can be
different and change over time. Not only government action, but also the private sector
(industry or the general public) can advance the internalisation issue. Strategies for
internalisation and reduction of externalities need to be supported by the general public.
This concerns their capacity as voters when governments are choosing the course of action
and also as customers of firms who while reducing externalities still need to continue to
sell their products. Changes in social values are an important element in the process of
internalisation.

In any case there is an internal market dimension in the way internalisation is pursued in
the Member States. The differences in the approaches and the pace of internalisation could
impact on the competitive structures in the internal market.

Addressing externalities is a complex unbundling of technology, social values and actor
behaviour. To reduce an 'externality' may require changes in all three variables. Clearly the
time horizon over which this can happen will differ between 'nuisances' with consequent
implications for the range and intensity of policy instruments. The externalities of urban
traffic illustrate well the sensitive and complex nature of the debate: improved air quality
requires improved technology, changes in attitudes towards 'personal mobility' and modal
choice behaviour. Those familiar with the urban debate will testify to the long-term nature
of the process.

In the long run, relative prices influenced by taxes or other means of internalisation
determine the economic structures and structural process shaping the technological basis
which in turn is crucial for the efficiency of the energy system. While it is therefore
important to make the price system reflect the 'true' costs of economic activities for society,
many problems at hand require solutions with tangible improvements in the short to
medium term.
At the practical level, the time horizon for ensuring internalisation and the magnitude of
policy intervention are therefore important issues. The choice may be about getting tangible
results within a rather short time period by some type of 'retrofitting' or achieving 'redesign'
of system structures over the longer term. The policy instruments chosen will reflect the
emphasis given to achieve these temporal options.

Internalisation approaches  for 'retrofitting' existing structures:

Short to medium term retrofitting type approaches include

· civil liability

· voluntary agreements

· standardisation and emission limits

· selective/isolated changes in taxes, charges, and levies

(For a discussion of these instruments please refer to the adjacent Box)

A classical means for internalisation of external costs is civil liability. Whereas by its
nature liability does not prevent the possible damage caused by the energy activity, the
'victims' can however be compensated. While the insurance premium against such
damages is already part of the internalised costs, the degree of internalisation is
dependent on the liability legislation: what risks the operator of energy facilities has to
cover. The extent to which a nuclear power plant operator would have to pay damages in
case of a nuclear accident is a case in point. Another example relates to court rulings as to
the evaluation of the damage caused by tanker accidents. Clearly legislation on civil
environmental liability has an important energy policy dimension.



Voluntary agreements make use of the economic actors' expertise in finding practical and
short-to-medium term cost-effective solutions to tackle externality problems (e.g. industrial
branch agreements). While probably implying a certain cost to the economic actors, such
solutions can upgrade current practices without incurring the delays inherent in the
legislative process.
Results can probably be achieved more efficiently given expertise and co-operation from
industry. However, branch agreements in general raise competition issues and their
feasibility and appropriateness for bringing more fundamental change on a longer time
horizon needs to be scrutinised. There may also be different responses between companies
of different size: with the larger interested in voluntary agreements and small and medium
enterprises favouring regulation or other posting sign. Moreover, the issue of free-riding
(i.e. the possibility that part of a branch does not deliver) needs to be addressed as well as
the significance of the self-commitments (i.e. going significantly beyond 'business as
usual').

Standardisation and emission limits are also means for reducing external costs within an
energy system paradigm. They are one way of making appropriate practice in dealing with
externalities, possibly tested in the frame of voluntary agreements, more widespread (free
rider issue). Examples are successive strengthening of fuel quality standards or ongoing
fixation of emission limits for various energy-related activities. While such measures might
entail considerable investment requirements, their focus is often on retrofitting or end-of-
pipe remedies. Standards and emission levels might be considered as methods for dealing
with external costs in such cases where the number of actors preclude voluntary
agreements. On the other hand, standardisation can be pursued on a voluntary basis by
mutual agreement among the industries concerned e.g. via standardisation bodies. Finally,
mandatory standards might be needed in case of severe direct health impacts of energy
activities. (For the use of standards and emission limits for bringing major system changes,
see below)

The demand for energy services and the way these are provided depend on the level and
structure of energy (and other) prices which in turn are influenced by taxes, charges and
levies. Increasing energy taxes for instance normally imposes an additional cost on the
energy consumer. The reaction to such a tax aimed at internalising external costs is either
a change in behaviour or, if for various reasons this it not immediately possible, a higher
cost for the activity responsible for the externality. The intended change in behaviour due
to an environmental tax should reduce pollution as long as the abatement costs are lower
than the charge for pollution. But this might not always materialise in practice due to lack
of pertinent information, various other

preferences, or the impracticallity of effecting an  immediate change in energy equipment.
In any case, changes in fiscal regimes work through the whole economic system and
possible negative impacts for instance on international competitiveness need to be taken
into account (see chapter on fiscal systems).

Within the 'retrofitting' context of existing technology and market organisation, the scope of
taxes may be limited especially if the focus is on short term results. However, the fiscal
system is a major determining factor for long-term development of markets, investment
and technology, and can therefore be used for signalling important 'redesign'-type changes
to the energy system.

Internalisation approaches aiming at long-term 'redesign' of energy structures:

Long term approaches for a more comprehensive internalisation include

· RTD and innovation (creative destruction of inappropriate structures)

· redesigning framework conditions for market participation, i.e. basic environmental
performance requirements (standards)



· reform of the fiscal system influencing the investment choices

· property rights (tradable permits)

(RTD and innovation as well as performance requirements are discussed in the adjacent
Box)

Improved technology is a prerequisite for giving the desired effects to the internalisation of
external costs. Research, development and demonstration of energy technology themselves
involve considerable costs. Innovation implies discontinuing practices which had often
been optimised in the previous settings. The stranding of capital represents an additional
cost. Such costs incurred when aimed at reducing/avoiding future external (environmental)
costs can be assessed as a means of internalisation.

By its strategic nature, internalisation via RTD has the potential to result in new energy
structures with reduced external effects. In addition to public policy intervention because
of external benefits or spillovers, there is a substantive volume of  private RTD. This
anticipated route to cost internalisation tends however to be narrowed by more intense
competition, including liberalisation of energy markets and privatisation in the supply
industry. This again raises questions:

Can offsetting stronger engagement of public authorities in energy RTD be in line with the
concept of internalisation and the 'polluter pays' principle in general?

Would such engagement be justified by other spillovers of RTD, or should public policy
seek to ensure the development of appropriate technology, addressing external effects, by
other means (tax incentives, setting of future environment performance requirements)?

Minimum efficiency standards and other framework conditions regarding environmental
performance can be assessed as conditions for market entry and as such are compatible
with other market-based instruments.

However, in order to avoid unnecessary disruption, such standards for environmental
performance should be announced well in advance and possibly implemented in steps,
allowing adaptation to lower costs while ensuring reduction of the external cost over time.
Performance requirements over time can bring about the desired change in energy
structures, but the cost-effectiveness of this approach depends on the degree of flexibility
left to the economic actors in choosing the most efficient response under their specific
circumstances. Emission limits (e.g. in the case of vehicles, grams of pollutant per km) as
opposed to fuel efficiency standards (e.g. litres per 100 km) allow freedom for the actors to
find the appropriate response.
A fiscal reform can allow much flexibility for economic actors in responding to higher fiscal
charges on, for instance energy/environment-related activities, as well as in reacting to
compensatory lowering of the fiscal burden in other fields. This however requires, a
predictable and stepwise approach with recycling of the additional tax revenue by reducing
other taxes or charges. A new structure of energy and non-energy prices might entail
additional energy technology development when manufacturers of  equipment in the course
of such changes can expect higher demand for innovative and more energy-efficient
equipment with lower environmental impacts.

The price incentive for such product development and investment might in certain cases
encourage practices which might improve efficiency further than standards would.
Standards would reflect average potentials, whereas there are cases in which optimisation
of energy costs leads to particularly low environmental impacts. Tapping such potentials is
likely to materialise over time with improving technology and depreciation of existing



equipment, whereas there is little incentive to go further than existing standards require in
the case of mandating the standard without other changes in the price system.

Similarly, equipment manufacturers have only a limited interest in developing and
marketing 'over-achieving' equipment, unless they expect a tightening of the standards.
The performance requirement
approach therefore implies continuous involvement of the legislator to ensure dynamic
efficiency improvements, whereas the dynamic efficiency effects are already incorporated in
the fiscal reform process.

Nevertheless, with standards and assuming compliance, achievement of the desired result
is ensured, whereas a fiscal reform internalises external costs but does not necessarily lead
to reduction of the externality. This would happen if the economic agents pay the
additional tax without changing their behaviour. Compared with the reduction of
externalities resulting from standards, the taxation approach provides for internalisation
plus a mixture of reduction of the externality (in case of change) and the possibility to
compensate for the externality by way of using the tax revenue.

In general, the further away a charge is from the externality, the less one can speak of an
internalisation approach and the more other policy instruments become attractive. As an
example, the energy content of a product is a very poor proxy (i.e. an inappropriate tax
base) for NOx emissions.

Recognising the priority for rectifying environmental damage at source, the challenge to
policymakers is therefore to design the fiscal reform and the flanking measures in such as
way as to ensure that innovation and investment will take place.

Tradable permits are designed to achieve the desired reduction in the externality and are
suited to attain significant change if applied in a rigorous way. The cost to be internalised
in the economic agents' accounts are however difficult to predict as these
depend on market transaction with tradable permits. Whereas the intended environment
results can be ensured, the costs for the individual economic actors are uncertain. For a
tax the opposite applies. The costs are known in advance, but not the results. When
comparing to standards and emission levels, by which the environmental performance is
also ensured, cost- effective considerations come into play. The opportunity to trade opens
that opportunity of reducing individual and overall costs in achieving the prescribed overall
emission level.

However, with tradable permits it is difficult to ensure that critical loads at a regional level
are respected if there is equality in treatment for all market participants regardless of the
location of their equipment. Such equipment may be located in an already highly polluted
area. Special provisions are under discussion to deal with these issues (e.g. increasing the
cost of pollution by requiring more permits in highly
polluted areas).

Assigning (temporary) property rights on the environment raises issues of equity as regards
the initial distribution of the permits. While the approach merits further consideration, it
has so far played a rather minor role in the policy debate at the Community level.

Balancing the policy approach
Policies following a multitude of approaches for the internalisation of external costs are
likely to reduce the risk of not covering certain externalities, but this poses the problem of
possible double charging of polluting activities.

Encouraging voluntary action and inciting RTD commitments followed by even more
stringent regulatory action or tax imposition would be such a case. Similarly, applying
higher tax rates for more polluting fuel types while imposing emission limits for plants in
which these fuel types are usually burnt would be a further example.

Various instruments for internalisation and reduction of external costs bring the costs
back to those at the origin of the externality. However, it is a requirement of both equity



and economic efficiency that all such costs incurred be taken account of when pursuing
further the objective of internalisation  and reduction of external costs. In particular, it is
necessary to take into account the incidence of the actual tax system in terms of the
internalisation of external costs when designing and implementing (additional) externality
taxes. Such considerations also apply to the cost incidence of voluntary agreements or
emission limits.

Policy makers and tax authorities need to take the interdependent consequences of the
various instruments into account when designing strategies for the internalisation of
external costs, especially when dealing with the development of fiscal systems.

Concluding remarks
The concepts involved in the internalisation and reduction of externalities are a subject for
further debate. While some see the internalisation of external costs as an instrument using
the market mechanism in the first place (i.e. focusing on taxes and tradable permits) others
argue that internalisation is a wider concept for reversing the process of externalisation of
costs (i.e. bringing the external cost back to those at the origin of the polluting activities).
The latter concept allows for more instruments being summarised under the heading of
internalisation.

Clearly both the methodological and policy debate will continue.
4

The Role Of Technology

4.8.1 Potential

Technology developments can have a decisive impact on the future shape of the fuel mix.
The future progress of penetration of new energy technologies is probably one of the
greatest uncertainties in any analysis of energy futures. New technologies will be required
to ensure the development of renewable energies, with their promise of limitless clean
energy, and new ways of using fossil fuels, to maximise efficiency of use and minimise
environmental impacts. However, the rate of penetration will be heavily dependent on the
level of public policy supporting research and development.

The impact of technology is not necessarily specific but is more likely to be cumulative, as
for example has occurred in the steady improvements in off-shore oil production and the
growing efficiency of combined cycle gas turbines. Similarly the impact of technology on the
demand side of energy use is a less dramatic but equally important component of the
improving energy intensity of the economy. The need is to consider how regulations,
standards, advice, education, subsidies, investment incentives etc. on a Community-wide
basis can contribute positively to improving energy intensity

The Commission's studies assume that such support will be forthcoming. Even in the
Conventional Wisdom scenario, substantial development of renewables is anticipated,
notably biofuels. By 2020, the predicted share of renewables in total consumption is
greater than that of nuclear power, exceeding all other sources of domestic energy
production. By then, the introduction into the energy system of hydrogen is anticipated, for
use in final energy demand (mixed with natural gas), and for vehicles fuel cells. It is also
assumed that biomass and wind will be contributing to power generation and that biofuels
will be blended into oil fuels for transport in significant quantities.

The intensity gains foreseen in all scenarios are predicated on the widespread adoption of
combined cycle technology for power technology, the use of clean coal technologies, and
investment in co-generation plant, as well as on the continuing technological development
of vehicles and domestic goods, and widespread adoption and development of
improvements in demand-side equipment. It is efficient exploitation in the market that
technology must help to achieve.



What is clear from the analysis is that in no scenario,  will these advances happen on their
own. Commercial development of new technologies will take place, but market solutions
will not suffice on their own - as demonstrated by the Hypermarket scenario, which is
heavily reliant on hydrocarbons. So some degree of public policy impulsion will be required
in order to achieve these advances. How could that impulsion come about?

For example, will the numerous environmental concerns provide the principal motivation
for radical technological innovation over the period to 2020?  If this were so, it would
require the development of a new framework for energy technology policy with substantial
changes in the level and direction of technology funding, and creation of new institutional
structures. Appropriate roles would also need to be redefined for government and
companies.

On the demand side, many energy-efficient technologies have been developed but their
widespread diffusion has been retarded by the requirement for short pay-backs and other
market barriers. Thus the various components of technology policy need more effective
integration with other policy instruments (such as regulations, mandatory standards,
voluntary codes, taxes and subsidies). To be effective, policy instruments should be well
targeted, fine-tuned and mutually reinforcing. These desiderata present major challenges
for policy makers.

4.8.2 Technology and Markets

Structural changes in energy markets could also provide new constraints and
opportunities. For example, liberalisation and privatisation policies in the gas and
electricity sectors would lead to dramatic changes in the roles and incentives of the major
players-governments, utilities and equipment suppliers. Companies which innovated
successfully (both organisationally and technologically) would have considerable
advantages in the more competitive global market place. Developments in 'generic'
technologies (such as information technology and metering) could also have major impacts
on energy production, conversion and use.

With corporate and government technology expenditure under severe strain it will be
necessary to examine in detail how in practice reduced expenditure on energy technology
could serve narrow energy sector concerns, as well as wider priorities such as the
environment, industrial and export competitiveness, and employment creation.
Comparison can be drawn between EC governments' reluctance to 'pick winners' and to
subsidise largescale (non-nuclear) technology programmes and the Japanese model of
long-term planning to capture market share many decades ahead, backed with substantial
government support for advanced technologies such as photovoltaics.

Perhaps the market, with sufficient incentives, can be relied upon to deliver a wide range of
cleaner, more efficient technologies, despite the recent large declines in energy technology
expenditure by companies across the energy sector, and closure of many corporate
research facilities, in response to cost-cutting exercises and restructuring by energy
suppliers and equipment manufacturers. Continued erosion of energy technology
capacities could severely weaken the EC's ability to compete in world markets.

The possibility of a pleasant technological surprise should not be discounted completely
either. The development of a new low cost and clean energy technology over the next
quarter of a century is feasible. History offers many examples of unexpected advances in
technology occurring when all conventional options appeared exhausted. Of course such
fortuitous developments cannot be taken for granted.

4.8.3 Technology Drivers

Greenhouse gas abatement strategy is seen as one leading edge for energy technology.
There are uncertainties regarding the longer term contributions likely from nuclear power
and from renewable energy sources, especially if energy prices are forecast to remain



relatively low. This implies that CO2 reduction technologies should be developed on a
precautionary basis. These included 'end-of-pipe' options for CO2 removal and disposal,
and options to reform fuels using hydrogen. These could serve as transitional technologies
should the outlook for nuclear power and renewables improve. Should it not, CO2 removal
technologies could serve as a societal
insurance policy for greenhouse gas mitigation by permitting sustained high use of fossil
fuels. The present cost disadvantage of these and of alternative technology paths (e.g.
hydrogen as a transport fuel) appear likely to be reduced over time as the technologies
improve.

Timescales are important in formulating energy technology strategy. To convince policy
makers of the case for such expenditure, it is important that benefits should be seen to
accrue in the short, medium and long term.

5

Contribution to Fiscal Structures

5.1

Introduction

Energy taxation is an important source of government revenues. Energy taxes account for
some 3% of GDP in the Community. They constitute the lion's share of the petrol price to
the motorist and they are a major cost element for certain industries. Moreover, taxes affect
energy consumer and producer choices and thus exert an influence on the energy balance.
Overall, energy taxes are an important driving force influencing the interaction of the
energy system with the overall economic, environmental and the geopolitical systems.

The present fiscal system in the energy sector of the Community can be characterised by
its focus on mineral oil products, for which there is a relatively harmonised Community
excise structure. On the other hand, there is no Community framework for taxation of
natural gas and electricity; Only a very small number of Member States tax these products
under national arrangements. Solid fuels are generally not taxed, indeed its production is
subsidised in some Member States. VAT on energy products is a further important source
of government revenue with rates of between 15% and 25% among the Member States. In
addition, VAT is applied in such a way as to also constitute a tax on the energy excises
themselves.

Environmental charges and taxes are growing in importance in some Member States. At
the Community level the Council has for several years been debating a proposal to
introduce a tax on carbon dioxide and energy in order to limit CO2 emissions.

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the results from the scenario exercise which are
relevant in the ongoing policy debate. The following discussion

· addresses the importance of reviewing fiscal structures;

· evaluates the impact of energy taxation on the dynamics of the energy system, and
the interrelations with the objectives of economic growth, environment and trading
relations;

· explores the opportunities for using tax exemptions and/or 'holidays' to promote
certain developments as regards emissions

5.2

The Importance Of Reconsidering Fiscal Systems



Fiscal systems, including the level and structure of taxes, charges, tax incentives and
subsidies, influences the economic decisions of all economic agents. Producers and
consumers have reacted to these economic signals by adapting their individual
optimisation. This leads to dynamic changes in the way goods are produced, traded and
consumed. These changes in turn determine the ultimate fiscal burden and the final
outcome induced by the fiscal system (the tax incidence).

The actual tax, incentive and subvention systems of today have evolved over time as a
response to the revenue-raising needs and other concerns of governments. With the advent
of globalisation and climate change this system might no longer be optimal (if it ever was),
particularly as it does not cover all energy sources but is principally centred on movement
of mineral oils. Fiscal reform, addressing environmental and social sustainability (e.g.
combating environmental degradation and unemployment), would have an important
energy dimension, given energy's role as a significant tax base, as a factor of production
and a major internationally traded commodity.

The fiscal systems for energy are one of the shaping factors in the energy sector. As a result
of the ongoing deregulation in the sector, energy markets are set to be increasingly co-
ordinated by prices. Prices are of course strongly influenced by taxes and would be by any
more structural changes to the fiscal system. The outcome of this market co-ordination is,
of course, contingent upon the technological basis, i.e. the choices available. The
technological basis in turn and especially the penetration of new technology are influenced
not least by the price system including the fiscal regime.

5.3

Energy Taxation And The Dynamics Of The Energy System

A tax on energy products is expected to reduce energy demand firstly through higher
energy prices and secondly through the effects on sectoral and global economic growth.
These latter effects strongly depend on whether and how the tax revenue is recycled into
the economy and cannot be dealt with in an isolated energy analysis. Efficient recycling of
the revenue is important; otherwise there would be secondary effects on economic
performance, which could further reduce energy demand.

A carbon tax would increase energy prices, except for zero-carbon fuels (nuclear, hydro and
other renewables), and therefore contribute to energy saving, and due to its carbon
weighting would encourage switching to lower carbon content fuels. However, replacement
of high carbon with low carbon fuels due to the carbon weighting of the tax is dependent
on the price advantage for low carbon fuels materialising at the level of the consumer. To
the extent that there is realignment of the price of natural gas to for instance the oil price
(in the absence of direct gas-to-gas competition) the expected fuel substitution might not
fully materialise.

As demonstrated in the consultations on the Commission's Green Paper on Energy Policy
(1), reflections on future directions of fiscal issues range widely. To provide some analytical
insights the following discussion explores implications of some developments in fiscal
structures. The option of having a uniform GJ tax for all fuels is addressed, including the
possibility to add another element with tax rates modulated to reflect environmental or
other policy concerns. Such a fiscal approach has been modelled for the Forum scenario.
Following an analysis of the expected responses for such a taxation approach, evidence is
sought from the modelling exercise and suggestions for ongoing research are offered.

What was modelled in the scenarios?
Uniform tax regimes for Member States were modelled for Forum and Hypermarket.
Battlefield conditions exclude such uniformity and Conventional Wisdom is of cource
predominantly a continuation along current policy lines.



In the Forum scenario, energies fulfilling similar purposes were taxed at the same excise
tax rate. This uniform rate for all fossil fuels and electricity differs, however, according to
the sector, with higher rates for transport, followed by the domestic sector, and the lowest
rates for industry and the power generation sector. In this modelling exercise there was
thus a tax both on inputs to power generation and on electricity used in the domestic and
industry sectors. In addition to this, externality taxes are applied to reflect environmental
impacts of the fuels in the different sectors.

By contrast, in Hypermarket, only oil products are taxed and then at the lowest possible
level. VAT rates are uniform across Member States both in Forum and Hypermarket, but
they are considerably lower in Hypermarket (15% instead of 20%). Furthermore, there are
no taxes on externalities in Hypermarket. As a consequence, the tax yield in Forum in
2020 is about twice as much as in Hypermarket.

It is however to be noted that in Forum prices for imported energies are substantially lower
than in Hypermarket. For example the crude oil price amounts to 16$/bbl in Forum,
whereas the same price in 2020 is 31$/bbl in Hypermarket.

What did the scenario results show?
Two very contrasting tax regimes have been modelled in the scenario analysis: the
Hypermarket scenario aims at minimum tax rates and the Forum scenario seeks to
internalise external cost. The tax yield in Forum is twice as high as that in Hypermarket.
Given virtually identical GDP levels in 2020, the energy tax burden on economic actors
amounts to 2% of GDP in Hypermarket and 4% in Forum.

One issue for energy policy debate is certainly the effects of such contrasting tax regimes
on energy consumption and on the fuel mix in particular.

As a tentative conclusion for industry, it appears that the structure of final industrial
demand is only marginally influenced by the diverging tax systems in both scenarios. The
limited changes in fuel mix seem to be associated with the structure rather than the level
of the different tax regimes. In fact, solid fuels and to some extent heavy fuel oils are
discouraged by Forum-type carbon taxation. As a consequence these fuels lose in market
share. Heat is supported by Forum policies with lower prices than in Hypermarket. The
large price difference between heat and the other fuels seems to encourage heat use in
Forum with the heat share being almost 2% higher in Forum than in Hypermarket  This
also applies to biomass.

In the domestic/tertiary sector, energy consumers in 2020 would have to pay on average
25% higher prices in a Forum world than would be the case under Hypermarket. Final
energy consumption in this sector is about 7% higher in Hypermarket than in Forum
despite very similar levels of economic activity (and private consumption?).

Compared with the industrial sector, tax-induced price changes are less pronounced owing
to the fact that pre-tax prices are higher for the domestic sector. Nevertheless, the response
to price changes appears to be somewhat more marked than in industry. Whether this is
due to shorter energy equipment lifetimes or greater persistence of fuel structures in
industrial branches (due to prevailing production processes) could be an interesting
question for further investigation.

The average consumer price in transport is 2% higher in Hypermarket than in Forum. In
spite of this the Hypermarket transport energy demand exceeds the Forum demand by 6%.

While the overall volume of transport fuel demand is generally not very responsive to tax
changes, given the already high level of such taxes, the structure is probably more
responsive to changes in relative prices. This is due to all fuels providing virtually the same
energy service, the fairly rapid turnover of cars and the opportunity to use different types of
fuel in a given engine. This would allow blends of biofuels and traditional fuels to be
phased in gradually.



Supply side issues
The economic position of energy producers in the Community is not likely to be affected
significantly. Solid fuel, oil, and gas producers face the same taxes as their competitors
abroad. Whether the reduction in fuel demand will be born by domestic producers or by
importers depends for oil and gas on the relationship between the cost of indigenous
production and the world market price after introduction of the tax. As a result of possible
import demand decreases there may be a slight reduction in world market prices.

Any reduction in lignite and peat demand would directly impact on domestic production
given the virtual absence of imports. The role of coal is only in part determined by its
competitiveness and the level of the world market price. Its contribution strongly depends
on political decisions on coal subsidies. Taxing commodities which are presently subsidised
however raises issues of economic efficiency.

The world market effect of such levels of taxation would need to be studied, particularly if
this was an OECD wide policy, and may in any event be required for competition reasons.

5.4

Energy Taxation and the Economy

Energy is an important factor of production. The ways in which energy can be used
influence all aspects of modern societies. Energy demand is derived from a multitude of
social and economic activities, which require increasingly high-quality energy services (e.g.
for information technology and telecommunication). Nonetheless, energy consumption is
also seen as a attractive tax base, be it for raising government revenues or for internalising
and reducing environmental externalities linked to energy use.

#Energy taxes increase from nearly 180 bill.(93) Ecu (i.e. about twice the Community
budget) in 1992 to between 208 bill (93) Ecu and 425 bill. (93) Ecu in 2020; the lower
number applies in the Hypermarket scenario and the higher tax yield is foreseen for
Forum. At present 71% of the energy tax burden falls on transport, with industry
accounting for 3% and the domestic/tertiary sector contributing some 25%. Taxes on input
fuels for power stations account for less than 1%.

The scenarios produce different energy tax structures. In the low tax scenario i.e.
Hypermarket, transport continues to bear the lion's share, indeed the latter is increasing to
reach 80%; the domestic/tertiary and the industry shares diminish accordingly, with
industry accounting for less than 1%.

The picture is quite different in the high tax  Forum scenario. Equal fiscal treatment of
fuels serving similar purposes and the imposition of externality taxes translate into a
considerably higher tax burden on industry, which sees its contribution increased to reach
9%. The transport share falls to 50%, with the domestic sector accounting for 31%. The
remaining 10% falls on power generation.

In absolute terms, the gross transfer of financial means in 2020 from the industrial sector
to governments amounts to 38 bill. Ecu in Forum compared with 1 bill. Ecu in
Hypermarket. The net transfer depends on the way the additional government revenue is
spent or recycled to the industrial sector. It should be noted that the difference in tax
revenue between Forum and Hypermarket amounts to over 215 bill. Ecu.

The ratio of energy taxes to GDP increases over present day levels only in the case of
Forum where it reaches 3.7%. In the other scenarios, this ratio is declining from 3.0%
today to between 1.8% in Hypermarket and 2.9% in Battlefield. While there is virtually the
same level of GDP by 2020 in Forum and Hypermarket, there are major differences in
government tax revenues and involvement



The energy cost of producing GDP decreases between 1992 and 2020. The modelling
exercise shows a decrease of the energy cost/GDP ratio from 8.8% in 1992 to 7.3% in
Hypermarket and 7.6% in Conventional Wisdom and Forum. (Battlefield lies in between).

In Forum, about half of the energy cost by 2020 is due to taxes, whereas this ratio is only
somewhat over a quarter in Hypermarket. At present energy taxes account for about one
third of energy costs.

At a sectoral level there is even more contrast. In industry, the present energy tax share in
the cost of the fuels consumed (nearly 7%) either decreases or increases by 2020 according
to the scenario. In Hypermarket, this share falls below 1%, whereas it reaches 27% in
Forum.

In the domestic/tertiary sector the weight of taxes in fuel costs varies strongly, too. The
modelling shows either a decrease from present day levels (some 20%) to reach some 13%
in 2020 in Hypermarket or an increase to nearly 36% in Forum.

In transport, the present share of tax in energy costs of roughly 60% would prevail also in
Forum and Battlefield, whereas the tax share in Hypermarket would fall by 2020 to
somewhat over 40%; this is due to tax rates aligned to the minimum as well as the high
overall transport energy cost in Hypermarket.

It is worth noting that the expenditure in Hypermarket for transport purposes is higher
than in Forum.

The above tax numbers for the final demand sectors do not include taxes on input fuels for
power generation, as these cannot be allocated to the final demand sectors. Such taxes are
significant only in the Forum scenario.

Tax effects on competitiveness
Comparing the impact on the industrial sector under Hypermarket and Forum conditions
gives rise to energy cost results which are not as far away from each other as one would
expect from a comparison of delivered prices. In fact, the scenarios differ not only in taxes
and prices but also in the efficiency of providing energy services. The higher efficiency in
Forum reduces energy costs by lowering the demand for fuels.

Whereas the average end-user price for industry in 2020 is modelled to be 467 Ecu/toe in
Forum, the corresponding price in Hypermarket amounts to 368 Ecu/toe, i.e. the Forum
price is  27% higher than the price in Hypermarket. The fuel cost to industry in a
Hypermarket world would amount to 124 bill. Ecu in 2020. The corresponding cost in
Forum would be 140 bill. Ecu. The fuel cost disadvantage in Forum would therefore be
reduced to 13%. It needs however to be noted that industrial production under
Hypermarket is somewhat (an estimated 7%) higher, but this does not change the result,-
that higher energy efficiency improvements in a high tax scenario can reduce the tax-
induced price disadvantage.

Indeed, when comparing the specific energy cost of industry (i.e. cost-related to industrial
activity) between scenarios and over time, it appears that such costs decreases between
1992 and 2020 for industry in all scenarios, except for Forum where such costs are about
11% higher than in 1992. Compared with Hypermarket the Forum cost disadvantage on
the basis of this specific cost level is about 20%.

Competitiveness could also be affected by frictional losses in the tax implementation,
through poor recycling of the tax revenue and through a tendency towards more inflation
and higher interest rates, if higher energy prices for households and transport result in
higher wages. Higher wages are of course also a factor for competitiveness, but possible
cuts in non- wage labour costs could compensate for this (in part).

Whether these effects materialise depends on the behaviour of trade unions, employers and
central banks. Clearly, while the tax focuses on energy, the impact analysis is more



economic than energy - focused. Further analysis is therefore appropriate extending
beyond the  purely energy dimension and entering that of welfare economics.

5.5

Energy Taxation and the Environment

The scenario results are particularly contrasting as regards the environmental impacts. The
difference for CO2 emissions between the Hypermarket and  Forum scenario in 2020 is, for
example, some 30% of the 1990 emission level. Taxation systems are key elements in the
scenario definitions, and the impacts of policies encompassed in the scenarios are not least
a result of the prevailing tax approaches. Forum can be seen as an environmentally driven
scenario, in which environmental objectives are sought by making use of the tax
instrument.

· assuming a neutral starting position (i.e. competing energies are equally taxed to
accommodate internal market considerations and the revenue raising needs), tax rates are
changed in Forum to reflect different environmental impacts of the various fuels

· there are however several areas for environmental pollution (e.g. water, air, soils)
and, moreover, for air pollution there is more than the emission types to be accounted for:
how to determine the appropriate tax rate differentiation given the (uncertain) interactions
of the pollutants in the atmosphere (reinforcing, countervailing), and uncertainties as
regards the external costs of the various emissions in general

· there are many other ways to address adverse
environmental effects: e.g. standards, emission limits, voluntary agreement, civil liability,
etc.; how to reconcile the requirement for uniform taxation (feasibility, equity) with the
need to avoid double charging of the same emission act; an example could be the
incorporation of a sulphur penalty for high sulphur oil or coal in excise rates, although
these fuels are often used in large combustion plants which deploy flue gas
desulphurisation to reach fairly low emission levels.

What did the scenarios show?
The high tax scenario Forum results in lower emissions of carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide,
nitrogen oxides, methane and nitrous oxide than the low tax scenario Hypermarket. The
difference is more or less marked according to the pollutant.

A comparison with the 1990 level of the respective gases shows the following:

5.6

Energy Taxation and Geopolitics

The availability of energy is vital for the functioning of modern societies and disruptions are
a major threat. But, energy relations have the potential to contribute to greater geopolitical
stability. The economic interest of energy exporters is to ensure a continuous flow of
revenues from energy products which are often their predominant revenue base. Stable
relations between energy producers and consumers are in the interest of both.

5.7

Preferential Fiscal Treatment as an Issue for the Energy Policy Debate

In the modelling exercise biomass and other renewables are generally taxed less than fossil
fuels. They are not subject to externality taxes nor to excise tax in many cases. Biofuels are



only taxed when used as a transport fuel - and with a very reduced rate  if used in fuel
cells. This fiscal treatment encourages significant penetration of biomass and other
renewables in all scenarios, and in Forum in particular.

However, the more successful such policies are, the greater the repercussions for fiscal
policy. Should the total tax yield diminish  treasuries could, at some future date, consider
extending the tax base to cover those energies as well. As potential investors are aware of
such considerations, they might be hesitant in engaging in innovative ways of energy
provision given the perceived additional 'fiscal risk'. Long-term predictability of fiscal
systems is important for reducing uncertainty in the markets - biomass development is a
case in point.

5.8

Concluding Remarks

The scenario approach is important in identifying and illustrating issues across a wide
range of possible developments. The foregoing analysis has therefore concentrated on
issues related to taxation. As regards evaluation of policy instruments for addressing these
issues, a reference case and variants exploring changes of parameters appears to be
needed. There are still many questions to be answered regarding the performance of
various taxation approaches against different criteria. In any event, the Commission
services with Member States have at their disposal a powerful tool in the shape of the
MIDAS model to evaluate the various aspects of implementing different energy taxation
strategies at a later stage.
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The following review of the scenarios used in the Study is taken mainly from the work
undertaken by DRI in conjunction with European Commission officials. The initial
development of the scenarios emphasized the social and political dimensions. The economic
analysis is an overlay of the economic consequences of such socio-political developments
coupled with their quantification in terms of relevant economic variables. Each scenario is
reviewed in terms of demographics, employment, fiscal policy, energy prices and the
industrial outlook.

A1

Conventional Wisdom
Scenario

1.1

Overview

In this scenario, economic growth gradually weakens as demographic changes mean slower
growth in the labour force, while productivity growth remains quite stable but well below
the rates experienced before the mid-1970s. European growth slides below 2% per annum
after 2010. Unemployment rates decline but remain well above the levels experienced
before the 1980s. Inflation stays low but not as low as today. Monetary union is achieved
but only for a limited group clustered around the D-Mark. Public deficits are stabilised but
not eliminated, as ageing populations place an increasing burden on the public purse.



The picture is quite similar in the rest of the industrialised world. Growth slows everywhere
due to the combination of slower labour-force growth with unimpressive productivity
growth. Europe gains ground on the United States in relative living standards (the US, as
the productivity leader, finds it hard to sustain productivity growth higher than elsewhere).
Meanwhile, the importance of Asia in the world economy increases dramatically as, with
the exception of Japan, that region maintains much higher productivity growth rates than
in Europe and the United States.

1.2

Demographic assumptions

Demographic assumptions are crucial in a long-term forecasting exercise. First, they are
one of the key determinants of the long-term growth path. Second, they have a major
impact on public finances, given the weight of the welfare system in European countries. In
the European Community (EC), population growth will steadily decrease to zero growth
between 2010 and 2020.

Labour-force growth will be higher than that of population until 2010, owing to an increase
in the labour force as a share of the population aged 15 to 64. The female rate should
increase while in some countries incentives to retire before 65 are expected to be
weakened. As a result, the labour force will grow by an annual 0.2% on average until 2010.

After 2010  the rate will continue to increase, mainly because of longer working lives due to
the need to reduce the mounting costs of pension schemes. Generally the northern
European countries will experience more of a slowdown in the growth of the working-age
population and a slower increase in the labour-force participation rate (due to already
relatively high participation of women in the labour market) than the southern countries.

In the EC there will be a clear slowdown in labour-force growth which will lead in turn to a
slowing in output growth. A further important implication is the increase in the
dependency ratio (the ratio of young and old people to the working-age population) in
Europe during the coming decades, mainly due to the aging of the population. This will
have major implications for the future of the European welfare system.

1.3

Economic growth

The second half of the 1990's should prove to be better than the first, though slower rates
of labour growth imply declining output growth, unless productivity growth is marked.
There should be a cyclical rebound giving a growth rate of 2.9% per year up to 2000. The
Reference Scenario anticipates a rate of labour productivity growth in the EC of 1.8% per
year from 1993 to 2020, exactly the same as over the 20 years since the break in the
productivity trend in 1973.

Although labour productivity growth is as good as in the past two decades, European
growth still decelerates overall in the long run resulting in a 2.2% growth in the decade
2000-2010, slowing to 1.8% after 2010 due to limits posed by the availability of labour.
Between 2000 and 2010 total employment in the EC increases by 0.4% annually (an
improvement from 0.1% in the 1990s).

The rigidities and skill-mismatches in the European labour market mean that the 'non-
inflationary' level of unemployment is still very high. It is assumed that reform in labour
markets is incomplete since the radical changes to unemployment benefit schemes, social
security systems, and employment protection rules that would be required to achieve a
dramatic reduction in unemployment are politically unacceptable. Nevertheless, some



partial measures should be implemented, allowing the unemployment rate to fall to 7.5%
by 2010, stabilising thereafter at 7-7.5%.

GDP growth gradually slows down to less than 2% per year after 2010, though a
distinction should be drawn between the northern and southern European nations. The
latter will take advantage from higher labour-force growth rates, and also from higher gains
in factor productivity, as they gradually improve their infrastructure and  incorporate new
technology.

There is no doubt, though, that since economists do not fully understand the historical
behaviour of productivity growth - particularly the slowdown after the mid-1970s - it would
be unwise to make dogmatic statements about the prospects for productivity growth over
the next 25-30 years.

1.3.1 The outlook in other regions

In the United States, the first half of the 1990s was not as bad as in Europe, but in the
second half of the decade, Europe is expected to experience growth at a higher rate than
the US. After 2000, however, US growth is forecast to revert to the 2-2.5% trend which
applies to almost all industrialised nations. Japan, on the other hand, displays a cyclical
pattern which is largely similar to that of Europe. Japan's future growth rate will be similar
to that of Europe and the US since it cannot indefinitely maintain higher productivity
growth rates than the rest of the industrialised world.

The rise of developing countries, in particular in Asia is impressive from 1993 to 2020:
growth of 4.8% per year is anticipated for the economies of Hong Kong, South Korea,
Singapore, and Taiwan, and 6.9% for China. This puts output in 2020 in the former group
at 3.6 times and in China at 6.0 times the respective 1993 levels, while output in the
leading industrialised nations is only 1.7-1.8 times greater than in 1993.

The rise of Asia implies a large shift in the world's centre of economic gravity; however even
at the most conservative estimate it is expected that Asian GDP would rise from 42% of
that in Western Europe and the United States combined in 1993 to 65% in 2020.
1.4

Unemployment

In each successive recession, the unemployment rate has reached a higher peak. In short,
structural employment has been rising for twenty years. Part of the explanation for this
phenomenon is probably the mismatch between the structure of pay rates and the
structure of productivity in different jobs. At the lower end of the pay scale, compensation
is often higher than productivity. Two major reasons could explain this distortion. First, the
level of unemployment support or welfare benefits constitutes a floor level, which reduces
or eliminates the incentive to accept low-paid jobs. Second, and perhaps more important,
the high level of personal taxation and social security contributions introduces a wedge
between labour costs to the employer and the level of net income to the employee.

The gap between compensation and productivity can be filled either by lower compensation
or by higher productivity. There is no stomach in Europe for massive real wage cuts as a
solution to the unemployment problem. The second way to reduce labour costs is to cut
social security contributions. An increase in VAT rates would be feasible in some European
countries, in order to allow some decrease in social contributions, but the room for
manoeuvre is small. Another possibility is that energy taxes might be raised to allow for
lower labour taxes. A further point is that training and apprenticeship schemes and indeed
the education system as a whole should be better geared to the needs of the economy.
Another reason for high structural unemployment could be a lack of labour mobility. There
are rigidities in labour legislation which prevent part-time and fixed-term jobs from being
created and which discourage hiring by imposing high costs of firing.



There is unlikely to be a rapid decline in unemployment in the coming years, and even in
the coming decades and it is expected that the 'non-inflationary' rate of unemployment will
only fall to about 7.0-7.5%.

1.5

Inflation

High Inflation entails major distortion in the economy and its maintenance at a low level is
a priority target, even at the cost of lower growth. Automatic wage indexation schemes have
been canceled, and wage agreements are increasingly based on gains in productivity or
company profitability. Greater independence is being given to central banks and this trend
will be increasingly reinforced, as a future EC central bank will be designed on the
Bundesbank model and thus independent from short-term political interference. Inflation
is likely to be higher than in the most recent past, as the revival in activity will exert some
upward pressure on wages and hence prices, and also prices of raw materials can be
expected to increase in the coming years, after several years with little or no price rises.

1.6

Exchange rates and monetary policy

The present 'core' of the EMS, essentially a D-Mark zone, will complete monetary union
around 2000. These 'core' countries obtain big advantages from stable exchange rates,
since they are each others' biggest trading partners, and even though the present
intermediate position between fixed and floating exchange rates has several major
disadvantages, full economic convergence by the year 2000 seems to be a reasonable
horizon, allowing implementation of such a monetary union.

Monetary union will eliminate short-term interest rate differentials and will reduce them in
the longer term. Permanent public deficits of around 3% will prevent real interest rates
from falling very much in the long run. Monetary policy for the core nations will be set with
the objective of keeping inflation low i.e. 3% or less.

1.7

Fiscal policy

The rising share of dependent elderly people in the total population will increasingly push
public finances toward structural imbalances. Public pension and health care spending will
be a growing burden on the working-age population. Growth in pension payments will
accelerate strongly and more particularly from 2005-2010. At this time, the 'baby boom'
generation will begin to reach retirement age, and benefit from generous pension schemes
agreed during the 1960s. The second major drift in social funding is health care. Medical
science is becoming more costly.

The European exchange-rate system will exert strong pressure on governments to contain
public deficits within bearable limits i.e. around 3% of GDP. A 'core' of European countries
implement monetary union by 2000, with other currencies linked (flexibly) to the core.
Those at the periphery generally have a worse inflation performance than those in the core
group, and their nominal exchange rates gradually depreciate to reflect that, but most
retain the ultimate goal of joining the monetary union.

All the European countries are expected to implement tight fiscal policy in order to reduce
their public deficits significantly in terms of GDP. By 2000,  nearly all of the countries
likely to belong to the core  group succeed in reducing their public deficits to 3-3.5% of



GDP. Two factors help: economic growth is higher during the second half of the 1990's and
interest rates will be lower, alleviating the burden of debt service. The key issue is how the
governments will react to the risks of renewed upward drift in public deficits due to the
demographic trend after the turn of the century. One possible way to solve the problem
would be to increase tax rates, but tax rates (and social contribution rates) are already high
in Europe and are a disincentive for hiring people, especially unskilled workers, and also a
demotivating factor for those in work.

The only solution left is to lessen the growth of government spending over the coming
decades, for example by transferring pension and health care schemes from the public to
the private sector. This implies extra burden on those in work today to save for their own
retirement and reduces the burden on the future working population. Other measures
such as raising statutory retirement ages and reducing incentives for early retirement
would also help to alleviate the problem.

It will take draconian measures to prevent social transfers from rising as a share of GDP.
Other types of government spending (including subsidies and direct spending on goods and
services) will decline as a proportion of GDP to offset higher transfers. The programme of
privatisation of state industries already underway in Europe will make it easier to achieve
these reductions. Public deficits remain in the region of 3%-4% of GDP on average;
however the restraints on public spending discussed above make an important
contribution to this achievement. In addition, a gradual decline in the unemployment rate
and modestly increasing participation rates mean that a higher proportion of the working-
age population is in work and paying taxes, and low inflation and low interest rates help to
restrain the burden of government debt service.

An average discount rate is assumed, in line with average long-term interest rate levels .

1.8

Oil prices

Two main factors lead to an increase in real oil prices: firstly, world growth will be higher in
the second half of the 1990s and second there will be an increasing call on OPEC oil as
total demand expands more rapidly than non-OPEC supplies. Oil prices rise from 16$'93
per barrel in 1993 to  29$'93 by 2020.

1.9

Industrial outlook

Over the next 25 years, the contribution of industry to western European GDP will decline,
continuing the trend observed in the past. On average, industrial value added will grow by
1.6% per year from 1995 to 2005, about a half-percent slower than GDP. European
industrial production increases by 2.5% per year to 2000, before progressively slowing
down to 1.4% after 2010, mirroring GDP.

For the energy-intensive industries technology is well known and the main competitive
factor is cost. Countries that benefit from low labour costs and cheap raw material supplies
are thus at an advantage. The cost of capital is not an issue, thanks to wide availability of
capital around the world. The European energy-intensive industries are facing fierce
competition from less developed countries. Production growth in these sectors is thus
below average industrial growth. The most striking example is the steel industry, with an
average annual growth rate of 0.5% in the last ten years, compared to 1.6% for European
industry as a whole.



The outlook for the iron and steel and non-ferrous metal industries is very poor. After
growth of almost 1% p.a. over the next five years, production will stagnate from 2000 to
2020, as non-European producers increase their market share. The non-metallic mineral
sectors, mainly construction materials, will benefit from moderately strong demand from
the construction sector. The latter is also less exposed to foreign competition, as trade in
cheap but heavy construction materials is not efficient over long distances. In this sector,
production will increase by 3% in the coming five years. Between 2000 and 2020,
production will increase by about 2% per year.

The chemical industry will see a performance somewhat similar to those of the non-metallic
mineral sector, with growth of 2.4% per year over the next five years, slowing down to 1%
per year after 2010. However, the chemical industry can divided into two segments of
similar importance but with quite different prospects. On one side is the basic chemicals
sector, a commodity- and energy-intensive industry, for which the outlook is similar to that
of the steel industry. On the other is pharmaceutical and 'specialty' chemical products, a
less energy-intensive sector that produces higher value-added goods. Here, the European
outlook remains good, as these industries benefit from technological and research know-
how.

Europe is a net exporter of pulp and paper products and the growing demand for paper
products will thus be met mostly by European production. The pulp and paper industry
will see its output increase by more than 2% per year in the next 25 years.

2

Battlefield scenario

2.1

Overview

In this scenario, growth bounces back in the second half of the 1990s following the
recession, but the improvement proves unsustainable. Inflation creeps upwards, and
tensions between the major trading nations cause the world economy to split into regional
blocs which pursue protectionist policies. These damage world growth by reducing
efficiency and competition. Matters are compounded by an oil shock in the early part of the
next decade which sees real oil prices rising to about $40/barrel (in 1993 dollars),
compared with prices of between $15-$30/barrel in the period since 1986. A deep
recession in 2005-2006 is followed by a short-lived recovery and then by a prolonged
period of stagnation. Lower growth results in fewer jobs than in the Reference Scenario,
while distrust of market mechanisms means that there are no reforms in European labour
markets, further adding to the unemployment problem. Inflation is higher than in the
Reference Scenario as agents fight over an economic pie which is growing only slowly.
Moreover, in this environment, industries are partially insulated from external competition,
thus allowing prices to remain higher than they would otherwise be.

European integration cannot occur in this scenario. Monetary union is off the agenda, as
Germany does not trust other countries sufficiently to share control over monetary policy.
Public deficits are not reduced in line with the Maastricht targets because expenditure
continues to expand rapidly due to higher unemployment and the high costs of supporting
weak industries, and revenues rise slowly due to disappointing economic growth.

2.2

Demographic assumptions



The assumptions about population growth are identical to those in the Reference Scenario.
Labour force participation is weaker, though, as potential workers are discouraged from
entering the labour force due to the continuing high level of unemployment and the
consequently poor prospects for finding a job.

2.3

Economic growth

Economies grow relatively slowly, on average from 1993 to 2020, with the EC economy
growing by 1.7% per year, compared with 2.2% in the Reference Scenario, leaving output
12.4% below the Reference level in 2020. Growth is robust between 1995 and 2000, but
thereafter it averages only 1.4%, compared with 2.1% in the Reference Scenario. In a
generally protectionist climate, trade growth from 1993 to 2020 averages only 2.6%.

Underlying productivity growth is weaker throughout the period at 1.6% on average
compared with 1.9%, but the relatively strong cyclical rebound in the second half of the
1990s initially prevents this deterioration from affecting output growth. Weak productivity
growth means that the expansion puts extra pressure on Europe's sclerotic labour
markets, and inflation starts to creep upwards. Global balance of payments imbalances
persist. Trade friction between the US and Asia result in the US imposing economic
sanctions against those products in which the Asian countries, and particularly Japan,
enjoy a comparative advantage (such as cars for example). European nations follow suit,
justifying their actions as the protection of European jobs from 'unfair' foreign competition.

 After the turn of the century, all European economies suffer slower export market growth.
In a bid to maintain export market share, countries embark on a round of competitive
devaluation with the result that all European currencies depreciate against the D-Mark,
thus further exacerbating trade friction between European nations. In the period 2000-
2005, growth averages only 1%. The slowdown is capped by a deep recession in 2005-
2006, following a spike in oil prices to around $40 per barrel in 1993 dollars. (The jump in
oil prices is attributed to an unspecified political event). In the resulting downturn, EC
output falls by 0.4% in 2005 and 1.9% in 2006. The deep recession helps bring down the
inflation rate and allows an easing in monetary policy and a partial recovery in output up
to 2010, but growth remains stuck in low gear between 2010 and 2020.

In this protectionist environment there are significant variations in regional growth
patterns. Developing nations are particularly affected since they are dependent upon trade
with the developed world, which has itself split into a number of regional blocs and is
therefore more inward-looking. The Asian nations are relatively little affected, though. They
trade increasingly among themselves, and there is only a modest slowdown in Asian
growth. There is a widening growth gap between Asia and Europe which results in the
weight of Asia in the world economy increasing sharply.

Producers and consumers are equally affected by the downturn in activity across Europe.
The effects of lower employment on wage income are offset by higher earnings growth, but
only in nominal terms, because higher inflation reduces real disposable incomes. The
growth contribution of net exports is approximately zero, and the bulk of the slowdown in
GDP growth can thus be attributed to slower domestic demand growth.

2.4

Unemployment

Employment across Europe is barely higher by 2020 than in the mid-1990s. EC
employment grows just 0.1% on average from 1993 to 2020. This leaves the unemployment
rate at 11.0%, compared with 7.2% in the Reference Scenario. The unemployment rate is
virtually the same as in 1993 (11.3%). The unemployment rate would be even higher but



for the fact that the lack of jobs discourages some potential workers from entering the job
market.

Cyclical variation in employment in the late-1990s and the early part of the next decade,
and the stronger
momentum of growth (and weaker productivity
performance) means that 7.9 million jobs are created in the EC between 1996 and 2001,
but as industry fights to compete, job-shedding begins. Industries
which formerly relied on export markets now find that they either cannot compete or are
locked out of markets altogether.

Efforts to reform European labour markets are not followed through. Governments cannot
afford to reduce employer social security contributions because of budget constraints and
there is a general lack of faith in the ability of the free market to create permanent jobs.
There is the risk of a marked deterioration in industrial relations. Labour, particularly in
sheltered industries, believes itself safe from the threat of foreign competition. This is
reflected in wage demands which outstrip productivity growth.

2.5

Inflation

Although there is a low growth, the rate of inflation remains relatively high; the rate in the
EC averages 5.4% from 1993 to 2020. This reflects a breakdown in cooperation between
labour and business. In the slow-growth environment, everyone looks to their own interests
first; substantial gains in real income can be made only at the expense of others. The
extreme measures that would be necessary to keep inflation down to Reference levels are
not politically acceptable. With unemployment so stubbornly high already, the cost of even
higher levels is deemed unacceptable.

Exogenous shocks, such as the oil price hike, only make matters worse. Inefficiencies in
industry are passed on to the consumer in the form of higher prices. In addition, as budget
deficits soar, governments push up indirect taxes to raise revenues, adding to inflation
directly.

2.6

Exchange rates and monetary policy

In a situation where countries allow currencies to depreciate in a bid to maintain export
market share, European Monetary Union cannot occur. The rest of Europe is prepared to
tolerate higher inflation to achieve faster output growth and as a result is forced to
abandon attempts to target exchange rates. By 2020, the German effective exchange rate is
20% above, while the lira and sterling effective exchange rates are 28% and 32%,
respectively, below their respective 1994 values. Interest rates are gradually raised in a bid
to reduce inflation, which is exacerbated in most cases by depreciating exchange rates.
Governments also respond to the oil price shock (see section 2.7) by hiking interest rates.
Rates rise by around 250 base points in response to a hike of 60% in the real price of oil
and this turns the growth slowdown into a full (and severe) recession.

2.7

Fiscal policy

2.7.1 Expenditure



Governments of all developed European nations face problems in making pension
provisions for a growing number of elderly in the long-term. These problems are not tackled
systematically,  meaning higher transfer payments as share of GDP. By 2020, the number
of unemployed stands at 17.3 million, only just below the level prevailing presently. The
share of government spending in GDP across the EC averages 39-40% of GDP in the period
after 2005.

Governments have to incur extra expenditure to support weak industries and also contend
with higher debt servicing costs across Europe. Nominal rates rise in the early part of the
next decade as inflation begins to accelerate, following strong economic growth in the latter
half of the 1990s, and remain high (averaging 9.6% for the four major economies over the
period 2005-2020) as inflation fears and higher public deficits force governments to offer
more attractive returns on bonds.

2.7.2 Revenue

 Although the rate of economic growth is weak, this does not have an unduly alarming
impact on nominal government revenues. High inflation, keeps tax receipts buoyant.
Without tax increases or draconian expenditure cuts, government deficits would explode,
so governments impose a gradually increasing tax burden. Indirect tax rates begin to rise
from the beginning of the next decade. In summary, government balances do not improve
over the long-term in the Battlefield scenario, and would rise much higher without the tax
increases.

2.7.3 Discount Rate

In a climate of global mistrust, Government support domestic energy suppliers and
encourage  reductions in energy imports. They can be expected to set relatively low hurdles
to domestic energy investment, inspite of higher market rates.

2.8

Oil Prices

Oil prices spike in 2005 due to an exogenous shock but not as dramatically as in 1980/81
when the average world price of crude oil averaged above 54$'93/barrel. In 2005, the real
oil price rises to around 38$'93/barrel and remains around this level in 2006. Prices drop
back steeply  and then climb slowly thereafter  reaching  26$'93/barrel by 2020.

2.9

Industrial outlook

Industrial production benefits from the boom period in the next five years. In 2000,
industrial production is 1.6% above its level in the Reference scenario. However, the
downward part of the cycle after 2000 has a strong negative influence on industrial
production, which falls below its reference level as early as 2003. As compared with the
Reference Scenario, there is a 10% decline of industrial production between 2003 and
2007. By 2007, industrial production is 12% lower than in the Reference Scenario. This is
followed by a small rebound, but then a steady decline (-0.5% per year) with industrial
production at 7% below its reference level in 2010, and 11% below in 2020.

The sectors most affected by the recession are the chemical industry and the pulp and
paper industry. Between 2000 and 2005, their average growth rate is about 3% lower than
in the Reference Scenario. Actually, this implies a decline in production in these two
sectors, from 2.1% in the Reference Scenario to -0.7% for the chemical industry, and from
2.5% to -0.6% for the pulp and paper industry. Between 2000 and 2005, the steel industry



expands a half-percent more slowly than in the Reference Scenario. This figure stands at
1.5% for the non-ferrous metal sector, and at 0.9% for the non-metallic mineral sector. In
the long run, the impact on production growth rates of these three sectors is below 0.5%
per year.

3

Forum Scenario

3

Forum Scenario

3.1

Overview

In the Forum Scenario, Europe (and the rest of the OECD) follow a set of policies designed
to yield the double benefits of improved environmental quality and higher economic growth
(including higher employment). These policy changes are supported wholeheartedly by
consumers and producers alike. Consumers increasingly incorporate environmental
considerations into their choice of products and their consumption patterns. Producers
modify their production processes in order to adjust to changes in the relative prices of
factors of production (more expensive natural resources and cheaper labour) and to reduce
their effects on the environment. They also modify their product ranges to meet the growing
demand from consumers for items that are more environmentally-friendly. These changes
involve a shift away from raw materials use, a substitution between energy and capital,
and a more rapid penetration of advanced materials.

Inflation remains moderate in this scenario, though not as low as in the Hypermarket
scenario where fierce competition prevails in labour and product markets. European firms
do face higher costs in the late 1990s due to higher environmental taxes, but labour taxes
are reduced in compensation.

In this scenario, European integration is comprehensive. Public deficits and inflation are
reduced in line with the Maastricht conditions, largely because of tight controls over public
expenditure. This adjustment is not painless - the countries that require the greatest
adjustment must endure a period of relatively weak growth and higher unemployment
during the transition as a consequence - but the prize of Economic and Monetary Union is
judged to be worth the sacrifice. In the longer run, after EMU takes effect in 2000 and as
the financial markets become increasingly convinced that it is irreversible, these counties
benefit disproportionately and enter a phase of 'catch-up' growth.

3.2

Demographic Assumptions

Labour force participation is stronger, though, as potential workers previously discouraged
from entering the labour force by the high level of unemployment, and the consequently
poor prospects for finding a job, are enticed back.

3.3

Economic growth



In the early years growth is slower but is sustained beyond 2000 at a faster pace. Between
1995 and 2000 EC growth is 2.3% per year; however between 2000 and 2010 it improves
to 2.5% and is maintained up to 2020. The growth in GDP matches that of the market
initially but outpaces it from 2010 to 2020 with the level of real GDP being the same in
2020. In the immediate future, growth is weak primarily because several countries must
follow very tough budget policies in order to prepare for Economic and Monetary Union. It
is difficult to convince the financial markets that Economic and Monetary Union can really
happen.

The need to restrict demand in order to hit public deficit and inflation targets is a greater
drag on growth than the effects of implementing the 'green' agenda. 'Green' policies have a
low cost in lost output, and even this is purely transitory as technological adjustment
(helped by increased R&D spending), improved education, and a more efficient use of
natural resources promote  improvement in the growth of  productivity.

Growth (particularly in employment) is oriented towards the service sector. While growth of
real GDP in the European Community from 1993 to 2020 is virtually the same on average
as in Hypermarket (at just under 2.5% per year), the rate of growth of industrial
production, at 1.9% per year, is 0.25% per year lower.

3.3.1 The outlook in other regions

Growth throughout the world is more stable and ultimately higher than in Europe over the
initial part of the period, particularly from 1995 to 2000.

Growth outside Europe still stays relatively healthy. Activity is held back by the
implementation of 'green' policies, but the temporary negative effects of the transition to
Economic and Monetary Union that affect some European nations are absent. Once
Europe's transitions are completed, though, it substantially outperforms most of the
industrialised world, particularly after 2005.

In this world, where public policy takes the lead in environmental protection, developing
countries are provided with more aid and with an accelerated transfer of technology. A
number of regional debt-trade-aid-environment deals and a powerful financial transfer
mechanism are instigated to help the poorer nations to grow faster while still protecting the
environment.

3.4

Unemployment

Employment across Europe is substantially higher by 2020 than the mid 1990's. Overall,
EC employment grows a total of 12.7% between 1993 and 2020, a better performance than
the 8.6% increase in the Hypermarket scenario (and the jobs created are of much higher
quality). The number of jobs available and the growth in real wages attract people into the
labour force. The labour force grows by a total of 5.8%. This leaves the unemployment rate
at just 5.6% in 2020. Employment suffers in the early years in a number of  EC countries
that have to follow tough demand management policies to achieve economic convergence.

3.5

Inflation

Low inflation prevails. The rate of inflation in the EC averages 2.9% from 1993 to 2020,
compared with 2.6% in Hypermarket and 5.4% in Battlefield. Inflation-prone countries
successfully reduce their inflation rates to match those of the best-performers, as required
by Economic and Monetary Union.



Higher indirect taxes on natural resources are offset by reduced labour costs, although it is
inevitable that the switch towards 'greener' methods of production will involve higher costs
and  push up the rate of
inflation. The rate of technological progress is stimulated much faster by massive
investments in research and development for clean technologies. Oil prices remain flat
throughout the projection period and other natural resource prices are also restrained by
technical improvements.

3.6

Exchange rates and monetary policy

Monetary union is established in the year 2000, all countries having satisfied the
Maastricht conditions on inflation, interest rates, and budget deficits.
Adherence to the rigid requirements of an inflation level no higher than 1.5% above, and
interest rates no higher than 2% above, those of the three best-performing members
results in full monetary union on January 1, 2000. The Maastricht guidelines on budget
deficits (to be no more than 3% of GDP) and debt (to be no more than 60% of GDP) are not
met by all European Community members by 1998. After the monetary union is
established inflation rates are similar, though not necessarily identical.

3.7

Fiscal policy

3.7.1 Expenditure

In countries which reduce deficits the adjustment is made by cutting spending rather than
raising taxes. The cuts concentrate on government purchases and employment, and
transfer payments. Spending grows much more slowly than under a 'business as usual'
assumption.

3.7.2 Revenue

There is a change in the sources of government
finances, with a gradually switch in taxation from
labour to natural resources reaching 1.5% of GDP by 2005. The reduction in taxation is
implemented by reducing employers' social security contributions.

3.7.3 Discount Rate

There is agreement on a global policy in support of non-fossil fuels and an extensive
programme of renewables RTD. This is modeled by applying a relatively low discount rate of
5% (the social discount rate) which  allows long payback and highly capital- intensive
energy projects to compete.

3.8

Oil prices

The price of oil remains flat at 16 $'93/barrel due to weak growth in energy demand. The
environmental measures adopted and the transfer of energy-efficient technology from the
industrialised to the developed world mean slower growth in world energy consumption.

3.9

Industrial outlook



Industrial production is at first hindered by fiscal and environmental policies, as industries
have to adapt to stricter environmental rules and to changes in fiscal policies designed to
promote sustainable development. Energy-intensive industries and heavy polluters will be
among those industries facing the strongest challenge, while 'clean' industries will benefit
from the new fiscal policy.

Services will be the prime beneficiaries of the new policies as most environmentally-related
activities are heavily service-based In addition, as a relatively labour-intensive sector,
services benefit from the reduction in labour costs in the form of lower employer social
security contributions. Industrial production increases steadily at about 2% per year up to
2020.

The steel industry, an intensive energy user, is among the industries to suffer most.
Policies favour companies using mini-mills-however relocation of production will continue
and production will decline by about 0.5% per year up to 2020. The non- ferrous metal
industry will grow by only about 0.5% per year on average.

Due to investment there is a positive effect on the construction sector and hence an impact
on the non-metallic minerals  industry. Between 1995 and 2000 production of non-metallic
minerals will increase by 3.7% per year on average. Between 2000 and 2005 there is much
lower growth, and so the typical investment cycle in this industry continues after
industries and public bodies adapt quickly to the new environment in the late 1990's.

In the chemicals sector, one of the heaviest polluters, environmental measures impose
strong constraints. Cost and environmental regulations hinder growth, particularly in basic
chemicals and pharmaceuticals, but not in specialty chemicals. Production is expected to
grow by about 1.4% on average up to 2020.
4

Hypermarket Scenario

4.1

Overview

In this scenario, economic growth is boosted by a much more competitive market
environment, as European governments decide that the best way to produce wealth in an
increasingly integrated world economy is to apply the market mechanism to the fullest
possible extent. An excess of regulation and government interference is held to be
responsible for the relatively poor growth and employment performance of the European
economy, and the remedy is felt to be to reduce Government interference to a minimum,
confining it largely to maintaining competition.

Although growth is generally high, it does gradually fade over time; European growth
eventually slides below 2% per annum. Demographic changes mean slower growth in the
labour force, while productivity growth also gradually fades (though remaining better than
the performance over the past 20 years). The stimulus to productivity growth obtained by
closing down the least efficient and competitive activities is naturally stronger in the early
part of the projection period, when the full force of competition is first unleashed, than
later on. In addition, the real prices of energy and other natural resources are pushed up
by the strong early growth, helping to slow growth down later.

Public policy action on the environment is more limited than in the other scenarios. In this
area, as in all others, governments look to market solutions first, and only take action
themselves in cases where the free market cannot deliver, perhaps because of externalities.



The Hypermarket Scenario is more unequal than the other scenarios. The rewards for
economic success are high, and low rates of taxation allow individuals to retain a higher
percentage of those rewards than they do now, but the penalties for failure are more severe
than in the other scenarios. Dramatic cuts in public spending inevitably imply a
dismantling of much of the social safety net developed in Europe in the post-war period.

Unemployment rates decline but that owes much to weak labour-force participation. Less
generous unemployment benefits reduce the incentive to remain in the labour force.
Consequently, disillusioned workers, unimpressed by the poor quality, low wage jobs on
offer, drop out of the labour force.

Monetary union is achieved by only a limited group clustered around the D-Mark. Public
expenditure and taxation are both reduced dramatically as a share of GDP as governments
try to withdraw as far as possible from any involvement in the economy beyond facilitating
the efficient operation of market forces. Subsidies, direct spending on goods and services,
and social transfer payments are all cut steeply. Despite sharp reductions in taxation, the
combined effect of these spending cuts with the generally improved picture for economic
growth is to allow budget deficits to decline as a share of GDP.

4.2

Demographic Assumptions

Some workers are discouraged from entering the labour force by the poor quality and low
rates of pay. It becomes more difficult to qualify for unemployment benefits. The weak
growth in real wages pulls some new workers into the labour force in order to supplement
family incomes.

4.3

Economic growth

There is high growth. On average from 1993 to 2020, the EC economy grows by 2.5% per
year. Growth hits a peak of 3.2% per year during the period from 1995 to 2000, but then
drops to 2.6% between 2000 and 2010, and to 2.0% between 2010 and 2020.

Saving and investment rates are high in this scenario, encouraged by lower taxes. The
share of fixed investment in GDP for the European Community has since fallen steeply to a
trough of 18.2%. It climbs rapidly to reach 20.7% in 2000 and then 21.0% over the rest of
the period. Government spending declining from a peak of 18.7% of GDP in 1993 to 13.6%
by 2020 as  governments reduce their involvement in the economy.

4.3.1 The Outlook in Other Regions

Growth throughout the world follows a similar pattern to that in Europe - very strong over
the period 1995-2000, but then steadily decelerating, the upswing in the late 1990s
amplified by government efforts to reduce barriers to trade. The effect of deregulation is
important for trade in services, where improvements in technology make it possible to re-
locate low-level service functions to locations where labour is relatively cheap.

Free market policies do allow many developing countries to break loose from some of the
shackles of state regulation and interference that have held them back in the past. The gap
between rich and poor does widen substantially in this scenario, but it is more a
phenomenon exhibited within individual societies than between them.

4.4

Unemployment



EC employment rises by 0.3% per year, and so is up by a total of 8.6% over the whole
period. Labour-force growth is only 0.1% per year which means that the unemployment
rate drops from a peak of 12.0% in 1994 to 6.4% in 2020.

Labour market liberalisation is one of the most important elements of the Hypermarket
Scenario. Rigidities are swept away, including restrictions on hiring and firing and
statutory minimum wages, as governments attempt to reduce their interference in the
labour market. In addition unemployment benefits become less generous. The unemployed
are in effect priced into work by making them less expensive and the income gap between
high- and low-skilled workers widens. Real wages are not actually cut but grow more
slowly than productivity. Real wages in the European Community grow just 1.3% per year,
while real GDP per employee grows at an annual rate of 2.1%.

4.5

Inflation

Inflation rates in the EC average 2.6% between 1993 and 2020 as Governments decide to
keep inflation at such a low level that it creates virtually no market distortions.

4.6

Exchange Rates and Monetary Policy

The 'core' of the EMS establishes formal monetary
union in 2000 with a currency  tightly linked to the D-Mark. Only those countries that are
most highly integrated and therefore most likely to benefit from a monetary union proceed.

4.7

Fiscal policy

4.7.1 Expenditure

A long-term upward drift in public deficits due to pension and health care commitments is
removed by deep cuts in government spending, it being seen as more important to reduce
the role of government in the economy and allow a reduction in taxes. Accompanying the
spending reductions is an accelerated programme of privatisation of state industries.

Total government spending as a proposition to GDP in Europe's largest four economies had
risen to an average of 51.5% by 1993, and a programme of spending cuts brings down the
average government spending share to just 40.5% in 2020. Acceptance of this policy is
helped by the growing consensus that the only way that Europe can thrive in an
increasingly competitive world economy is to reduce government involvement in the
economy.
 4.7.2 Revenues

Expenditure savings are used primarily to reduce personal income taxes to restore
incentives and promote growth. Energy taxes however remain the same, in real terms. Total
government revenues as a share of GDP in the European Big Four which averaged 44.6%
by 1993, falls to 38.8% by 2020.

4.7.3 Discount Rate



Despite a booming free market economy with the lowest interest rates of all the scenarios,
the highest discount rate is found in Hypermarket. With minimal government involvement
in the economy, discount rates are decided by the market. Private industry sets high
hurdle rates to energy investment - long pay-back energy investments are not favoured -
and all energy investment decisions are made in the private sector.

4.8

Oil Prices

Oil prices gradually climb in real terms in the coming decades, and, as regards the
immediate future, world growth will be higher in the second half of the 1990s;  as the
demand for oil is revived there will be an increasing call on OPEC oil, as total demand
expands more rapidly than non-OPEC supplies. As a result, real oil prices rise to 19$'93 by
2000 and 29$'93 by 2020

4.9

Industrial Outlook

European manufacturing industry will face strong competition from low-cost competitors; a
number of sectors have to relocate their production activity to other regions, mainly
eastern Europe and newly industrialising countries.

On the other hand benefits will flow from fewer regulations, low inflation, high productivity
gains and from strong domestic demand in a fast-growing economy. Industries which do
not directly face international competition will thus see their growth accelerate.

For manufacturing industry as a whole this implies strong growth in the first 10 years.
Between 1995 and 2000, industrial production increases by 3.1% annually in Europe. In
the following five years, production growth slows to 2.4%, and after 2005 it slows again to
around 2% per year.

For the Iron and Steel Industry, already crippled by excess capacities and high production
costs, the removal of subsidies proves almost fatal. Import penetration is currently low at
20%, but is expected to rise to 60% by 2005. Exports would decline by 50% over the same
period, which implies a 50% reduction in production. After 2005 there is continued
erosion.

In the non-ferrous metals sector, which is presently open to international competition, with
imports accounting for about half domestic sales, it is expected that on average production
will increase by about 1% per annum in Europe and after 2010 by less than half this rate.

The basic chemical industry is already facing strong competition because of high labour
and raw materials costs. However as the industry is mostly in private hands there should
not be major problems. Economic growth will boost demand generally but most markedly
in the pharmaceutics  sector. Chemicals production will increase by 2.6% then 3% per year
to 2005 before slowing from then to 2020.

In the pulp and paper business rapid economic expansion boosts growth in this sector by
3.4% per year.

Overall European manufacturing industries' production growth reaches a healthy 3.4% per
year in the early years but declines to 1.7% per year up to 2020.



The following tables give a brief description in note form of all of the key macro-economic
features of each of the scenarios:

 SCENARIO CONVENTIONAL WISDOM

General Description
The 'business as usual' scenario denoting a conventional wisdom view of the most likely
evolution of events. Although some progress is made, many of the world's structural social
and economic problems remain. After a strong rebound from recession, economic growth
gradually weakens in the long term. European output growth slows - demographic changes
reduce labour force growth while productivity improves only modestly. Unemployment falls
but remains above historical levels. Inflation stays low. Limited monetary union is
achieved. Public deficits are stabilised but not reduced.

Demographics
Population growth falls from 0.4% p.a. between 1995 and 2000 to zero after 2010. Labour
force growth is slightly higher to 2010 because of an increase in the participation rate, but
is static after that.

GDP
There is cyclical rebound in the late 1990s - EC GDP annual growth rates of 2.9% from
1995 to 2000. Growth then slows to 2.4% to 2005; 2.2% to 2010; 1.9% to 2015; and 1.8%
to 2020.

Global prospects
European growth is expected to be above that of the US in the second half of the 1990s,
although from 2000, all industrialised nations, including Japan, are expected to be in the
2-2 1/2 % range. Developing countries, particularly in Asia, gain
increasing weight in the world economy. From 1993 to 2020, the NICs grow at twice the
rate of the OECD; China at almost 7% p.a.

Unemployment
Although unemployment is expected to fall, success is only partial. Changes to taxation
and labour legislation necessary to overcome structural unemployment are difficult to
implement. From 12% in 1994, the level is reduced to no less than
7-7 1/2 %.

Inflation
Lessons learnt from the past should prevent inflation becoming a major issue again.
Nonetheless, inflation will be higher than the recent past as recovery exerts upward
pressure on wages and hence prices. Raw materials prices are also expected to be higher
after some years of untypical lows.

Monetary Policy
The present 'core' of EMS countries, whose currencies are closely connected to the D-Mark,
achieve formal monetary union around 2000, reducing interest rate differentials between
them. Other European currencies are assumed to remain linked to the core. Core country
monetary policy aims at keeping inflation low, so
exchange rate links with the rest of the EC result in interest rates across Europe being
driven by the common 'core' interest rate.

Fiscal Policy`
An ageing population puts increasing pressure on public spending through pension and
health care commitments. But fiscal policies are tight in the near term, particularly among
those countries expected to achieve monetary union - public deficits are reduced, assisted
by economic growth and low interest rates. Beyond 2000, in spite of efforts to shift social
spending to the private sector, public social transfers increase. Unable to resort to taxation
(European levels already being high), governments cut other forms of spending in order to
keep public deficits at 3-4% of GDP. Discount rate 8%.



Industrial Outlook
The contribution of industry to European GDP declines. Industrial value added grows at
1.6% p.a. from 1995 to 2020, some 1/2 % p.a. slower than GDP. From 2.5% p.a. between
1995 and 2000, industrial production slows to 1.4% p.a. after 2010. The energy intensive
industries fare worst, notably steel, as a result of severe competition from developing
countries with low labour and raw material costs.

Investment
Grows strongly in the near term to restore its share of GDP back to the level of the past two
decades, slowing thereafter.

Energy Policy
Energy policy remains fragmented, the result of unresolved conflicting objectives as well as
differing national aims.

Taxation
No reform: Already high tax rates leave little room for further increases to contain public
deficits; no inclusion of external costs.

Environment
Although high on EC agenda, environmental approach limited by conflicting economic
objectives. Progress is made in a number of areas, particularly SO2, NOx, etc. Measures to
meet global warming continue only on a mild precautionary basis.

Energy Prices
Crude ($1993)
Increasing smoothly.
Rising in real terms as world demand increasingly met by Middle East producers.
$17.6/bbl in 1995, $21/bbl in 2000, $29/bbl in 2010 and $31/bbl in 2020.

Gas
Deregulation and growing network bring lower prices relative to oil after 2000, reinforced
by increasing gas-to-gas price competition.

Coal
International prices increasing slightly, reflecting expected long-run marginal production
costs. Delivered prices flat as cheap imports displace expensive domestic supplies.

Technology
Some penetration of new, more efficient demand and supply technologies, partly driven by
public standards and partly by industrialists aiming at increased industrial
competitiveness.

Energy Demand
Issues
Continuation of current actions with some concern on increasing efficiency. Gross
consumption expected to increase modestly and ever more slowly.

Oil
Very little growth expected as oil is increasingly limited to transportation. However, it
remains the predominant fuel overall.

Gas
Fastest growing of all primary fuels with increasing share in all end-use sectors,
particularly power generation. Gains could slow post-2000 as coal becomes more attractive
in power sector.

Coal



Share declines to 2000 as a result of competition from gas in electricity generation.
Increasingly competitive prices could mean later recovery of market share in the power
sector.

Electricity
Electricity likely to gain share in residential, commercial and industrial sectors in the
medium term although market saturation and efficiency gains could slow growth towards
2020.

SCENARIO BATTLEFIELD

General Description
Contradictions and instabilities in the global system make economic integration very
difficult. Globalisation is seen as too ambitious. The geopolitical system fragments into
blocs, with tensions and friction between and also within the blocs. This leads to a 'Europe
± la carte'. Protectionist policies reduce efficiency and competition, damaging world growth.
This is exacerbated by an oil price shock in 2004 followed by a deep recession. A
subsequent short-lived recovery is followed by prolonged economic stagnation.

Demographics
Population growth identical to Conventional Wisdom. Labour force participation is lower as
potential workers are discouraged from joining the work-force due to persistent high
unemployment.

GDP
Economic growth is slow compared to the other scenarios - average EC GDP is only 1.6%
p.a. between 1990 and 2020. In the near term, growth is strong enough, achieving 3.0%
p.a. between 1995 and 2000. After that though growth is only 1.0% to 2005; 1.8% to 2010
(There is recession in 2005 and 2006); 1.4% to 2015; and 1.2% to 2020.

Global prospects
Global balance of payment problems lead to the imposition of economic sanctions by the
US against the Far East with Europe following suit. World trade growth suffers. The weaker
developing nations are particularly affected, although Asia itself less so as trade within the
region itself develops.

Unemployment
In spite of some improvement in the late-1990s, lower growth ultimately means fewer jobs.
By 2020, unemployment is 17.5 million, or 11.0%, little improvement on today's levels.
Distrust of market mechanisms means that labour markets are not reformed.

Inflation
Averages an annual rate of 5.4% between 1993 and 2020. There is a breakdown in
cooperation between labour and business and wage claims spiral, aided by weak foreign
competition because of protectionist policies. The oil price shock only tends to worsen
things.

Monetary Policy
Countries allow currencies to depreciate in the hope of maintaining export competitively,
thus excluding any possibility of monetary union. Interest rates are raised at first in an
attempt to reduce inflation and then later in response to the oil price shock.

Fiscal Policy
Government expenditures are high, not least because of the burden of high unemployment
and the support of weak domestic industry. There is an increasing tax burden in order to
prevent excessive budget deficits resulting from the growing government spending. Post-
2005, government spending in GDP averages 39-40% across the EC, largely because of the
depressed state of the economy. Discount rate 7% real.



Industrial Outlook
Industry benefits from the short term boom, growing sharply. Post-2000 the cycle produces
an equally sharp fall. By 2003, output has stagnated, falling into steep decline thereafter
as a result of the oil price shock and recession. There is a brief recovery between 2007 and
2010 but from then on production increases at less than 1% each year. Chemicals and
Pulp and Paper are most affected by the recession

Investment
The short term boom results in significant investment growth. Subsequently the slowdown
in domestic demand results in surplus production capacity and a resultant  sharp
deceleration in investment growth.

Energy Policy
Energy policies are aimed at reducing import dependency; supply side measures such as
protection of domestic energy production industries likely to be more successful than
demand side measures.

Taxation
No tax reform: harmonisation of VAT and excises as it stands today, without equality of
treatment across fuels; some inclusion of external costs (transport sector); taxation levels
continue to be set aiming at Government revenue levels.

Environment
Precautionary principles on CO2 to 2005, but CO2 proven to be a contributor to global
warming thereafter. Nonetheless, environmentalism an excuse for protectionism and
effectiveness frequently compromised.

Energy Prices
Increasing dependency on fewer major suppliers leads to an oil price shock.

Crude ($1993)
Rising from $16/bbl in 1995 to $24/bbl by 2004. Price shock to $40/bbl in 2005, falling to
$18/bbl in 2009 then rising again to $28/bbl in 2020.

Gas
Remains tied to oil, so reflecting the price shock but lagging in response.

Coal
International prices flat until the price shock of 2005, although falling back thereafter to
pre-shock levels. European prices track international prices but inflated by the cost of
maintaining domestic production.

Technology
As Conventional Wisdom - Some penetration of new, more efficient demand and supply
technologies, partly driven by public standards and partly by industrialists aiming at
increased industrial competitiveness.

Energy Demand
Issues
In spite of attempts to introduce alternative fuels, tension and conflict inhibit efficiency
gains. Energy demand likely to rise, then to fall back in response to the energy price shock
and subsequent economic recession before rising again.

Oil
Impact of  price shock expected to be considerable, particularly in substitutable
sectors. Transport growth likely to be checked but could rise again later, albeit increasingly
constrained by social and environmental concerns.

Gas



Underlying strong demand growth but interruption by the price shock expected.

Coal
Coal increasingly perceived as a more stable and secure energy source allowing it to fight
back against gas post-2000, particularly in power generation.

Electricity
Some penetration of new, more efficient demand and supply technologies partly driven by
public standards and partly by industrialists aiming at increased industrial
competitiveness.

Energy Supply
Issues
Policy dominated by unresolved conflicts of competitiveness, environment and geopolitical
considerations.

Oil
Policy aimed at maintaining European production as high as possible in response to
security of supply concerns, aided by increasing real prices.

Gas
As with oil, policies such as benign upstream taxation aim to enhance and extend domestic
production to minimise imports.

Coal
Electricity
Production declines steadily but state aids moderate rate of decline.
Efforts to maintain current level of nuclear capacity in Europe; Setting of limits for the use
of each primary source (oil, coal, gas) for security reasons.

Renewables
Public attempts to develop renewables meet with only limited success.

SCENARIO
FORUM

General Description
The process of global economic integration produces new imperatives for collective public
action. National, European and international institutions are gradually restructured so as
to be able to deal more effectively with broader, more complex shared problems and
interests. Policies are designed to yield the double benefits of improved environmental
quality and higher economic growth, supported by consumers and producers alike.

Demographics
Population growth identical to Conventional Wisdom. Labour force participation is stronger
as a result of falling unemployment.

GDP
In the near term, growth is slower in the other scenarios - the result of the tight controls on
public expenditure that are necessary to adhere to the Maastricht targets for public deficit
and inflation reduction in preparation for EMU. Between 1995 and 2000, the rate of
increase is only 2.5%, some 1/2 % lower than the other scenarios. Beyond 2000 though,
growth is maintained at a higher rate and after 2010 outstrips all other scenarios. Growth
is 2.6% p.a. for each 5 year increment between 2000 and 2015, falling back only slightly to
2.4% thereafter. By 2020, the level of GDP is virtually the same as in Hypermarket but
with a more stable society and cleaner environment. Over the whole period 1990 to 2000
EC GDP annual growth averages 2.3%.



Global prospects
Other OECD economies do not experience the short term negative effects as Europe
resulting from the transition to EMU. However, they do experience the same slight drag
arising from the implementation of 'Green' policies. The developing world benefits from
more aid and technology transfer.

Unemployment
Although initially disadvantaged, the flourishing long term economy ensures high
employment, helped by the switch in taxes from labour to natural resources.
Unemployment falls from 12% in 1994 to 5.6% by 2020, lowest under any scenarios.

Inflation
Inflation low, albeit not as low as in the intensely competitive Hypermarket scenario,
averaging 2.9% p.a. between 1993 and 2020. Initial high costs associated with the switch
to greener products temporarily push up inflation. After EMU, inflation rates are very
similar in all Member States.

Monetary Policy
Full monetary union of the EC is achieved by 2000, all Member States meeting the
Maastricht targets on inflation and interest rates, and making progress towards budget
deficit and debt guidelines. Thereafter, short term interest rates are identical across the EC
although some differences in long-term interest rates remain.

Fiscal Policy
Budget deficits are reduced sharply by means of lower government spending rather than
increased taxes. There is a major switch in taxation from labour (by reduced employers'
social security contributions) to natural resources (including the full internalisation of
external energy costs). Government spending 'cuts' are concentrated on direct government
purchases, including employment, and transfer payments. Real spending does not actually
fall, but is lower than Conventional Wisdom expectations. Discount rate 5% real.

Industrial Outlook
Industry declines relatives to services. Industrial production is hindered initially by stricter
environmental rules and fiscal policies designed to promote sustainable investment. Heavy
polluters and energy intensive industries such as the steel and chemicals industries face
the most difficulties. Industrial production grows 2% p.a. between 1990 and 2020, some
1/4 % p.a. lower than in the Hypermarket scenario.

Investment
Is maintained at a healthy but relatively flat rate throughout the period.

Energy Policy
Energy policies most significantly affected by concern for the environment. Global unity of
purpose allows positive action across the energy spectrum.

Taxation
General taxation reform: harmonisation of VAT and Excises and equality of treatment
across fuels on an energy basis; external costs included - on a 'precautionary' approach to
2005 and under a CO2-driven world thereafter; leads to general fuel tax increases in real
terms.

Environment
The ecologically driven scenario. The proven case against CO2 from 2005 reinforces strong
environmental concerns throughout society and results in major policy shifts.

Energy Prices
Stable throughout.

Crude ($1993)



Flat at $16/bbl to 2020 representing an average which captures a variation within the
range of $10 to $20/bbl. Weak demand prevents producers from controlling the market.
Consumers' governments extract much of the economic rent.

Gas
Rising relative to oil as environmental pressures put premium on clean fuels.

Coal
International prices constant in real terms in face of environmental pressures and thus
weak demand. Average EC prices fall substantially with phase-down of expensive domestic
production.

Technology
Strong penetration of new, more efficient demand and supply technologies mainly driven by
public standards on a world-wide scale - high level of technology transfer.

Energy Demand
Issues
Radical policy changes and major technology developments aimed at limiting energy
demand growth.

Oil
Aiming at rapid decline, although difficult in transport. Goal is for transport fuel demand to
flatten early in the new century then fall with some growth in more efficient diesel, decline
in gasoline and increasing penetration of non-oil clean technologies towards 2020.

Gas
Environmental advantages likely to ensure significant increases in share although lower
overall energy requirements could limit volume increases.

Coal
Limited by environmental disadvantages but RTD develops to meet environmental
challenge.

Electricity
Strongly influenced by public conservation policies and utilities' demand-side management.

Energy Supply Issues
Fundamental policy changes and major RTD push to limit emissions, notably CO2.

Oil
While enhanced recovery technologies ensure more than adequate supplies to meet lower
demand, low prices hinder production from higher cost reserves.

Gas
Domestic production strong, aided by technology. Well-head conversion to hydrogen for
new energy technologies appears towards 2020.

Coal
Domestic production rapidly phased out.

Electricity
No nuclear phase-out with re-launch in some countries. Opportunities for new technologies
enhanced.

Renewables
Strong growth in share of renewables, accelerating towards the period end, as new
technologies and radical changes in agricultural policy are pushed forward.



SCENARIO
HYPERMARKET

General Description
Global economic integration is self-reinforcing and continues. The force driving this
scenario is continued application of the market mechanism which is seen as the best way
to produce wealth and handle complexity in uncertainty. Liberalisation and privatisation
deliver results and produce new market entrants who demand more of the same.
Government involvement in the economy is reduced to a minimum, confined it largely to
maintaining competition. Taxation is substantially reduced but is accompanied by cuts in
public expenditure. Subsidies, direct spending on goods and services, and social transfers
are all substantially reduced.

Demographics
Population growth identical to Conventional Wisdom. Labour force participation is weaker
as potential workers are discouraged from entering the labour force as a result of the poor
quality and low pay of jobs offered.

GDP
Economic growth is boosted by the competitive market environment and is the highest of
the four scenarios. European Community GDP grows at 2.3% p.a. between 1990 and 2020.
Growth is strongest in the earlier years, peaking at an average of 3.4% p.a. between 1995
to 2000 and falling thereafter to 2.9% to 2005; 2.4% to 2010; 2.2% to 2015; and 2.0% to
2020.

Global prospects
Similar pattern to Europe. Market liberalisation and deregulation are particularly
important for service industries which relocate to where labour is cheap. The economies of
many developing countries benefit from reduced state controls.

Unemployment
Declines from 12% in 1994 to 6 1/2 % by 2020, mainly the result of weak labour-force
participation, discouraged by poor quality, low wage jobs on offer in an unrestricted labour
market. Average wages grow more slowly than output  - 1.3% p.a. compared to GDP per
employee of 2.1% p.a.

Inflation
Very low - only 2.6% p.a. between 1993 and 2020. Governments see low inflation as key
objective of monetary policy so as to avoid market distortions. The liberalisation of labour
and product markets makes such an objective feasible.

Monetary Policy
Monetary union achieved in 2000, but only by those 'core' countries of the EMS  whose
currencies are closely linked with D-Mark.

Fiscal Policy
Public deficits fall as governments reduce their involvement in the economy. There are deep
cuts in spending on subsidies, goods and services, and social transfer payments. These
cuts allow significant tax reductions. The ratio of government spending to GDP in the
largest four economies falls from 51.5% in 1993 to 40.5% by 2020. Revenues fall from
44.6% of GDP in 1993 to 38.8% by 2020. From a peak of 18.7% of GDP in 1993, spending
on consumption goods and services falls to 16.2% by 2000 and 13.6% by 2020. Discount
rate 10% real.

Industrial Outlook
Strong competition results in the relocation of some manufacturing sectors (e.g. steel) to
Eastern Europe or the NICs. Strong demand and liberal environment allow flourishing
growth of competitive industries, or industries with relatively low international competition
such as pharmaceuticals. Industrial production grows at 3% p.a. to 2000 slowing gradually
to 2% p.a. after 2005.



Investment
Rises rapidly in near term, from a trough of 18.2% of GDP in 1994 to 20.7% by 2000,
although rate of growth falls back considerably thereafter

Energy Policy
Strong belief in free market principles result in energy policy driven by desire to minimise
government control and maximise efficient operation of free markets, nonetheless achieving
desired standards.

Taxation
Some tax reform: harmonisation of VAT and excises taxes towards current lower limits,
without equality of treatment across fuels; no inclusion of external costs.

Environment
Precautionary principles on CO2 to 2005, after which the case against CO2 is proven.
Governments cannot be indifferent to environmental problems but look first and foremost
to the market for solutions and only secondly to public policy. Public concern reinforces
the need for the creation of markets for environmental protection.

Energy Prices
Increasing smoothly.

Crude ($1993)
Rising in real terms as world demand increasingly met by Middle East producers.
$17.6/bbl in 1995, $21/bbl in 2000, $29/bbl in 2010 and $31/bbl in 2020.

Gas
Deregulation and growing network bring lower prices relative to oil, reinforced by
increasing gas-to-gas price competition.

Coal
International prices slightly increasing reflecting expected long-run marginal production
costs. Domestic prices flat as cheap imports displace expensive domestic supplies.

Technology
Penetration of new, more efficient demand and supply technologies substantially
dependent on market forces and international competition; little Government action.

Energy Demand
Issues
High economic growth and hands-off public policy mean efficiency gains made only for
competitive reasons; strong energy demand growth likely.

Oil
Oil up against strong competition from cheap deregulated gas and imported coal, although
transport sector likely to be limited only by saturation effects.

Gas
The dash for gas becomes a stampede, although there is increasing competition from low-
cost coal imports post-2000.

Coal
Likely to decline steeply in the near term but competitive prices present potential for strong
recovery in the power sector thereafter.

Electricity
Little public influence in terms of conservation policies.



Energy Supply Issues
No special concerns on security of supply. Domestic energy production only develops where
viable on internationally competitive basis with no special government support.

Oil
Imports rise but downstream investments by producer countries allay security of supply
worries. Domestic production develops in response to rising prices.

Gas
Import dependency increases but mutual commercial interests of producers and
consumers reduce security risks.

Coal
Withdrawal of subsidies and deregulation lead to phase-out of domestic supply.

Electricity
No limits for use of each primary source. No public policy on nuclear thus new building
rendered uneconomic by discount rate.

Renewables
With little public RTD investment or incentives, renewable growth limited to commercially
viable opportunities only


